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Lace Curtains
-FOR-

10 and 12 1-2 cts. per yard
Cleansed and done up like new
AT

FOSTERS
Forest

City I>ye House

13 Preble St. opp. Preble House
Orders by express will
Send for circular.

receive prompt attention.
dec20sneodtf

BELDING BROS. & CO
Silk Manufacturers.
DRESS SILKS
Of a

PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
At

97 Exchange St., Pobtland, Me.

Tebms: Eight Dollars a Year. To mall subscribers, Seven Dollars a Year, If paid in advauee.
Kates of Advebtisino: One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.60 per sqnare, daily first week: 76 cents per
week after; three Insertions or less, $1.00, continuing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three Insertions or less, 76 cents; one
week, $1.00; $60 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
or less, $1.50.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS.
Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.60 a
year; if paid in advance, $2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion
and 60 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

superior grade,

excellent in quality
and finish.

T

Serges and Satin Linings for Gentlemen’s Clothing.

II09XBILY,

SEWiSG

SILK,

MACHINE

Embroidery

TWIST,

Silk and FLOSSES,

“SUPERIOR”
Pure Thread Knitting Silk.
MILLS. Rockville, Conn., Northampton, Mass.,
Montreal. Canada.
OFFICES. New York, Philadelphia, Chicago,
Cincinnati, St. Louis, San Francisco. ADAMS &
v/ujlvaao, agents.,
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Goods for sale by the trade.
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IISVEAirE.

W. D. LITTLE & OS.,
Exchange Street.
ESTABLISHED IN 1843.
Reliable Insurance In first-class American and
Foreign Co’s at Lowest Rates. Losses promptly adjusted and prompt attention given to business.
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TELEPHONE 701.
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Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have this day formed
THEnership
for carrying on the Grocery

copart-

a

and Provision business under the firm name of E. E. DREW
& CO, at corner of Cumberland and Grove Streets,
E. EVERET DREW,
Portland, Maine.
A. W. PIERCE.

Portland, January 10,1884.

janlldlw

Dissolution of Copartnership.
between

heretofore

name

conday dissolved by
settled by Ira Berry, Jr.,

sent. All accounts will be
at the old stand.

IRA BERRY, Jr.
F. II. FERNALD.

Portland,

Election of JBauk Officer.,

(Special

12,1884.

The business of dealer in Watches, Clocks, Charts,
Nautical Instruments and Optical Goods, will be
continued at the old stand, No. 48 Exchange street,
IRA

BERRY, JB.

janl4dlw

Nominations Confirmed,
(To the Associated Press.)
Washington, Jan. 15.—The Senate
confirmed the following nominations:

today

Postmasters—Justin O. Clement of South
Berwick, Me.: James M. Webb of SaccaCity Marshal White Exonerated,
Augusta, Jan. 15.—The Mayor and Aidermen tonight concluded their heating on the
charges made by the New Age against the
official conduct of Marshal White.
No additional evidence was presented.
The board instructed the city solicitor to draw up a Trport
for their early adoption, exonerating Mr.
White from all the charges.

Telegraph Lias,
New York, Jan. 15.—The certificate of incorporation of the Standard Multiplex Telegraph Company was filed today in this city.
Their lines will run to Boston, Portland,
Florida,

Buffalo, Chicago and the
Its capital stock is 1250,000.

Pacific

The

Kittery Murder.
Biddeford, Jan. 15.—Mrs. Blaney, wife of
Oscar E. Blaney, has been indicted as an accessory with her husband and Mrs. Barrows
indicted for the Kittery murder.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

CITY

Press.)

Cashier—Charles Littlefield.
Directors—Joseph Dane, Andrew Walker,
R. W. Lord, Nathan Dane, Jr., Edward W.
Morton, Moses C. Maling, Abm. Hill.
The usual dividend of 3 per cent, is payable,
and the bank retains about 27 ner cent, in a
surplus fund.

Coast.

by

to

Kennebunk, Jan. 16—At the annual meeting of Ocean National Bank today the following officers were elected:
President—Joseph Dane.

New

existing
co-partnership
of BERRY
the subscribers under the firm
THE
is this
mutual
&

Jan.

Among the graduating class (which numbers
nine) are the following from Maine: Ella 8.
Mitchell, Yarmouth; Mary H. Roberts, Brunswick, Gertrue J. League, Norway.

rappa, Me.

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICE.

FERNALD,

presence of a large number of distinguished
guests and friends of the school from Maine.
The new principal (Dr. C. C. Rounds, lately of
the Normal School at Farmington, Me.,) conducted the exercises with his usual ability.

noston.

si.,

octl8

31

MAINE.
Plymouth (N. H.) Normal School.
(Special to Press.)
Plymouth, N. H., Jan. 16.—The examination and graduation o£ the State Normal
School here occurred yesterday and today, in

Farm

Buildings

Burned.

Bangor,

of Portland.

City

City Marshal’s Office, )
December 19,1883. J
To tenants, occupants and owners of buildings or lots, regarding Snow, and Ice on
Sidewalks.
is hereby called to the Ordinances

of the City, requiring Snow and Ice to be
ATTENTION
moved from the
and sidewalks within the

re-

footways

I shall instruct the police to note all violations of said ordinances, and shall prosecute all persons willfully neglecting to comply with the same.
dec20tf
BENJ. F. ANDREWS, City Marshal.

city.

Portland.

of

City

January 12,1884.
the Joint Standing
TV] OTICE is hereby given that
JLv Committee on
Out New
directed

Laying

Streets,Iwho

order of the City Council, passed January 7th, 1884, to consider the widening of
“B” street to a width of sixty feet, will meet at the
jnnetion of “A” and ,lB” streets on SATURDAY,
the nineteenth day of January, A. D. 1884, at one
o’clock p. m., to hear all parties interested, and will
convenience and neafterwards determine if
cessities require that said street should be so widened.
JOHN W. DEERING,
ROBERT M. GOULD,
|■ Committee
on
JOHN C. TUKESBURY,
AUGUSTINE D. SMITH,
f Laying Out
FRANKLIN SIMONDS,
I New Streets.
James connellan,
i
were

by

an

public

Mayor,)

d7fc

Janl2

WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Washington, Jan. 16.
indications lor New England
are
generally fair weather, westerly winds, slightly
colder in souther portion and warmer in north-

Jan. 15.—The buildings of James
Parsons, situated on the Pashaw road, seven
mlies out, were destroyed by fire last night;
also seven horses and one cow. Loss not given.

Saturday

a redaction of thirteen cents per
for lasters in box work went into effect in
a number of the Auburn shoe factories,
among
thorn thoBe of Ara Cushman & Co., Gay,
Woodman & Co., and Foss, Packard & Co. A
meeting of the Lasters’ Union was held Saturday night. Monday morning a number of the
lasters left work. The cut down fixes the price
at 80 cents per case. Thirteen lasters went oat
of Foss, Packard & Co.
A number left the
other factories.

case

tv A

John D. Mitchell and Joseph Newell, two
Penobscot Indians ol the Oldtown tribe, left
their wives and went off with the squaws of
two of their tribe, Sarah Wilson and Mary
Francis.
They were arrested near Blue Hill
and taken to Oldtown, where they were taken
before a trial justice, and Mitchell and Sarah
were sentenced to ninety days in jail and costs,
and Newell and Mary were held for appearance before the grand jury on the charge 6f
adultery. They were all committed to jail

Saturday.

BAR HARBOR.

Mrs. Hunt of New York will build a line establishment near the Howard Villa next season. The stable alone will cost between 85000
and 86000.
Tne entire cost of the buildings
will bo about 850,000.

The

ern, rising barometer in southern portion, falling barometer in northern.
On Thursday fair weather is indicated in
New England, the Middle and South Atlantic
Slates, Tennessee and Ohio valley.
METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
-----—
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Fall.

•Too small to measure.

ADMIRAL THAOHER’

WILL.

lion of a
Sait Involving the C'nnstr
Clause Therein.
Boston, Jan. 15.—In the equit session of
Charles
Jul.e
the Superior Court before
in the case
Allen to-day was bagun a heari,
Milton A.
of Eugene B. Hinkley et als.
A

vB.

Fowler et als., which involves the construction
ot a clause in the will of the late Admiral
Henry Knoz Thacher of the United States
navy. Mr. Thacher died on April 5, 1339, and
after specific bequests to relatives and friends,
the will contains the following clause: “I also
will and devise that the residue of my property after the payment of my funeral expenses
and just debts, as well as the before named

bequests, be given equally to the authorized
agents of the Home and Foreign Missionary
Societies, to aid in propagating the holy reli
gion of Jesus Christ." The residue of Admiral
Thacher’s estate amounts to about 531,000,
and the claimants are the American Board of
the
Gommisaionera for
Foreign
Missions,
Home Missionary Society, the M ethodist Episcopal Society and the Massachusetts Missionary Society. The plaintiffs in the case are the
parties interested in the missions, and the defendants are the executors and beneficiaries of
Admiral Thacher’s will. The ground taken
by the respondents is that the residuary
clausa is too indefinite and that the amount in
question mast revert to the lieirs-at-law. The
several parlies in interest are represented by
council, and the case will go to the full bench
of the Supreme Court.

Inauguration ©ay in New Jersey.
Trenton, N. J,, Jan. 15.—Leon Abbett was
•inaugurated governor of New Jersey to-day.
An

imposing procession

escorted

him to the

Opera House, where the ceremony took place.
Subsequently, ex-Gov. Ludlow and Gov. Abbett attended a lunch given in their honor by
the inauguration committee. This afternoon a
public reception was held in the executive
chamber, and this evening another public re~
ceptiOD was given.
Jobn and Annie McDonald aged 4 and 5
years were locked in a room in Brooklyn yesterday by the mother while she took another
child to school. During her absence the children built a fire on the floor and suffocated
themselves.

BRUNSWICK.

A winter meeting and exhibition of the
Maine State Pomological Society and a Farmers’ Institute of the Meine Board of Agriculture will be held, jointly, at Lemont Hall,
Brunswick, Tuesday and Wednesday, Jan. 22
and 23.
FARMINGTON.

At the annual meeting of the Sandy River
National Bank the following directors were
chosen for this year:
F. G. Butler, A. W. F.
Belcher, Daniel Beale, Alvan Currier, Joseph
W. Fairbanks. Mr. F. G. Butler was elected
president and T. F. Belcher cashier.
HAMPDEN.

Mrs. Delia Doane, of Hampden, reached the
advanced age of 88 years the fourth of this
month. Mrs. Doane is the oldest of the well
known Swett family, children of the late Benjamin Swett of Hampden. The aggregate age
of the eleven brothers and sisters now living is
823 years, the oldest ag6d 88 and the youngest,
Capt. David W. Swett of Gloucester, Mass.,
The names of the others, in the oraged 06.
der of their ages, are Mrs. Joanna A. Rowe of
Mrs.
Bangor,
Emily H. Majo of Chicago,
Capt. Banj. Swett of Portland; Mr. James A..
Swett and Mrs. Mary A. Hopkins of Bangor,
Mrs. Reed Snow of Hampden, Mrs. Jonathan
Burbank of Bangor, Mr. Charles M. Swett of
HarmoD, and Mr. Wm. A. Swett of Bangor.
Benjamin Swett, the father, died at the age of
eigbtj-five, his mother living to the age of

ninety-two.

LEWISTON.

A woman named Hannah Murphy, of Lewiston, took a dose of paris green Saturday
while laboring under a lit of temporary insanity. Luckily the dose was so large that it operated as an emetic, and her life was saved.
Among the many who visited Lewiston dur.
ing State fair week was a young woman 20
years of age. She was prepossessing, and represented herself as a young widow of cnltare. a
resident of Florida, where her husband died.
She bad a child in her arms. She had been in
the city only a few weeks, when a business
man in Lewiston
was
astounded to receive a
notice that action for deseation, coupled with
graver charges, had been entered against himHe gave bonds for appearance at the Supreme
Court. He has taken in the meantime a trip
to a town in Massachusetts, where he learned
that the young woman had resided.
He came
back a few days ago with a sound defense. The

setting forth of her past history. The result is
that the action has been dropped.
Charles Donham, who was liberated from
State prison last Saturday after three years
confinement for larceny, was arrested immediately after leaving the prison on another
complaint lor a similar crime committed in
Lewiston, and on Monday sentenced to four
months in Auburn jail.
PITTSFIELD.

Amaziah Jordan of Pittsfield, in an insane
freak last Saturday, deliberately chopped off
four toes of one foot with an axe.
SAGADAHOC.

Joseph

C. Trott was convicted at Bath Mon-

day of an assault on his brother with intent to
kill, and sentenced to eight years in State

he was called back into
court and two years added to his sentence on
account of threatening language which he
used.

prison.

Subsequently

IN

GENEBAL.

Duty having been collected on a cassock recently imported from Canada into Maine, the
owner, a Catholic priest, made application
through Senator Frye to have the amount refunded, on the ground that the article was
The department
used for religious purposes.
in reply informs Mr. Frye that where a priest
of
vestments
any regalia or robe as his
imports
private property he must pay duty, even
though the articles imported are afterwards
But where such
used in religious ceremonies.
articles are imported by a church or society for
religious purposes they will bo allowed to come

in free.
Itev. Dr. Dorchester,of Boston, has agreed to
give the Maine State Temperance Allance a
Durmouth’s work in this State this winter.
ing the last of January and the first of February he will speak in various parts of the State.
The members of the Thirteen Club of New
York City, celebrated their anniversary Monday evening. The banquet consisted of thirteen courses, and thirteen kinds of wine, served by thirteen waiters, and at the termination
of tbe festivities thirteen carriages conveyed
the members to their homes.

■—■■1

of the allowances from postal funds for clerk
POSTMASTER GODDARD’S CASE.
hire.”
In view of the fact that the per cent provided for in section 4047 is declared by that secThe Seven Thousand Dollars Com- tion to be allowed ”aB
compensation for issuing
and paying money orders,” I have not felt,
missions.
that, where a postmaster had required a clerk
paid from postal funds, to discharge the duties
that are imposed upon the postmaster in the
Letter of the Postmaster-General to the money order
service by statute, he was entitled
to assert a claim for money order commissions.
Attorney-General.
He cannot exchange duties with a postal clerk,
because he owes a service in person to the postal service as postmaster.
He cannot make
THE ATTORNEV-CJENERAI/S OPINsuch exchange, because the statute specifies
ION.
the only two cases in which a postal clerk may
The postal clerk is
discharge these dutieB.
paid from the revenue of the poBt office dePostmaster* Who Receive the Commission
partment and the actual expenses of the money order office would be diminished, if a porAllowed for Doing a Honey Order Busition of its clerks were borne upon the rolls of
ness must Do the Business Themselves
the postal service, and the Treasurer of the
United States udjustly burdened for the finanor Pay for
Doing it, and Not Employ cial benefit
of individuals.
He cannot exClerks Whose Services are Paid for by
change service with a postal clerk, because
the payment under section 4047 is “as compenthe United States.
pensation for issuing and paying money orders.” If he has not performed the service,
he cannot claim the compensation without vio(Special to the Press.)
i lating section 4067 R. S.
Washington, Jan. 15,1884.
I respectfully submit the question for your
The following is the letter of the Postmaster
consideration and opinion as to the proper congeneral to the Attorney-General, in which he struction to be given to the statute in question.
Respectfully yours,
submitted
the question of the right of a
W. Q. Gresham,
(Signed.)
postmaster to receive commissions on account
Postmaster General.
of the money order business done at his office,
Hon. Benj. Harris Brewster, Attorney Generwhen he docs not himself do the work, or pay
al, Washington, D. C.
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL’S REPLY.
for doing it.
While Postmaster Goddard
Department of Justice, )
of Portland, is not expressly referred to, it is
Washington, Dec. 20,1883. j
understood that the question was raised by the
Sir:—I have the honor to acknowledge the
report of the epecial agent of the Department
receipt of your letter of the 13th instant, citing
who made an investigation of the Portland
section 4047 of the Revised Statutes and stating
office several months ago.
that "this section is understood by the Post
THE POSTMASTER-GENERAL'S LETTER.
Office Department as requiring a postmaster in
Post Office Department,
order to entitle him to receive the compensaj
Office of the Postmaster-General. >
tion therein provided for issuing and paying
D.
Dec.

WASHINGTON,
18,1883. J
C.,
Sir:—Section 4047 of the Revised Statutes
provides that: “Postmasters at money order
offices may be allowed as compensation for issuing, and paying, money orders not exceed-

ing

one-third of the whole amount of the fees
collected on orders issued, and ene-fourth of
one per cent, on the gross amount of ordere
paid at their respective offices, provided such

Compensation, together with the postmaster’s
salary, shall not exceed four thousand dollars
per annum, except in the case of the postmaster at New York city.”
This section is understood by
the Post
Office
Department as requiring a postmaster
in order to entitle him to receive the compensation therein provided
for issuing and paying money orders to

personally perform the services required in
the money order business at his office in the
sense that if the work is not physically executed by his hands it must be executed under his
immediate supervision, by a clerk employed by
him for that purpose, and who is, in no way,

employed by

the Post Office Department proper
paid from postal laudH, as Giutlugaashcd
from money order funds.
This view of the matter has not been accepted by many postmasters as a proper construction, and it is deemed advisable to ask your
opinion upon the subject. In doing so, permit
or

briefly as possible, to present such suggestions as have impressed me in examining
this question, and the reasons that have inme,

as

duced the conclusions at which I have arrived.
A careful reading of the following sections
of the Revised Statutes have led me to believe
that it

the purpose of Congress to keep
distinct and separate the expenses of the money order system from the cost of the postal service; and that this purpose should be kept in
view in the interpretation of all statutes
was

passed, relating either to the money order system or to the postal service.
By section 4027, the Postmaster-General is
authorized to establish

AUBURN.

»■

-■

a

uniform money order

system.
The following section authorizes him to conclude arrangements with postal authorities of
foreign governments, and requires that “expenses of establishing and conducting suoh
system of exchange may be paid out of the
proceeds of the money order business.”
Section 4043, and the section following authorize, in special instances, the transfer of
postal funds to pay money orders; but they
require a strict record to be kept thereof, and
au account opened by the Assistant Treasurer
of the United States of “Money Order Funds.”
Section 4047, requires that the compensation
of a postmaster for services rendered in the
order business shall be paid out of
money order funds. This is followed in the
succeeding section by the requirement that the
money

Postmaster General “shall pay out of the
of stationery and such incidental expenses as
are necessary for the transaction of that business.

Item eight of section 4019 requires that the
accounts of the PeStal service shall be kept in
such a manner as to exhibit separately “the
revenue from money order business.”
The following section requires “the net proceeds

of tho

money order

business” to

be

placed to the credit of the Treasurer of the
United States for the service of the Post Office
Department, and “the receipts of the Post
Office Department derived from this service
during each quarter shall be entered by the
Sixth Auditor in the accounts of such department under the head of “Revenue from the
Money Order Business.”
This distinct purpose of Congress to keep
entirely separate the expenses of the money
order system, is in entire harmony with the
principle, that would prevent the use of money
from the
have

public treasury,

in which all citizens

money-orders,

personally perform

the ser-

required m the mouey-order Business at
his office, in the sense that if the work is not

physically executed py his hands it mast be
executed under his immediate supervision by a
clerk employed by him for that purpose, and
who is in no way employed by the Post’ Office
Department proper,

or paid from postal
funds
from money-order funds.”
You state further that thfs view of the matter has not been accepted by many postmasters

as

distinguished

proper construction, and that it is deemed
advisable to ask my opinion npon the subject.

as a

It seems very clear to me that the section"
cited gives compensation to postmasters for issuing and paying money orders only in consideration of their having earned it by their personal service (including
of their own paid
agents, in case any part of that duty may 'be
lawfully delegated.) This rests on the plain
doctrine that in su«h a contract of hiring the
engagement of one party is to pay and of the
other to serve. The statute cited must be presumed to require this mutuality and the postmasters who consider themselves to be entitled
to nay under it without rendering or fnrnishlugtho service should produce some legislative declaration of their right.
Whether in any particular case there is
foundation for such a claim will depend on the
factj, and in the.absence of these, lean expr©88 DO opinion further than to connnT OS
above in your construction of section 4047 of
the Revised Statutes.
As yon state no special cases for me to pass
upon of course I must answer this on the abstract proposition which is the point and purpose of your letter.
Benjamin Harris Brewster,
Attorney General.
Hon. W. Q. Gresham, Postmaster General.

VALERIA G. STONE.
Death of

n

Lady

of Great JPhilanthroplc

Impulses.
Boston, Jan. 15.—Mrs. Valeria G. Stone
died at the residence of Mr. Asa H. Brown, on
Washington street, Malden, this morning.
Some time ago she fell in going up stairs, and
fractured her hip, and from this injury she has
been unable to tally on accountof old age, but
has gradually declined.
Mrs. Stone was born
in Brownfield, Me., in 1803, received her education at Fryebnrg, Me., and later was united
in marriage to Mr. Daniel T. Stone.
Their
homo was in Malden for many years, and npon
the death of Mr. Stone some years ago, he left
his entire fortune, amounting to about 552,000,000, to his wife. The trustees of the will were
Rev D W. Wilcox, Messrs. P. S. Page and
As Mrs. Stone was left
Isaac M. Cutter.
childless, after consultation with the trustees
of the will, she announced her determination
to devote the bulk of the large fortune to educational and religious purposes, and under
the direction of the principal trustee Rev. D.
W. Wilcox, such disposition has been made of
about a million and a half of her estate. Among
the principal gifts made by her have been
$100,000 to Wellesley Female College, where a
large hall has been erected and named Stoae
Hall in her honor; about $150,000 to Andover
Theological Seminary, $50,000 to Drury College of Springfield, Mo., $50,000 to the Chicago ideological seminary, »au,uuu to Hamilton
College of Clinton, New York, and other large
amounts to Bowdoin and other New England
Ail these
colleges and to Oberlin University.
gifts have been mainly in the interest of the
denomination.
In addition
Congregational
she gave many thousand dollars to the American Missionary Association,
whioh was scattered throughout the South and used for the
education of the colored people.
Mrs. Stone
also remembered Fryeburg College, Maine,
with a gift of 510,000, very generously canceled the debt of the Malden Congregational
Church, and was also instrumental in helping
other local
institutions.
She
was
a
great
lady of
philanthropic
impulses,
and
open-hearted
and
sympathies,
her
private charities were carried on as freely
as her public ones.
In a quiet way she has
helped many a poor home and gladdened many
a heart.
She provided for her many relatives
in a like generous way, and reserved for her
own personal use but a small portion
comparatively of her great fortune.

common

the transmission of money through the mails.
It seemB proper thatwhila the government, as
a matter of
convenience should furnish such
facilities at the lowest possible cost, yet they
not
bo
should
so supplied
at any cost to the
public treasury, and for this reason this account should be kept absolutely separate from
the postal service, in tho administration of
which, tho public revenues have been used
with a primary regard to tho returns anticipated. A construction therefore of any
section of the statute, which would prevent
the absolute severance of all money order expenses, from postal expenses proper is if possible, to be avoided, both from principle and
in execution of the apparent purpose of Congress.
It is important, it seems to me, that the exact expenses of
the money order system
should be ascertained from year to year,in order
that while the cost of the service to those
using it may be reduced to the minimum, yet
no burden Bhall
be thrown upon the public
treasury for the financial benefit of individuals.
There are other sections of the statute that
indicate that the baBis adopted for fixing the
salaries of postmasters, does not in any way
take into account as an item the clerical labor
performed in the money order service, or the
receipts from the fees fixed by law upon the
issue of money orders.
The compensation of
clerks for post offices is also based solely upon
the postal work required of them connected
In^iLimatele with

sections are

t.hfi

nncf.,1

carvina

follows:
Section 9, xix. Stats., at L., p. 30.
“Compensation of Postmasters,” xx. Stats.,
at L,, p, 141.
Section 26, xx. Stats., at L p. 361.
Section 12, xix. Stats., at L., p. 82.
The allowances for clerks at post offices, and
incidental expenses are fixed by seciious 3860
and 38G3, R. S., and section 11, xix. Stats., at
L., p. 82, which limits the allowances at separating offices to “the necossary cost of clerical
services arising from duties.”
Section 3557, R. S., recognizes the distinction between the postmaster’s salary and his
commission on the money order business.
Section 3834, R. S., requires that, “Where
an office shall be designated as a money order
office, the bond of the postmaster shall contain
an additional condition for the
faithful performances of all duties and obligations in connection with the money order business.”
Section 4031 requires a special designation
by the Postmaster General, of the chief clerk,
or some other clerk, in a
post office, in the unavoidable absence or sickness of the postmaster, “to act in his place, and to discharge all
the duties required by law of such postmasters,” “at any money order office,” “and the
special bond given by the principal of the
office, shall bo held to cover and apply to the
acts of the person appointed to act in his place
iu such cases.”
Section 4029 authorizes the assistant or clerks
in charge of branch offices, or stations in
cities, under direction of the Postmaster General, to issue money orders, and renders the
postmaster, and his sureties, liable upon his
official bond for moneys received by him, or
his designated assistants, or clerks, in charge
of stations.
TheBO are the only two instances <whera a
postmaster is authorized by statute, to designate a clerk employed in the postal service to
perform any duties in the money order service.
They are by statute made the exceptional
as

cases.

In harmony with this legislation, is the provision iu section 970, Postal Laws and Regulations, 1879, which declares that: “Postmasters
are strictly prohibited from
employing in the
transaction of their money order business, any
portion of the time of their clerks paid for out

ALABAMA CLAIMS.
Judgments Announced Yesterday

Washington, Jan. 15.—In the Court of Alabama Claims to-day, judgments were announced as follows:
No. 1620—David E. Stockwell, John L. Cutler
and George S. Chalmor of the him of D. R. Stockwell & Co., $68.
No. 1620—David It. Stockwell, $21J>.
No. 1064—Isaac L. Came, $2,377No. 1064—Isaac L. Came,
surviving partner of
the firm of Leavitts & Came $440, with interest
from Dec.

to
Examine
Treasurer’s Accounts.

(Special

to the

6,1863.

No. 1616—Saunders Curling $68, with interest
May 8, 1866.
No. 1614—Lewis M. Partridge $225, with interest from March 4, 1864.
No. 1607—Edwin Parker Treat $722, with infrom

terest frem May 12,1864.
No. 1057—Harrison J. Libby $90, with interest
from Dec. 8,1866.
No. 1061—Everett W. Slosson and
Joseph H.
Stetson, of the Arm of Stetson Bros., $187 with interest from Feb. 15, 1863.
No. 1318—Benj. T. Martin $151, with interest
from May 2,1863.

THE NATIONAL BANKS.
Sherman’s Amendment to Dili
Bill-—Work In the Senate Finance Committee.

Senator

Washington, Jan. 15.—Tha Senate finance
committee today continued the discussion of
Senator Sherman’s bill to authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to issue to the national
banks currency to the amount of 90 per cent
of the market value of boude deposited to secure circulation.
Senator Aldiich’s bill to facilitate the exchange of 4 per cent bonds was
discussed at considerable length.
No decision
was reached.
Daring the discassion Senator
Sherman proposed an important amendment to
his own bill designed to meet the objection
that the measure would leave the amount of
circulation upon a fluctuating standard.
He
proposed to authorize the Secretary to issue national bank notes up to 90 per cent of the face
value of the three per cent bonds deposited as
security for circulation.
Where a higher rate
of bonds are deposited he proposed to compute
the interest above three £'per cent and allow
circulation to the amount of 90 per cent of $he
aggregate interest over 3 per cent for the whole
time such bonds have to run. Thus four per
cent bonds having 23 years to run
being deposited as security for circulation would entitle
the bank depositing it to receive currency at
the rate of 110.70 for each 100 dollar bond deposited, that being 90 per cent of face value
and 90 per cent additional for all excess of interest over three per cent.

u.

sTbbnators.

Elected in Ohio—No Choice
in Maryland.;
Columbus, Jan. 15.—Harry B. Paine was
elected U. S. Senator today without opposition,
the
republicans in both houses voting
blank.
Baltimore, Jan. 15.—The legislature today
voted for U. S. Senator to succeed Hon. James
Black Groome, whose term expires the 4th of
March. There was no choice.
H. B. Paine

Senator Allison Renominated.
Des Moines, la., Jan. 15.—:At a
Republican
legislative caucns tonight, Senator Allison was
renominated for CJ. S. Senator by acclamation,
and with much enthusiasm.
No Choice in Kentucky.
Frankfort, Jan. 15.—An informal ballot
for Senator, taken in
joint assembly today, but
by agreement the democrats voted so that no
one was elected.
The caucns met again toDight and six unsuccessful ballots were taken,
the last resulting, Williams 54, Blackburn 44,
Sweeney 23.

the

Press.)

$4,944.94.

The committee in compiianee with law, destroyed, by burning, all coupons paid by the
State Treasurer on account of the public debt
daring the year 1883, amounting to the sum of
8224,123.00 as charged on his books exclusive
of $139,020.00
interest paid on registered
bonds, vouchers for which are on file.in his office. The committee also destroyed by burniu

mo

yrwHwuuo

ui

me

treasurer,

tueir

bands of the Stat# paid during the year,
amounting to the sum of $434,WO. of that
amount $383,OW was the war loan issued Jan.
31,1863, and due March 1, 1883. A certificate
of

th^r destruction and the number of each
boi^ destroyed was filed with the State Treas-

urer in compliance with law.
The committee
also destroyed in a like manner all bonds and
that were conCoupons thereto attached
verted into registered bonds by the State
Treasurer during the year amounting to the
sum of $39,OW together with
registered bonds
received by the State Treasurer for re-issue,
amounting to the sum of $113,W0.
The sinking fund account which is represented on the books of the office as amounting
to $1,709,392.23 was found correct. The securities on which the sinking fund is invested
were examined and found to agree with the
treasurer’s statement of that fund. The committee find trust funds in the hands of the
State Treasurer deposited by the “Union Mutual Life Insurance Co.” as required by Chap.
49, Sec. 57 of the Revised Statutes, for the benefit of all policy holders in
said
company,
amounting to the snm of $100,OW; and the
same is invested in
United States registered
bonds. They also find in charge of the State
Treasurer, trust funds held for benefit of the

Agricultural College, amounting

to

$118,3W.W

invested in State of Maine bonds. Tho books
of the treasury department are properly kept
and all papers and vouchers pertaining to t£a.
-fttHd and
business of tke offise wore
numbered.
The committee acknowledge with pleasure
their indebtedness
to
the efficient
State
Treasurer and his assistants,.for the aid rendered them in the discharge of their official
duties, and regret that at the close of Treasurer
Holbrook’s official term, December 31, 1884, he
will not be'elegible under the Constitution of
the State, to a re-election.
S. C. Hatch.
A. F. Crockett.
John D. Hodson.
«
Rufus Prince.
Frederick W. Richie.

Houce—Society
Notea—Parisian Toileu—News from the

CONGRESS.

1ENA1E.

Washington, Jan. 15.
Iu the Senate to day a numerously signed
from
citizens of Kansas was presented
petition
by Senator Plumb, praying for the passage of
a constitutional
amendment conferring the
right of suffrage on women.
Several petitions were presented by Senator
Blair from citizens of Minnesota praying that
colonies of families may be allowed to lay out
villages on the public land in order to establish corporative industrial societies.
Mr. Anthony called up his resolution directing the committee on foreign relations to inquire into the expediency of legislation to enable the executive to protect American interests against governments which have prohibited or restrained the importation of heathful American meats.
Mr. Logan said it would seem that the
noliev of our conntrv has bean mnrnlv to Venn
things moving along in the hope that foreign
countries might be coaxed into revoking the
obnoxions decrees.
His judgment was that
the failure of four years diplomacy to set the
matter rieht, the only way to meet the difficulty now is by excluding from the United States
certain importations coming hither from the
foreign countries ir question and thus give
those countries to understand that while certain sound products of this country wore excluded from their ports certain products of
theirs would not be permitted to enter our
ports.

Mr. Ingalls did not understand that foreign
governments bad excluded healthy meats. He
conld not bolieye that while the people of Ger-

many and France were in need of our meats,
6ince the supply raised in their own countries
was insufficient, they are making groundless
objections to importations of our meats.

Mr. McPherson to show the unfair
discrimination made abroad against meats from
the United States cited the case of Great
Britain cattle, reaehing British ports from the
United States are obliged to be slaughtered at
the port of entry and conveyed theace as
dressed meats; and this applies to all cattle
from the United States whether from an infected district or from one notoriously free
from the infection, while the same drove of
cattle if shipped from a Canadian port after
having been detained perhaps 48 hours longer
en the journey, are allowed on reaching Great
Britain to be carried all over the United Kingdom.
Mr. Miller of New York thought tho whole
discussion premature. He understood that in
a few days the State DdpMftment would send
to the Senate the entire correspondence relating to the question involved and with that no
doubt would como a recommendation from
the President that a system of inspection of
export meats be established.
The morning hour expiring the matter went
over.

The Senate then wont into executive session
and on the doocs being reopened an order was
made designating Senator Ingalls to Dreside
at the opening of the Senate to-morrow in
case of absence of President pro tem. Edmunds.

Adjourned.

HOUSE.
Mr. Green of North Carolina offered a resolution authorizing the committee on public
health to inquire into the truth of the allegations of tho adulteration of food and if it is
shown that such practices exist to suggest
what legislation is necessary to correct the
wrong and giving that committee the authority to employ chemical and medical experts.
Referred to the committee on public health.
Mr. Mills of Texas, from the committee on
Ways and means reported as a substitute for
the resolutions offered by Messrs. Hewitt and
Belmont of New York a resolution requesting
the President to famish the House with any
information in his possession, including reports
from Uriited States Consuls, special agents of
the Treasury Department, appraisers of customs and decisions of departments concerning
under valaation, false classification and other
irregular practices in the importation of foreign goods, wares and merchandise in January
1,1882, and in his discretion.prior thereto and
farther requesting him to recommend what
legislation, if any, in his opinion, is needed to
prevont frauds on the revenue, resulting from
the causes above specified. Adopted
Mr. Cobb of Indiana, chairman of the committee on public lands reported, declaring forfeited certain grants made to certain States in
the con s tract ion of railroads.
Referred to the
committee of the whole.
Mr. Springer of Illinois, offered a resolution
calling on the Postmaster General for copies of
all corresnondence between the Denartment. nf
Justice and the Postofbce Department, touching the prosecution, persons charged with
fraud in connection with the Star Route service, and also for an itemized statement of exof the Postoffice Department from
[arch 4,1881, to Jan. 1,1884, in the investigation of said frauds.
Mr. Hiscock of New York, objected to its
present consideration and it was referred to
the committee on expenditures in the Department of Justice.
Mr. Willis of Kentucky, ohairman of the
committee ou rivers and harbors reported a bill
making an appropriation of $1,000,000 for continuing the improvement of the Mississippi
river.
The House then went into committee of the
whole, (Mr. Cox of New York in the chair)
for its consideration.
Mr. Wills stated that an appropriation was
necessary to prevent injury to the valuable
plant of the government and to enable the
commissioners to proceed with the work of improvement.
Mr. Miller of Pennsylvania, before favoring
the appropriation, wanted to know how much
of the sumo already appropriated had been
spent in building levees. He ventured to say
there had not been an appropriation for improvement of the river navigation, from which
there had been as much filching as from an appropriation for the Mississippi river.
Mutterings had come from that river that private corporations and private individuals were wonderfully benefited by these immense appropriations.
After a general expression of views the committee ros9 for the purpose of limiting debate,
but several motions were interjected, and the
yeas and navs were ordered on that motion.
The House by yeas 80, nays 190, refused to
adjourn, and it was agreed that when the
House again goes into committee general debate be limited to 30 minutes.
Mr. Belmont of New York presented a petition from pilots and others interested in navigation of jjong Island Sound praying for the
establishment of a harbor of safety at Norton's
Point. Referred.

Senditures

Adjourned.

Mountain|{Side|in
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Pennsylvania.

Dashes Down

the Press.)
Washington, Jan. 15.
The President is very slow, not to say negligent, in his social duties this year. Half tbe
winter has passed, and yet the doors of the
White House have only been open on New

in order

that it

might

Leap fran* Ihe
Women
Window*.—Throe
Death and Others Badly Injured.—Hereic Condnct of the Engineer.

Bradford, Pa., Jan. 16.—The engineer of
train No, 2, between Wellsville, N. Y., and
Bradford, Pa., on the Erie, Narrow Gauge
system, while rounding a curve two miles east
of here at 9.45 a. m., discovered oil on the
tracks. He reversed his engine, but was too
late, and the brake* could not hold the train.
It dashed into the oil, which was fresh aad
gasy. Sparks from the firebox ignited the

have

influence upon the political managers,
with whom he might have relations, and who
have the making of a presidential boom. The
natural result is quiet at the White House,and
some

it is probable that the silence that reigns there
will not be broken before the end of the present
month, or nearly that time. The President
goes over to New York on the 25th, or about
that date, and will bring back his sister, Mrs.

oil, and the flames instantaneously enveloped
the train, which dashed down a steep grade
100 feet to the mile, at the rate of 46 miles an
hour. There were about forty passengers on
board, who became extremely panicky, and

McElroy, with him, provided she does not get
It is expected that tbe
here sooner than that.
social season at the White House will begin
immediately after his return, and that the
events will come thick and fast after that.
Heretofore thore have been at least four receptions daring the winter, and about as many
dinner parties. If the President gets all these
in between the first of February and the be-

the doors and windows into the
snow, which was three feet deep. Near the
doors the doomed victims crowded, blockading
the passageway. At a curve, half a mile from
where the flames seized the fated train the engine and train were derailed. Three women
named Kilty Moran, Mrs. Lewis Fair and Mrs.
Connelly or Jenes were burned to death. Fif-

Jumped from

teen men and one

of Lent he will have to be pretty busy.
The lack of events of this nature at the presidential mansion has created a good deal of
comment among members of Congress and

ginning

daring the past few days. It is not impossible, however, that the present programme
may be so far changed as to bring one recepto

The baggage-master and express messenger jumped from the train and escaped
with a few injuries. The arms and legs of the
victims were bnrned off. Many of the wound,
saved.

this week quite small.
uumber of important social events are
promised for next week,notably the Bachelor’s
German next Monday evening, a fancy dress
ball at Mrs. Halliday’s on the same evening, at
which powdered wigs, quaint old dresses and
the minuet will be the features, and the marriage of Lieut. Barry a conple of days later.
The labors incident upon the large number
of calls that society ladies are now required to
this nature is thus far

Quite a

ed are in a critical condition, and fonr or five
will probably die before night.
The burning
train as it dashed down the mountain side was
an

are

so

great

ANOTHER ACCOUNT.

the train was^immediately enveloped in flames.
The track for a distance of 100 yards was covered with oil, and it is believed that the gas
coming in contact with the firebox of the en-

gine exploded firing the oil, and the flames

enveloped

the train in an instant in a blazing
So intense was the heat that windows
cracked and in less time than it takes to
write it, tho passenger coach and baggage
mass.

hours.

To make thirty or forty calls, and enjoy them, in two or three hours, is a pretty
difficult task. The tendency in the past few
years is to crowd everything farther along. Instead of the receptions beginning at half-past

converted into a seething caldron of
It was a terrible moment.
The coach
wag filled with passengers, and there was a
rash for the doors, bat the heat was so intense
car were

fire.

two, the ladies

are rarely to be seen behalf or three. “Breakfasts”
are now given at half-past twelve and one, instead of
eleven, as they used to be. The hours
for dinner, iaste&d of being six and a half, are
now seven and a half ana eight.
Evening receptions do not begin before nine, and otteu

and

two

a

that the panic stricken people were driven
back and forced to jamp through the windows,
landing in the snow.
A relief train with surgeons and cots was despatched to the scene. Upon arrival there a
terrible sight presented itself. The passenger
coach and baggage oar was a mass of smoking

ten, and

as for
"Germans” the dancing does
begin until midnight, and the supper
comes along about three or four, where there
is any given. A local writer, commenting upon this
fact, says: "To appreciate the time
and labor of making afternoon calls, one must
have personal experience.
Every day has its
full complement of receptions, and it is only by
making thirty or forty calls in a single day
that one accomplishes the round of official visltmg. There were complaints last week, and
a good deal of disappointment, by callers who
had the desire to do more than send in cards,
because ladies were not ready to receive, and

not

had not announced an hour other than two
o’clock.
There must be a beginning, else
there would be no end, and some calls must be
The hours at evening receptions
If the hour of
growing later and later.
nine is on the card of invitation, gueBts put in
at appearance at 9.30, and if that hour is fixed
It has become the rule for
they go at 10.
guests to straggle in at from 10.30 to 12 o’clock
It is simply absurd to affect the foreign custom
of very late hours, when there are so few men
and women of leisure in society.”
made early.

are

NOTES.

Major Arth nr, the President’s brother, is at
the White House as the guest of the President.
Alan Arthur, the son of the Chief
has returned, somewhat regretfully, to his

Executive(

at Princeton. It is so much more pleasto be the President’s son in Washington,
with everything at the White House and its
stables at command, than to be a drudge of a

studies

ant

student at college.
Col. Coppinger is here, helping Grandpa
Blaine take care of the baby, J. G. B. Coppinger. Grandpa Brewster, whose daughter was,
it will be remembered, married about the time
of the Blaine-Coppinger marriage, does not
have his grandchild with him, Mr. Coons hay-

ing found it necessary to get back to his busiengagements in Philadelphia.
Gen. Hastings, who married a niece of Mrs.

ness

President

Hayes during

the

last administra-

tion, is now residing in the Bermudas, devoting his attention largely to the production of
caster lilies and other flowers, making a specialty, however, of the lilies. He has a beautiful residence in his island home.
Secretary and Mrs. Teller go out very little,
as the Secretary finds it necessary to put in
several hours’ work in his office every evening,
in order to keep up with his official duties.
A couple
of handsome Parisian toilets,
which have just arrived for a couple of Washington ladies, are described as follows: The
first is of lustrous white satin, embossed with
silver leaves and arabesques in pearl and
white cut crystals. The corsage and train are
of this material, the petticoat of plain white
satin, with ruffles of Duchess lace. The second is of azure blue satin, of magnificent quality, trimmed with white ostrich feather bands,
flecked with silver, which heads deep raffles of
Venetian lace, showing pale blue medallions
iOkthe center of each scallop in the web-like

design

of the lace.

This dress is made “Princess style,” cut lyre-shaped in the neck, with
short sleeves. A necklace of pale blue forgetme-nots, of real turquoise, with silver leaves as

links, is to be

worn

with the last mentioned.

Committees on Commerce.
Washington, Jan. 15.—At a meeting today
of the coinmittoe on commerce the following
sub-committees were appointed:
On the Bureau of Commerce and Navigation—Messrs. Clardy, Davis and Long.
On Shipping Commissioners and Shipment
and Treatment of Seamen—Messrs. Clardy,
Lyman, Bafksdale, Wadsworth and Stewart.
On Commerce and Navigation, and Regulation of Steam Vessels—Messrs. Dunn, Clardy,
Turner, Davis and Stewart.
On Tonnage—Messrs. Dunn, Barksdale and
*
Stewart.
Sub

_

GENERAL NEWS.
In the case of Edward Gilfeather, who was
found dead in a store in New York city ou
Sunday, it was ascertained that be and a dissolute woman who was discovered insensible by
his side, had drank three bottles of whiskey.
A Brooklyn, N. Y., police officer, tent to
take care of a woman who had attempted to
commit suicide, was astonished to find that it
was his own mother.
She was suffering from

temporary insanity.
A thirteen-year-old-boy stopped and robbed

another boy in Prince street, New York city,
Monday, of $1. He went through his clothing
in regular highwayman style.
In the New Jersey Senate yesterday, Senator Carpenter introduced a joint resolution
urging members of Congresb to make inquiry
into the fitness 6f a portion of Alaska for the
•
establishment of a penal colony.
It is rumored
change that several large
New York grain houses are in a skaky condition, and that one of the principal ones is only
putting Up half margins.
The annual report of the Massachusetts commissioner states that deposits in savings banks
in that State are $252,607,593, an increase of
$11,296,230 over last year [and an increase of
33,492 in depositors.
on

A statue of the late Senator Morton was un-

veiled

at

Indianapolis, Tnd., yesterday.

A small comet is visible at Key West, Fla.,
bearing West 40 degrees from the horizon.
At the close of the billiard contest between
Schaefer and Vignanx in Patis last night
Schaefer’s score was 1200 and Vignaux’s 1006.
Schaefer made two brilliant [runs of 143 and
195, and was greatly cheered. Viguaux’s best
run was 137.

rains, the engine lay on its back h&v ing tuna complete somersault.
It is definitely
known that only three persons, all women,
ed
_

jfata
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FOREIGN.
An Irani) murderer Executed.
New York, Jan. 15.—The Graphic prints
the following from Dublin:
Peter Wade was
hanged this morning for the mnrder of Mr.
Qainn at Bathfamhum, county Dublin It
was raining
from early morning, and bnt a
small crowd gathered ontside the jail. The
execution passed off quietly.
A Utcnmer Sunk in the Suez Canal.
Alexandria, Jan. 15.—The English steam*
ship Mameluke sank yesterday in the Suez
Canal near El Guise.
The position in which
she lies is snch that is is feared that navigation
of the canal will be interrupted for several

days.

■foreign Note*.
The boring of the tunnel under the Mersey
River connecting the Cheshire and Lancashire
shores was accomplished yesterday.
THE DOMINION.
Clair Hirer.
Jan. 15.—An application has been
made to Parliament for an act to incorporate
a company with power to construct
a
tunnel
or tubular subway under the
St. Clair river
for railway purposes from Sarnia and Port
Tunnel Under the St.

Ottawa,

Hnron.
Appealed to the Privy Council of England.
Montreal, Jan. 1.—Judgment in the case
of the Hochelager Bank vs. the Montreal,
Portland & Boston Railroad Company has
been appealed to the privy council of England.
RAILROAD

HATTERS.

Bsugor
Piscataquis Railroad.
Seveial crews on the Bangor Sc Piscataquis
Railroad extension have been recently dis&

charged, owing lb the completion of the work
on which they wore engaged, bnt there are still
about 200 men employed on the line between
Blanchard and the Lake.
The grading is
about done the entire length of the ronto and
operations during the winter months are being concentrated on rock work and trestle
work. Between three and fonr miles of rail
laid on the lower end of the line and early
in the spring track-laying will be resumed,
there being every prospect of the road being
completed and in fall operation by the first of
July next. A substantial wharf will be constructed on the lake shore at West Cove, at
which steamers will make regular landings,
and it is understood that early in the spring
a company will begin the erection of
a large
and commodious hotel at the Cove, near to the
railroad terminus.
are

Minor

Note*.

Col. Green, contractor of the Shore Line,
says that it is his purpose to get the Shore
Line road through to Calais and then connect
with the Grand Southern, and thus make a
new line to St. John.
He thinks the country
through which it would pass wonld furnish
plenty of business, and that the distance of
about ninety miles could be built for 32,000,000 or less.
Conductor Wm. Anld, of the Eastern railroad, is off duty by reason of ill health, and
proposes a trip to Florida as a restorative.
Conductor Sanborn of
Kittery Is running
Auld’s Portland trains.
The Republican Leaden in the Home.
(Washington Correspondenco of the Trenton, N. J.
Gazette.)
It is oonstantly asked in every quarter,"Who
are
the Republican leaders in the House of
Representatives?” or “Who is the leader?”
borne times it la thought by those not conversant with the present condition of the two parties upon the floor of Congress, that just at
present we have a dearth of great men, and no
Snch
great or brilliant leaders on either side.
is not the case, however.We have experienced,
able and brilliant men ou both sides of the
House. The wheel of fortune, turning m obedience to the claims of locality, or personal
friendships, or political iDtrigue, sometimes
forces men to the front as the head of the party. Sometimes it’s bat a compliment for peace,
and the leadership exists only in name. It
was said puce
by a dissatisfied member to
the Speaker of the House, after the committees bad been announced, “You can fix my

place

on

committees, sir, but,--

—

you, you

can’t fix my place on the floor of the House.
That is equally true of the leaders made so by
accident or otherwise.
They may be leadei*
in name in the committee of a clique, but ou
the floor of the House the real leaders, the
great men by force of ability and natural aptitudo, just as naturally come to the front and
take their rank, as water to its level.
The idea suggested by the foregoing will apply to some extent to both sides of the House
But let me name a few of
at the present time.
the great men, the political and parliamentary
Reed of
leaders ou the Republican side:
Maine, Calkins of Indiana, Hiscock of New
York, Keifer of Ohio, are trusted and depended upon to watch and guide.
Reed, alert and
active, full of a droli sarcasm, long experience
fond of wit, backed by a
on the floor, a ready
rich common sense and a full knowledge of
the law, stands today the natural leader of the
Republican side of the Hoase. The leader,
because he is trusted, because he is liked, because he is fitted, because he is needed.
And
all this comes about without calculation on
the part of the Republicans; and without effort on the part of Mr. Reed. So much for
the Republican leader of the 48th Congress
Calkins, Hiscock and Keifer are all able and
experienced lawyers, parliamentarians and
legislators, each one filling a place necessary
in the quartet above mentioned. I believe the
Republican leadership superior to the Democratic, notwithstanding Robeson, Haskell and
Robinson of Massachusetts aro no longer on
the floor.

mi the
Fishes FI fluII

Am;>{.lp«run»w fucauiped

pier A'Village'.or

Smell

Before the dale.

(N.Y. Times.)
“If any one likes fishing through jthe lee
with the thermometer 10° below *«ro and
the wind blowing sometimes at the rate of
twenty-fire miles an hoar he can find his Ideal sport just now on any of the rivers and inlets along the coast of Maine,” said “Mort”
Seott, well known In angling clreles In this
city, who returned on Saturday from a
week’s fishing for smelt on the idfaine eoast.
“Smelt-fishing is now at its best up there,
but the weather is about at lta worst. At
leastTin the estimation of the visiting sportsman ins; but those native and to the manor
born think it couldn’t be better. They don,t
seem to mind a little matter snch as the
mercury registering 15° below, and to see
their tents lifted from the ice by the wind
and carried upward like a balloon is regarded by them as only an episode that adds
When
zest and humor to their enjoyment.
I left there last Thursday it was so coldjthat
the holes in the ice froze over nearly as fast
as they were cut,
even with fires in thu
tents, and to keep them open reqnired a little more labor than even my enthusiasm In
the sport could well overbalance. But there
were scares of fishermen on the Ice when I
left, for the fish seem to bite better the colder It is, aud after this month the fishing get*
poorer, the fish moving gradually to other

quarters.
Smelt-fishing through the Ice,” continued
the speaker, “does not differ mneh from the
same mode of angling for pickerel, but the
element of uncertainty is unknown in the
former sport. You may fish all day sometimes for pickerel, and then be obliged to
buy enough to save yourself from going
home ‘skunked,’ but when you cut year
holes In the Ice and put in yoar lines for
smelt you are just as certain of being kept
busy pulling out fish as you are that you bait
your hook. A smelt isn’t as big a fish as a
pickerel, bat he’s a game fighter, and there
is an excitement about ‘tending’ the lines
mat

A stream of waste oil flowing from a tank
across the Bradford Bordell & Kinzna railroad
canght fire this morning as a passenger train
from Wellsville for Bradford ran into it and

as

the hour3 ought not to extend later than Bix,
and really not later than about five, a great
deal of labor is crowded into two or three

fore

appalling sight.

Five women escaped with slight injuries.
Three were killed, their bodies being burned
to a crisp. Three of the me a are likely to die.

to have caused a good
deal of talk of some changes in the hours for
calljpg. Of late the hours for receiving have
rot been supposed to begin much earlier than
three o’clock. Two is nominally the hour, but
very few begin this duty before half-past two
or three, and as it is
generally conceded that
make

burned and wound

The wounded have been brought to Bradford and 1 edged
in the hotels. The passenger coach is entirely
consnmed and the baggage car partially destroyed. The mails and baggage were partly

a

or

were

The

gine in the face of certain death.

dinner or two before the President’s
New York.
The social world is this week confining itself
largely to the giving and making of calls. The
number of parties, and dinners, and events of

visit

boy

engineer ana nreman jampea irom
the train.
The former was badly burned
about the face and hands and will likely die.
He made himself a hero by standing by his ened.

others

tion

and
Burned to

Doer*

Passenger*

and that in conformity with a long ago
established custom.
He has been somewhat
annoyed by the statements going the rounds
of the press, that he would entertain largely

daring the season,

a

to

Year’s,

one or

FORTY-EIGHTH

An

Gouip About the White

(Special

15.—The committee appointed to examine the accounts of the State Treasurer, completed their labors today. Their report, which will be presented to the Governor
and Council is as follows:
To the Governor and Council:
The committee appointed by the Governor
and Council, under authority of chap. 127,
laws of 1883, to examine the accounts of the
State Treasurer, as embodied in bis annual report for the year ending Dec. 31st, 1883, have
carefully examined the books in the office of
the State Treasurer, and found them correctly
cast and properly vouched.
His statement
and account of receipts and expenditures of
the public money for said year, as stated in his
report, were found to be correct, The amount
of cash on hand at the close of the year was
was $87,004.19.
Of this sum, $78,023.45 were
on deposit in sound and reliable banks within
the State, and in the Suffolk National Bank
of Boston. The State receives interest on its
deposits in the banks ont of the State. The
revenue from that source last year amounted
to

WASHINGTON.

1

Smelt Fishing,

A BLAZING TRAIN

C'apitol.

Augusta, Jan.

Very respectfully,

(Signed)

interest, for the purpose of
affording facilities to private individuals for
a

to

vices

Report of (.Committee
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people up In Maine look upon smelt-fishing
as the sport of the year, and they come from
miles about the country to enjoy it. Even
the Indians from the far-back country tramp
to the coast daring the season to exercise
their skill in luring smelt. The tackle for
smelt-fishing is very simple. The line it an
ordinary stout linen cord, about four feet
long. To one end of this is attached a pleee
of lead abont three inches long and the size
and shape of a three-cornered file. Thls^is
called a file-sinker. To a swivel in the other
end of the sinker Is tied a pink-colored snell
made of common fish-line, to which is attached a hook such as is used in fishing for
catfish. The snell is two feet long. The
water acting on the
triangular sinker, hung
on its swivels, keeps it
constantly twirling
about, aud the bait, which is an ugly-looking insect called the clam worm, is always
in motion. Each fisherman will have ont
an average of four lines in as
many different holes, if he seeks the
enjoyment of the
under
the protection and shelter of a
sport
tent, or ‘house,’ as the natives call them. If
like
he,
many of the local anglers, is braving the elements with the sole intention of
extracting profit from the catch, and dances
and trots abont on the iee regardless of extraneous aids to combat the wind and
frost,
he is liksly to have ten or a dozen linss to
care for, spread over an area 100 feet
around
and if the fish are biting
good he will havo
but little time to think of the
cold, as ha
will be kept busy
hauling up his lines and
keeping the holes open.
It has only been within a few
years that
such a thing as smalt
fishing under shelter
was known.
The fishermen had either to
stand out
unproteeted^gatest the gales and
storms that seem to be
kept ‘on tap’ aloag
the coast for use at
any moment, or pull up
their lines and go home. To be
sure, they
could pile up walls of ice and thatch them
with pine boughs, but as it
is nee*
frequently
easary for the fiaherman to change hit locv
turn, and the ice barricades could not well
be taken along, the
building of them was
time and labor thrown
away. By the way,
this is a peculiarity of smelt
fishing. The
fish may be biting so that
you wIU be kept
constantly hopping from one hole to another
to ,land your catch.
Suddenly your 'Upups will cease to tip. The smelts have
taken it into their heads that the
locality is
not safe for them, and have
moved. Well,
in a case of this kind, as I
said, the angler
would find hia ice and pine
bought caaless, and he would have to desert them
the
to
*®. 1?u“* "P
which the
spot
fish had changed their base. But
ons season a man named Joe Secor
went up from
Boston to try smelt fishing. He tried it far
a day and froze one foot
and both ears, and
went away. But he didn’t
gen
go home.
He went to Belfast and had a
heavy wooden
ten
frame,
feet square, made bv a
icr.
.tie procured some sail
canvas and tovered the frame with it,
leaving an opening
for a door. The frame was on runnera.
When the ‘house’ was finished he had it
drawn upon the ice and placed over the
holes he intended to fish
through. The* it
occurred to him that he
might add still farther to his comfort, and he
bought a small
box stove, ran a pipe from out
of the house,
started a roaring pine wood fire in
it, and,
seated on a bench, fished as
comfortably a•
if he were in his room at the hotel
watching
a stove-pipe hele in the floor.
The house
was secured to the ice
by grappling irons,
if smelt ceased biting in one
spot he simply
loosened his grapples, shoved bis house
along on the runners, and ‘squatted’ In
more favorable quarters.
No one who fishes
ior smelt
simply for the sport there is in it
has gone on the ice since then without one
of the honses.
Many who make a business
of smelt fishing have
adopted the plan, and
in
the
now,
height of the season, a stranger
for
the
first time to any of the rivers
going
or inlets along the coast would
imagine that
a small army was in
camp there.
On a good day for smelt the
average
catch per line will be at least
100, or say,
thirty pounds. The fish net the business
angler about five cents a pound, and have a
ready sale in the local markets.
On
Wednesday of last week I was having a busy
time in my house. I had
only two holes in
use, for thejBsh were biting so
lively that I
couldn’t take care of any more. It was
hard
and
snowing
blowing harder, but my
fire was roaring inside, and I was
tolerably
comfortable. Suddenly, along came one of
those zephyrs that love to play
np and
down the Maine coast. It seemed to think
that I was cutting things a little too fat
around there, and it stopped at
my hut, got

leverage on my grapples, and the next inhut, fisherman, stove and all were
moving off at lively speed. The front part

a

stant

of

the stove—which was not mueh more
than a toy stove, being only two and a half
ieet long—dropped into one of the holes in
the ice, and the whole business went down
among the smelt. We were scudded along
for a hundred yards, when my honse came
in contact with another fisherman’s house.
This called a sudden halt, and I took advantage of it to crawl hastily out. The colliflion lonftpnpri th« crrormlna rtf*
AikA.
house, and in a moment both were flying
onward before the wind. The gale had
played the same game with other huts, and
they were flying along over the Ice In all
parts of the Inlet. The gale lasted for not
more than ten minutes, but a whole smeltfishing village had been moved about a mile
from its site when it ended. That little
episode convinced me that it would be more
pleasant for me to leave smelt fiahlng until
next May or June, and then resume Tt on a
convenient trout stream; so I struck my
tent and cut sticks for Belfast.
I believe smelt fishing is becoming more
popular every year, and even the ladles are
manifesting a willingness to brave its risks
and sometimes its hardships. There was a
party of three ladies and gentlemen, from
Boston camped on the ice when I came

away.”

SUBURBAN NOTES.

Ferry Tillage.
Hon. Andrew J. Chase, of Portland, will
address the Reform Club next Monday ©ven-

ing.
Capt. Dutton,

of the steamship Sardinian,
will speak in the M. E. church vestry this

evening.
Ths services over the remains of the late
Mrs. Sarah D., wife of Capt. William Caleb,
occurred at her late residence on Stanford
street, at 2 o’clock Monday afternoon. Rey. J*
Collins officiated. The floral tributes were
Mrs. Caleb was a
beautiful and appropriate.
woman who was universally loved and reapouted by all who knew her, and she leaves many
friends to mourn ber loss.
Her remains were
entombed is Mt. Pleasant cemetery.
David Dudley Field, who waa deputed to
urge the Court of Appeals Judges to adopt
black gowns, is understood to have been more
successful than waa anticipated, sad the
Judges, it is said, will appear in robes before
the close of the year.
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THE
WEDNESDAf

“A Second Daniel!”

MORNINW, JAN. 16.

We do not read anonymous letters and comment
rations. Tim name and address of the writer are in
all oases
indispensable, not necessarily for publication but as a guarantee of
good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or
preserve com
munioatious that are not used.

The readers of the Pbkss must have enjoyed the excellent, but unintentional, joke
made by the printers yesterday in a quotation from the city charter where the words
“in joint” were set up “adjourn,” so that
the Mayor was made to appear to have the
very power, which he attempted to exercise last Saturday
to
meet-

evening, adjourn
ings. Typographical errors are always annoying and sometimes exasperating, but
this was one to provoke
laughter, and ameliorate the stress of
controversy.
The Louisville Courier-Jounal hoists the
of ex-Senator McDonald of Indiana
for
th^i Presidency, and after sounding his
praises in the loftiest strains turns around
and asks its editorial brethren what
they
think of its candidate. The first of the
brethren to reply is Brother Dana of the
New York Sun, who says that if it is the
purpose to nominate a man simply to be beaten
McDonald is as good as anybody; but if the
Democrats want a man whom they can
elect, McDonald will not do, as he cannot
carry New York nor Connecticut, and would
make New Jersey doubtful.
name

#

The ultimate object whioh the friends of
Mr. Payne have in view is said to bt his
nomination for the Presidency, and they are
going to work vigorously to manufacture a
“boom” in his behalf. A
banquet is to be
given in his honor in Cleveland soon, and it
is stated significantly that no
expense will
be spared to make it one of the most dazzling events of the kind that ever occurred
in Ohio. Mr. Payne’s astute
managers evidently know the weakness of the Democratic party and realize that a
“boom”, to be
successful, must be supported by a “barrel.” The lavish expenditure at the Cleveland banquet is undoubtedly intended to
convince the party that Mr.
Payne has the
barrel and that it is of sufficient size to
make him an available candidate.
Press indorses Solicitor LoDney’s course from
beginning to end, as both becoming a gentleman and
tbe legal adviser of the
City of Portland.-Argus.
This is a misstatement. The
llie

Press has
nowhere approved of the terms of Solicitor
Looney’s reply to the Mayor. This is what
it said :
■When the City Solicitor stepped up to tbe clerk’s
table, whore he commonly stands when giving opinions that are called for, he was assailed by tbe
Mayor with an impertinent
question in a tone and manner that were
intolerably offensive. The reply
made was not in the most polite
language; but It
was right to the point and
strictly true, and it must
be borne in mind that Mayor
Deering had not established a olaim to be treated politely.
We have not yet seen in the Argus aDy
condemnation of the Mayor’s conduet.
Does the Argus indorse his course from

beginning

to end

as

becoming

a

gentleman

and the mayor of the City of Portland?

Though

the past

year was on the whole
an unfavorable one for cotton and woollen

mills, Maine industries of

this kind

held
their own, and in some cases did even better. Lewiston added 2,000 new
spindles
and increased her production
of cotton

goods nearly 2,000,000 yards

over that of
The cotton mills of Biddeford showed
a larger production than in
any previous
year. The Edwards Manufacturing Company of Augusta expended §200,000 in improvements, and will build a new factory
this year. The Westbrook
Manufacturing
Company began the manufacture of ginghams ; and a new cotton mill went into
operation at if inijjrop. As a rulo the old
woollen mills were run on full time throughout the year, aud four new ones were put

1882.

in

operation.
ax-
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the Star route
there is

cases

tells

uujUUu WUUOG1 1U

an

interviewer that

conspiracy on foot to drive Attorney-General Brewster out of the Cabinet.
The conspirators are members of ths Star
route ring, those who escaped conviction
a

and who seek revenge, and those who are
under indictment but have not yet been
tried, and who hope to escape further prosecution by driving out Mr. Brewster. Mr.

Merrick says he was cordially supported in
the prosecution of the Star route cases
by
the President and Postmaster
General, but
many of the subordinate officers of the government gave the defendants information
and counsel. He insinuates
darkly that he
is in possession of information that will
hurt somebody whom he does not indicate.
Perhaps Mr. Springer and his committee
will be able to find out who it is.
We

give the readers of the
Pbess, this morning, the exact nature of
one of the grounds of the
complaint against
Postmaster Goddard’s administration. The
letter of the Postmaster-General to the
Attorney-General, printed elsewhere, while
it does not mention any specific
case, but
submits the question purely as one of legal construction, unquestionably had reference to matters developed in the
investigation of the Portland office. We presume
that the reason why the matter went on for
years, the postmaster all the time receiving
a commission on the
money order business
at the rate of $250 a quarter, is, that it was
not discovered, until the special investigattion made last Fall, that he was employare

able to

ing to do the money order business, elerks
paid by the government for other duty.
It is reported that the postmaster has been
called upon to refund to the government
the amount drawn by him as compensation
for doing this business and that he declines
doing so, preferring to contest the claim in the
courts, if he shall be sued for-the recovery of
the sum, and so obtaining a judicial interpretation of the law. We understand that
Postmaster Goddard has been given until
the latter part of this week to make his final
argument and answer to the demands of the
department. This is but one of the matters
in issue between the department and the
postmaster of Portland; but probably it is
is the one which both parties regard as most
important. It will be observed that the At.

torney-General’s opinion fully sustaius the
view taken by the Postmaster-General as to
the intent and meaning of the !aw.
Petered Out,
Some weeks ago an unknown man was
found dead on the ice in the Kennebec_river

at

Gardiner, his

bodv frozen

stiff.

A

coroner’s jury investigated the matter and
returned a verdict that death resulted from
exposure. It appeared that the man, with a
companion had been arrested in Augusta
the day previous for drunkenness and shut
up in the police station. In some way he
contrived to get out, unbeknown to the police, and the next heard of him was the
finding of bis dead body at Gardiner.
Soon after this occurrence the New Age,
ex-Gov. Plaisted’s paper, charged City Marshal White with maltreating the man and insinuated that the latter’s death was really
the result of abuse at the hands of the marshal.
This was substantially a charge of
manslaughter—a crime which may be punished by twenty years imprisonment in the
State prison. Marshal White immediately
denied the charge and demanded an investigation by the City Council of Aagusta. The
investigation was held Monday and although

public

notice of it had been

given beforehand,

and everybody who had any accusation to
make against the marshal had beeu invited
to be present, neither ex-Gov. Plalsted nor
anybody else appeared to present a particle
of evidence to sustain the charge of the New

Age.
As silence under such circumstances is

confession, the New Age stands convicted
having charged a reputable citizen of Augusta with a penitentiary offence without
taking the trouble to first inquire whether

of

there were any facts to sustain such an accusation. The most reckless border, journalism has seldom been guilty of a more disgraceful performance than this.

The Argus argues in support of the Mayor’s
right to vote in the meeting of last Saturday
night, with an ignorance which might be
expected of the Mayor, or of “Looker On,”
if either of them had been promoted from
its third to its second page, but which was

hardly to be expected of a lawyer.
For example, it
says with lofty assurance:
“
The mere stating of the question shows
the utter absurdity of the City Solicitor’s
position.” Wouldn’t the Argus do well to
wait until it knows what the City Solicitor’s
position is? But the position of the Argus
is known, for it proceeds to make the “mere
statement,” which is to produce conviction,
as

follows:

The legislative

statute

expressly includes the
Mayor
having voice in the selection ol such
and
the
agent,
attempt to set up a city ordinance as
overruling the law of the State is equally absurd, in
a legal point of view.
This is exquisite! What confidence inas

a

telligent people must have in the opinions on
this question of one, who, regarding the
matter “in a legal point of view,” represents
that the restriction of the Mayor to a casting vote is by a city urdinance! This restriction is in the city charter, which is as
much a statute as the other; and inasmuch
as it is a previous
statute, not repealed, the
later one must be construed in harmony
with it.

The statute of the state says the

Mayor and Aldermen “may, by vote, appoint
an agent” for the
purpose of voting on the
city’s stock in the railroad. In order to appoint an agent by vote, it is necessary for
the Mayor and Aldermen to have a
meeting,
and the “legislative statute” by virtue of
which there is a Mayor and a Board of Aldermen, expressly declares that the Mayor
“shall preside at all meetings of the
Mayor

and Aldermen * * * but shall have only a casting vote.” A city ordinance forsooth !
A

Daniel come to Judgment! yea,

a

Daniel!

What of It?
The Argus still assumes that City Solicitor
Looney had come to the meeting of the
Mayor and Aldermen on Saturday night,
primed for the precise poiDt that was
raised. “It seems,” says the Argus of yesterday, “he had prepared an opinion at the
request of some person or persons whom he
was not willing to name.”
What is the
evidence of this? There is nothing in the
Mr. Looney
proceedings that indicates it.
says that no person requested him to prepare
such an opinion. He told the Mayor, in the

first instance, as he says, (and others corroborate
him,) that he had not been asked
to prepare an
opinion, and nobody has been
found who asked him to do so.

Why should anybody have supposed that
the Mayor would claim the
right to vote?
Had he proclaimed such a purpose?
When
the mayor did claim this
right, it was quite
natural that it should be contested, and that

the City Solicitor, who was present
by request of the Mayor, should be called upon
for an opinion on the legal question. There
is

absolutely nothing in the reports of the
proceedings which justifies the Argus in saying “it seems the Solicitor had prepared an
opinion at the request of certain persons,”
nothing which justifies the assumption that
he had prepared an opinion, and, as
yet,
there has been no opinion given by him.
But, as we said yesterday, it is necessary to
be unfair to Mr. Looney, in order to have a
pretext, however thin, for excusing the godduet of the Mayor, a contract the Argus
seems

to have taken.

But, supposing that Mr. Looney, anticipating, either from information or otherwise, that such a question would arise,
had prepared an opinion, what
is the
offence? Was he doing anything more than
his duty as a faithful legal adviser of the
Mayor and Aldermen, liable to be required
to give an opinion on a certain
question, if
he examined the law and prepared to give an
intelligent opinion? The whole assumption
of the Argus and of the Mayor, if it were
well founded, is of no importance, unless
they are able to show that the opinion,
which they say the City Solicitor was preprepared to give, was a dishonest one and
contrary to his own convietion of the
of the case.
The is the whole
force of the imputation in the Mayor’s impertinent and discourteous question, which
he had no business to ask, and in the more deliberate, and therefore meaner, insinuations
merits

of the

Argus.

House and Home

Papers.

BY MBS. SALLIE JOY WHITE.

[This department of the Pbess is designed to be
useful in the way of practical counsel and suggestions concerning things which promote

cornfor^

taste, cheerfulness and refinement in homes.

All

departments of housekeeping will receive attention,
the purpose being to furnish mothers and
daughters
with helpful hints in domestic economy. Mrs,
White is willing, so far as may be practicable, to
consider inquiries and suggestions from those interested in this department. Communications for
her should be addressed to the Press oflice.l
BROILING.

There is

mode of

cookery that may be so
abused as broiling, and it is surprising how
few persons understand dbing it properly. I
no

have often heard people who traveled

a

good

deal say there was nothing in all a bill of fare
so difficult to get as nicely broiled steaks or

chops. Thertfis

first searing keep them at a little distance
from the fire. Hatton or lamb chops are also
much improved by broiling them in buttered
or

pinch them together close

the meat. The
paper will char a long time before blazing, if
care be taken not to break through the paper
and thus let in the air and let out all the fat.
The meat will be basted by its own fat, and
although a longer time will be required for the
broiling, it will be found juicy and delicious,
free from all smoky flavor. When the paper
is well browned the chop will be done. Pan

broiling is broiling
frying pan. Heat

in

a

hissing hot spider

must be the very last
thing done, and the meat should be served instantly. If these simple directions are followed there will be no more grumbling over
dry, smoky steaks and chops, but they will be
a Credit rather than a
reproach to the cook.

cambric

dresses,

made in

usually with a plain round
EM*.**.*.,

nuiuu ia
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simple manner,
skirt, ample over-

urawiug BiriEgB

lliai

may bo let out when the dress is laundried,
and a basque or half fitting jacket. The gentlemen wear calico neekties, and it is the correct thing for a lady to make a neoktie like her
dress and present it to her escort. It has remained for Philadelphia to inaugurate the
“calico carnival.” as a means of raising money
for a benevolent purpose. It was on a

large

scale, given in the Academy of Music, and
was an immense social and financial success.
It could be done, on a miniature scale, in

places, and is so novel that it would be
attract. Characters are chosen as for
a fancy party, but all must be dressed in
calico,
or some form of cotton fabric. The Mother
Goose book affords an infinite variety of charsmaller
sure to

acters, and the dresses may be made as grotesque or as elegant as the wearers desire or
the
characters demand. For the showy
dresses worn by queens, maids of honor &c.,
a little labor will
accomplish all that is needed. Take for instance “the queen in the parlor

eaiinj? bread and boney.” Have a petticoat of lemon-colored silesia or cambrie,
may be plain or may be trimmed with rows
of cotton lace; if one wants it quite elaborate, and has time enough to give to the
preparation, she may make flounces of darned
net that will be very showy, for the court
train take pale blue silesia.
Cut out the large
figures from a piece of copper piate glaze or

cretonne, and paste them at intervals on the
silesia. In the evening and at a distance the
effect will be that of brocade.
You have no
idea how really lovely a dress may be made.
The close fitting pointed bodice should be like
the train, and the neck shott Id be left open to
a point; finish with a high standing ruffle of
the blue silesia lined with the lemon color; inside this should be a ruffle of lace; .the sleeves
should fit close to the arm to the elbow, and
be finished there with a frill of lace. Long
wristed lisle thread mits or gloves should be
worn with this costume.
The hair should be

dressed high with

a gilt paper
crown, and on
the arm should be carried a little fancy basket
in which is a tiny loaf of bread and a small jar
of honey. “Bessy Bell and Mary Grey” usually go in couples. Mary gray wears a plain

Quaker

dress of Grey silesia made with a plain
round skirt gathered at the belt, and a plain
waist with long sleeves. A plain muslin kerchief is

damper should always be opened while broiling, that the smoke of the dripping fat may be
carried into the chimney. There is nothing
better for
er.

broiling

Grease

than the doable wire broilit well with a bit of the fat from

pauier like the "Bo Peep” dress, and

cooking,

as this lets out the juices; turnover
often as you count ten, and cook five minutes if the meat is an inch thick, six minutes
if it is an inch and a half thick. Fish should
be floured to keep the skin from sticking,
A large baking pan to
in the heat should
as

keep

be held over anything which is very thick and
requires to be cooked a long time. Chickens,
which need to be thoroughly broiled, but not
burned or dried, require about twenty minutes.
A safe way is to wrap them in buttered glazed
paper; cook the Inner side first, and after the

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.
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THOUSANDS UI’ON

SALE OF LINENS.

BONDS,

the
head is a mob cap trimmed with gay ribbons.
“Tommy Snooks and Bessy Brooks,” who
“went walking out one Sunday” came in all
their holiday attire.
Tommy wears a blonse
and knee trousers of colored cretonne, a wide
white raffle tied with a tassel at his necki and
he has cuffs of the same. The trousers are
full, gathered in at the knee and tied with

bright ribbons; balbriggan stockings

a-d low
shoes are worn, and the shoes are tied with
bows of gay ribbon. The straight brim, straw
hat is trimmed with the same colored ribbon
with long ends. It adds to tho effect if "Tommy” will wear a flaxen wig banged in front.
“Bessy Brooks” wears a gay figured calico,
made with

a

scant

skirt, short waist and leg o’

sleeves; she has red stockings and slippers laced over the instep and around the ankle with narrow black ribbon. A white handkerchief is pinned around her throat, and on
her head she wears a large old-fa3bioned bonmutton

trimmed with red ribbons,
The hair
should be dressed high in pnffg across the forehead with a high comb in the uack.
“Boy
Bine’s dress is made like “Tommy Snooks’
but it is of bine silesia or cambric, with hat
net

trimmed with bine ribbons; he has a horn
slung aeross his shoulder and a shepherd’s
crook in his hand.
“The maid in the garden
hanging out clothes” wears a pretty light cal-

MILLEff&linLE
OFFER

A

LOSING JOKE.

Eatient
oaltb,

with it,

joke, but be is not so well pleased
it cost him a good patient.

said:

‘Try Hop Bitters!” The lady took it in
earnest and used the Bitters, from which sho obtained permanent health. She now laughs at the
doctor for bis
as

FEES OF DOCTOES.

The fee of doctors is an item that very
many persons are interested in. We believe
the schedule fer visits is $3.00, which would
tax a man confined to his bed for a yeaj and
in need of a daily visit, over $1000 a year dor
medical attendance alone 1 And one single
bottle of Hop Bitters taken in time would
save the $1000 and all the year’s sickness.
A IADT’S WISH.
“Oh, bow I do wish my skin was as oletr and soft
as yours," said a lady to her friend.
“Yon can easily make it so,” answered the friend. “How?” inquired the first lady. “By using Hop Bitters that
makes pure, rich blood and blooming health. It did
it for me, as you observe.”

GIVEN UP BY THE DOCTOES,
“Is it possible that Mr. Godfrey is up and
at work, and cured by so simple a remedy?”
“I assure you it is true that he is entirely
cured, and with nothing but Hop Bitters,
and only ten days ago bis doctors gave him
up and said be must die, from Kidney and

Liver trouble!”

THIS

MORNING

516

Congress

PRINTS.

specials

"SUTIjsESII.,
STREET.

]atU4___

list

MONET WANTED!
I will begin a clearing out sale next Saturday for CASH.
The following lots of FIRST-CL ASS goods to continue 20 davs.
Former'
Price. |
Ladles’ Dongola Boots at $3.75.$0.00
Front Lace, Cloth
Top..
2.50.... 4.501
25 pairs Ladies Front Lace, Kid Top 3.60.... 5.00
...
Mat Kid
Top Curacoa Kid Foxed, Pat, Tip,
W.&G. 4.50.... 7.00
25 pairs Ladies’ Side Lace, Fr. Kid 3.00.... 0.00
•>
15
Goat.2.50.... 6.00
70
Curacoa Kid, Box
Toe. 2.50
3.50
00 pairs Ladies’ Glove Top, Curacoa
KidFoxed..
2.50
3.60
30 pairs Ladies’ American Kid, But. 1.75.... 2.50
“
30
Cloth Top, Curacoa
KidFoxed, W. &G.3,60..,. 0.00
20 pairs Ladies’ Cloth Top, Curacoa
Kid Foxed, Cousins..2.50_ 4.50
3b pairs
30

...

...

and ladies,

a

broom

fan drill.

Some of the above lots

are

M. G.

30

pairs Ladies’ Fr. Straight Goat 2.60.... 4.00
60 pairs Burt’s Serge Button. .*.... 2.00.$4.00
«
20
.2.76.... 4.00
25
Serge Button Smith make.. 1.26_ 2.60
60
French Kid, Cousins..' 3.60.... 6.00
75
Pebble Goat Button. 2.00,... 3.50
75
Misses’Scbool Boots, Button.1.25_ 1.76
60
Childs’
1.00.... 1.50
25
Gents Water-proof Bals_ 4.50..,. 6.80
«
32
Eng. Grain Waterproof Bals. 3.60.,.. 5.00
40 pairs Gents Hand Sewed
Cong.
Boots. 5.00.... 7.00
120 pairs Gents Congress and Bals.. 2.25.... 3.00
60
Pure Gum Rubber
Boots.. 3.60..., 4.25

broken sizes but

all

are

perfect.

PALMER,

9pO Middle StreeJ.

at the bottom and cne in the middle, securing each with touches of gum to keep it exactly in place, and finishing each with a bow.
The pail should be lined to correspond; the
one

lining should extend above tbe top of the pail,
and should be closed with drawing strings of
silk cord. Large pails ornamented iu the same
way, but without the extra length of lining and
the drawing strings are used as a catch all for
tbe

parlor or library.

Mutual Insurance Co.

Yearn Olt'.

Purely

No Restrictions Upon Travel,
or Occnpation.

BAKERS

All

Breakfast Cocoa.

It is delicious, nourishing,
strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably adapted for invalids as
cal.

well as for persons in health.
Sold by Grocers everywhere.

W. BAKER & CO,.. Dorchester, lass.
jan

4

dlw

GUM

TEETH

$10.00.
PLAIN
TEETH

§7.00

We use none but S. S. White’s Teeth, which are
the best made, and warrant a
lit. Hundreds
of references given if desired. Filling and all other
dental work at reasonable prices.

good

Residence,

Policies Non-Forfeitable under

IRE MINE NONFORFEITURE LAW.
The Union Mutual Reserve-Dividend Plan
This is

an endowment at 86, issued
at regular
The reserve dividend period is 16 or 20
At
the
of
this
expiration
years.
period, provided
all the premiums have been regularly paid, the insured may have either of the following options:—
lie mat/ withdraw in cash the entire reserve on his
policy with his share of the surplus reserved to the
policies issued upon the same plan during the re-

rates.

serve-dividend period.
He may continue to pay his premiums, and receive
in cash the amount of surplus which has been credit-

ed to his policy.
lie may, if insurable, convei't the cash value
of the
policy into fully paid up insurance.
He may convert this value into a life-annuity.
Hf may convert the surplus apportioned to his policy into an annuity to be applied to the payment of

allfunTQ premiums.

He may receive the amount

of the policy whenever
policy and accumulated dividends
equals that stun.
The reserve-dividend policies are entitled to the
benefits of the Maine Non-Forfeiture Law.
They
contain no restrictions whatever upon travel and resrhe

reserve on

228 1-2 Middle St.,
Portland, Me.
Joel 7.eodlm

NOTICE.

After three years, they are unrestricted in
occupation, and incontestable. They are
respect to
no dividends in case of
to
entitled
lapse or death
prior to the expiration of the reserve-dividend period.
This plan is fully and clearly described in the
Company’s publications, which will be furnished
upon application to the home office, or any of its
agencies. It will be found, upon examination that
it possesses especially advantageous features, and

all desirable forms of insurance, being particularly adapted to meet the precise wants of the in-

dividual insurer.
industrious
S^* Jn the bauds of active,
agents, therefore, it cannot fail to be prod otive of
a large and prolitable business.
The Company is ready tn negotiate with, and will
make liberal contracts for good territory with,
agents who will energetically C*uah for Uiihi-

energetic,

nm.

Dr. E. B. Reed, Clairvoyant ami
Botanic Physician is located i'or
a short time at Merchants Exchange, Temple street, Portland,
Me.. Room 7 up one flight.
Otiicc Hours, 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
de«28

dtf

INSURE

7m.
5*.
6*.

6a.
Ow

and other first-class bonds and stocks.

CONCERT

Vo CHARLES GRIMMER,

which the following talent will appear:
Bartlett, Soprano; Mi.. Ada Carr,
Contralto; Will II. Btoekbridge, Tenor; J.
B. Coyle, Jr., Bass; Mi.. Anu ie Bn vie,
Violinist; Mr. W. F. Todd, Clarlonetist; Mr. Harvey Murray, Pianist
at

Hi™ Belle

—

AND

—

ORIHMERS ORl'HESTUA, Augmented

Tickets, including reserved seats, 60 cts; now on
Stookbridge’s music store.janlldlw

IMLm G* JVE. A.
Leclure
on the
Mountain? of
Maine and New Hampshire.
Their

Sterling and Continental
Exchange
bought and sold at most favorable rates.
oodtf

B O NDS

.

Portland Municipal,
Gs
4s
Deerlng
Oldo County and City
Gs
Portland Water Co.. 1st and 2d mort.,
Us
Wakefield. Mass., Water Co., 1st mort., 6s
Maine Central R. R. Ronds—all issues.
Northern Pac. R. R. Land Grant,
6s
Car Trust and Equipment Bonds.

NL
*

Nomenclature, Attitude, Scenery, &c., by
MAJOR JOHN M. <1011,0,

Mechanics’ Hall, Thursday Evening, Jan.
17th, at 7.45 o’olock.
be illustrated by

J. B. COYLE, Jb.,
janl5d.itChairman Committee.

Rollejjiili

Prtnfl

and Evening. Music in the evening by Chandler. Sessions
from 2 to 4.30 and 7.45 to 10.15. Juvenile assembly every Saturday Afternoon.
The elevator will run from 7.30 to 8.30
every evening. None bnt, the celebrated
Wiaslow skate used at this rink. The
management reserve the right to refuse
admission and skates to ail objectionable
persons.
GEO. H. WHITNEY, Manager.
in

decio_
LYCEUM

-for sale by

Chas. K.

SWil & BARRETT
186 Middle Streets
de31

PORTLAND,

eodtf

ME.

OF THE

At

AT

tf

THEATRE.~

and

every evening during the week,

A First-Class Minstrel and Variety Show.
Change of Bill every Thursday. MatiDoos Wed
nesday and Saturday, at 2 30. Prices aa Usual
janl4
dtf

PORTLAND

Specie.
Legal tender notes.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurrv*

VVMVl

V*

FRANK

VUVUU(UVU/>M<|

$733,856.99
300,000.00
70,000.00

4,917.48
60,082.16
11,678.40
24,661.96
2,933.70

9,735.79
17,336.00
113.58
18,200.00

6,000.00
AVjUVViW

Monday

Surplus fund.
Undivided profits.
National Bank Notes outstanding..
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check..
Demand certificates of deposit.
Certified checks.
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
United States deposits.

Deposits of U.
Due to

S.

disbursing officers..

other National Banks.

$300,000.00

60,000.00

123,916.75
270,000.00
15,620.73
379,762.48

and

Tuesday Evenings,

Jan. 21

and 22.
Appearanoo of the POPULAR TRAGEDIAN

THOS. W. KEENE,
—SUPPORTED BY—

And

allr. J. Newton Gotthold
Specially Selected Company under the

a

man-

agement of Wni. R. Hayden.

Houdny Evening,

21, &hnkespcnre’«

Jaia.

Nublimc Tragedy,

OTHELLO!

OTHELLO.THOS. W. KEENE
Tuesday, January 22,
Last appearance of Mr. Keene.
Shakespeare’s
Grand Historical Tragedy,

Total.$1,272,015.04
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid in.

THEATRE^

CURTIS....Proprietor and Manager
GRAND SHAKESPEAREAN EVENT.

—

Portland, iu tlie State of Maine,
the Close of Business, Dec, 31, ISS3.

1

Marwick.Proprietor.
Monday Evening, Jan. 14, 1884,

—

RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts.
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation_
U. S. Bonds to secure deposits.
Other stocks, bonds, and mortgages.
Due from approved reserve agents...
Due from other National Banks.
Real estate, furniture, and fixtures.
Checks and other cash items....
Esclianges for clearing house.
Bills of other Banks.
Fractional paper currency, nickels
and pennies.

Sketches,

Open every Afternoon

RICHAnD III !

Or the Battle of Bo.worth Field.
DUKE OF OLOSTER
.THOS W. KEENE
(Afterwards KingR. 111.)
and
76
50.
Seats, $1.00,
GaUery, 35. Sale of
seats commencesyjhursday, Jan. 17.
janlOdlw®

39,000.00
6,739.33

15,417.29

ENDOWMENT MIME

31,787.42
14,672.09

-IN THE-

16,109.95

STATE OP MAINE. County of Cuhberla nd, ss
I, Charles Payson, Cashier of the above named
Bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement
is true, to the best of my knowledge and belief.
CHARLES PAYSON. Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 12th day
of January, 1884.
CHAS. 0. BANCROFT, J. P.
Correct—Attest:
JACOB MeLELLAN,
)
GEO. S. HUNT,
( Directors.
WOODBURY S. DANA, i
jafild
d3t

^k

J. F.

FERRIS,

Manager for Maine & X. H. Agencies.
novB

I'UUTIi.tND, ME.

eodtf

AGAINST MARINE
RISKS ONLY.

Premiums

January

Mutual

_

REPORT OF THE CONDITION
—

OF

THE

—

CANAL NATIONAL BANK
OF PORTLAND, ME.,
—AT THE—

BESOCBCEM:
Loans and discounts .$1,400,066.43
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation...,
500,000.00
Duo from rese. ve agents.
153,488.52
Due from other National Banks.
94,917.54
Real estate.
6,275.00
Checks and other cash items.
29,825.40
Exchanges for clearing house.
16,690.12
Bills of other Banks.
20,171.00
Fractional currency and nickels_
46.90
Gold Coin.
43,300.00
Silver Coin.
2,140.00
Legal Tender Notes.
10,000 00
Five per cent, redemptionfund....
22,600.00

$600,000.00
120,000.00
305,501.03
Circulating Notes outstanding.
450,000.00
Dividends unpaid.
28,886.60
Individual deposits subject to check.
622,659.27
Certificates of deposit.
1,578.00
Certified Checks.
7,277.18
Cashier’s Checks.
44,356.23
Due to other National Banks.
123,162.66
profits.

Total....$2,303,420.97
STATE OF MAINE. Cumberland, ss.
LB. C. SOMERBY,Cashier of the “Canal National Bank of Portia’:!.’’ do solemnly swear that

YORK

This Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, makiug risks binding as
soon as watar-bome.

the above statement Is true to tho best of my knowledge and belief.
B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 12th

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Better than a 4 per cent.Government Bond
Whioh at
terest.

a

premium pays about 3%

per

cent, in-

Better than the Savings Bank,
which gives no insurance, pays about 4 per cent,
interest, from whioh vou may withdraw your deposit at any time, or neglect to make It. It is easier
to make money than to save it.

Better than Tontine Policies in
other Companies.
as

shown by comparison of results.

Results Accomplished.

*

THE NORTHWESTERN has paid over
$3,300
000 matured endowments.
Besides giving in
surance these policies have returned the premiums with 4 to 5% per cent, compound interest.
THE ASSETS OF THE
(in
vested in the most productive and solid seenrties of the country) have earned the past ten
above
years
paying all expenses and taxes, an
average of 4.27 per cent interest.

NORTHWESTERN,

THE SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY over a 4 Der
cent, reserve is 33,022,612,
SINCE 1876 THE NORTHWESTERN has done
better by its polioy-hoiders than any
company
in the country. It needs only to be known to be
preferred. Its policy-holders increase their Inin
surance
the Northwestern.

LIVE AGENTS WANTED.
The above Endowment Policies
tor sale by
T. T. MERRY, STATE AGENT.
Jne23
aodtf

day of January, 1884.

GEO. C. PETERS, Notary Public.
Correct—Attest:
W. W.

THOMAS,)

ELIAS THOMAS, j Directors.
F. W. BAILEY, )
d3t

Jaul4

—^—-—

Marina Risks from 1st
1882, to 31st Decombor,

on

_,188.2..54,412,603
Premiums
on Policies not marked off
1st January, 1882.
1,516,844 85

68

Total Marino

Premiums.

85,920,538

43

K
H

I

u

g

ASSETS.

$13,17076.02
Dividend to

Policy

Holders on
I'rvmionisT«rniie>;uing in I88S,

40 PER €KIT.
Losses

Paid in Thirty Days
After roof,

J. D. JONES. President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vioe President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President.
A. A. KAVKhl, 3d Vioe President.
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.

PORTLAND: 9EXCHANGE ST.
J.

W.

^

4

Six Ter Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 6,1883.

idence.

covers

E.B.&F.W. LOCKWOOD,

OF SEW

Mutual.

Incontestable* Policies,

n<>19eodeow&weo w 1 w

a

and pretty by being ornamented in the following fashion. The pail is covered with pale
blue or old gold satin, and then bunds of black
velvet ribbon are tied around it. one at the top,

PORTLAND, MAINE,

Assets Over Six ZVIilliou Dollars.

lace, and fastened together in the center by the

little wooden pails to hold their crewels and
embroidery silks. They are made attractive

ATLANTIC

JOHN E. Be WITT, President.

The small, cheap colored silk handkerchiefs
as little novelties, being arranged
with a quilted inside lining, with strong sachet
powder in the lining, edged with unbleached
bow of satin ribbon.
This
makes a very pretty aud inexpensive pocket
handkerchief sachet.
Ladies who embroider a good deal are using

LIFE iNSURAHGE GOMPANV,
Thirty-four

are now,

with

------

and Kennebec
Portland and Ogdensburg
City of Portland

Undivided

TRIFLES.

corners

......

LIABILITIES)

times the strength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
and is therefore far moro economi-

r

Jan. 17.

GONPUHENTARY

The lecture will

Capital stock paid in.....
Surplus fund.

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoa, from which tbo excess of
Oil has been removed. It has three

Thursday Ev’ing,

Charts, etc. ADMITTANCE FREE.

Street,

Total.. $2,303,420.97

All the

Has any cne among the readers a rule for
“A constant
knitting babies’ long socks?
reader” makes this request.
A delicious hot sauce is made of the shavings of maple sugar mixed with butter. This
is especially nice for hot puddings.

Middle

Close of Business December 31, 1SS3.

eodlm

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878,

sale.janlOdlw
CITY HAIiL.

Total. $1,272,015.04

“Peter the pumpkiu eater” should woar a full
suit of yellow cambric or silesia; it should be
made with knee breeches, a deep waistcoat

or

J. B. Brown & Sons,

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK

AND

247 MIDDLE

Boston.•

Evening Tickets 60 cents. Course Tickets exif desired.
Tickets nowon

changed for Matinee

BY

Corner Exchange & Middle Sis.
eodtf
augl

—

d3t

DRESS CAMBRICS,CALICOES

JB.

jan7

STOCKBRIPGE COURSE.

Ninth Entertainment by the Hungarian
Gypsey Baud and Soloists,
in Concert of Hungarian
Music, at
City Hall, Wednesday Eve. Jan. 16

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

in Bleached and Unbleached Cotton Cloth iu all widths and grades.
in Ladies’ AH Wool Hose at 25 and 36 cents a
38
pair, regular
°
and 50 cent Hose,
Come to onr store for Bargains all this week.

Washington St., up one flight
nearly opposite Temple Place,

6s
7s
7s

WOODBURY k MOULTON,

Street.

Alsogreat jobs

488

SALli

—

shoo,” should wear a dress
cambric, black stockings, low shoes

the dancing, the characters do not come on
the floor, bnt march and counter-march on the
stage so that the audience can sea all the costumes. The tableaux may be interspersed with
the dancing oi the minuet by eight gentlemen

Portland Water Co,,
Railroad Equipment Co,,
St. Paul & So. Pacific (guaranteed by So. l’ac. R. R.)
Maine Central li. R.

oct26

MILLETT&LITTLE

Also

wiomeb, Practical Furrier,

4s
6s
-6s
6s

...

Androscoggin

MONDAY, TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY, Jan. I4th, 15th and 16th, we shall offer
more than 50 new and very choice styles Diess Cambrics in medium
and dark colors
at 8 cents per yard. These are regular 12 1-2 cent goods.
Also more than 100 new and very handsome Calicoes in
Dress,Frock and Shirting
Per J«rd, sold regularly at 8 cents. These two lots contain more
than 20,000 yards of the best styles and colors to be found, and is the best offering in these goods we have ever made.

T. G.

Fareucz t-aray, the celebrated Gypsey Violin
Soloist.
ISarath, the only Schlaggzitherg (Gypsey )SolOist in America.
MIm Eutuaa G. Greealeaf, Header.
^9?Let8, ^ncln^inK reserved seats, reduced to 25
and 35 cents. Tickets at
Stockbrldge’s. janlOdlw
__

JI.

Offer for *«le

5 Pieces German Half Bleached Damask at 65 cents, worth $1.00,
5 Pieces extra width Bleached Damask at $1.00.
50 Dozen Linen Napkins at $1.88.
, |
wortty IjjfoSO,,
We also offer 25 rieeeVmiie Mixed uiieviot style Flannel at 16 cents per yard,
been selling for 25 cents.
We call special attention of onr customers to our new EMBROIDERY, WHITE
GOODS and RIBBON COUNTERS.
W*vahalt continue onr sale of DOMESTICS the coming week.

SHIRTING

decided to positively close out
within the next few weeks my entire
stock of SEALSKIN SACQUES, SEALSKIN DOLMANS, ULSTER^, AMERICAN
SABLE SACQUES and Double Paletots
the most elegant and practical fur garment), FUR LINED CIRCULARS and
DOLMANS, MUFFS and COLLARS in
all fashionable fnrs, I otter them at a
GREAT SACRIFICE, and have marked
them down to much below COST OF
MANUFACTURE.
These are all of my own manufacture
and I can warrant them the best style
and choices) goods in the market in
quality and workmanship.
If you wish a great bargain call early.
Sealskin Sacques and other fur garments
made to order in the most elegant manner and at lowest prices.

(From Hungary.)

13 CiypNlt'M in Hungarian National
tunic. Concert of II augury Haute.

4s

...

Maine Central
Maine Central

25 Dozen Huckabuck Towels at 12 1-2 cents, worth 17 cents.
5 Pieces German Table Damask, Bleached at 75 cents per yard.

_janSWF&M&wlw

Having

Is

•

•

SIS

100 Dozen French Damask Towels, Knotted Fringe and Mexican worked ends at 25
cents apiece, worth 50 cents. These Towels were slightly damaged at the manufactoryJiy oil.

who lived in the

and an old fashioned dress coat with a shirt
waist, high collar and long tails, a raffled shirt
and a powdered wig tied in a queue.
These
are bnt a few of the costumes, bnt from these
others may be evolved. There is literally no
end to the possibilities of a calico character party. All the characters should enter together
in a grand march, and afterwards the entertainment may take any form the managers desire. It may be a dancing party or a tableau
party, or both in combination. If it is a tab"
leau party, or if tableaux are combined with

Gardiner, Me.,
Hrnnswick, Me.,
Lewiston, Me.,
Portland, Me.,

BANKERS,

ence

physician of Pittsburg said to a lady
who was complaining of her continued ill
and of bis inability to cure her, jokingly

HUNGARIAN GYPSEY BAND

sale at

of them of the most wonderful cures, voluntarily sent us. It is our medicine, Hop
Bitters that makes the cures. It has never
failed and never cau. We will give refer-

Hop Bitters.

B. GILBERT.

jly23oodtf

FOB

THOUSANDS

to any one for any disease similar to
their own if desired, or will refer to any
neighbor, as there is not a neighborhood in
the known world but can show its cures by

Merchants.

by}

Thousnud* Hastened to their Graves.

patent medicine has hastened thousands to
their graves; believing in their almost insane faith that the same miracle will be performed on them, and that these testimonials make the cures, while the so called medicine is all the time hastening them to thfeir
graves. We have avoided publishing testimonials, as they do not make the cures,
although we have

Commission

and

Securities and Product* bought and sold on commission for cash or on margin. 4 per cent, allowed
on Deposits.
Members of N. Y. Stock Exchange,
N. Y. Produce Exchange, N. Y. Mining Exchange.
Petroleum Exchange, and the Chicago Board of
Trade. Private wire to Chicago.
N. Y. Branches ) 963 Broadway, cor. 23d St.
connected
Grand Cent. Hotel op. Bond St.
Private wires) 346 Broadway cor. Leonard St.

Cleveland, Ohio,

Belying on testimonials written in vivid
glowing language of some miraculous cures
made by some largely puffed up doctor or

on

gowns.

the juices reach the top and the other surface
is hardened they cannot escape, but flow to the
centre and make the meat juicy, tender and
full of fine flavor. Do not cut into it while

lQnl /l

silesia complete the dress. Bessy Bell wears a
gay colored dress with a skirt
reaching
ab'ove
the
ankles
and
just
hung
a
with
of
fringe
tiny
bells; the
tunic of printed calico is tucked np with a

you may not leave the broiling for an instant.
Hold the broiler firmly, with a coarse towel

precisely the way in which the majority of
people cook steak, and in so doing they lose the
juicy part of the meat, and it is dry, tough and
indigestible. But if the meat be turned before

BAKING POWDER made

around the neek, folded primly
and pinned in front. The apron is plain white
cambric, hemmed jn the bottom and tied
around the waist with cambric strings hemmed
on each edge.
The hair is plainly dressed and
a little muslin cap and Quaker bonnet of
grey

the meat or with salt pork rind. Place the
thickest part of whatever is to be broiled next
the middle of the broiler. Do not salt the
meat, as ealt draws out the juice. Have the
platter heating and everything else ready that

They cannot escape through the hardened outer
surface, but if the meat was cooked wholly
on one side before turning they would soon
come to the top, and then in turning the meat
the juices would drip into the fire. This ;s

on

uUlke displayed on our counters and the priees marked on LARGE
,, .T.wlf00(ls
CAKDs over each lot.
Wc respectfully invite our customers to call and examine theso BARGAINS.

worn

dresses, However eiaoorase, must oe or some
cotton fabric. This makes tbe expense of getting up. the costumes very much less than
when nicer fabrics are used, and the general
effect is just as pretty. Many of the ca'ico
dresses too, may be utilized as next summer’s

wrapped around yotft hand to protect from the
heat. Place it as near the fire as possible to
sear the outside
instantly. Count ten, then
turn and sear the other side. The heat hardens the outside,and starts the flow of the juices.

CHEAPEST

CO.,

__oodtf

Hankers

M.

City Hall, Wednesday Afternoon,
Ian. 16, at 3.30.
Grand Matinee by Archduke Joseph’s

H ENRY CLEWS & CO.

LADIES’ AND GENTS’ UNDERWEAR.

a

1912.

No. 18 New Street, also 0 Wall Street, N. Y.
(NEXT BOOK TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)

In connection with the above sale we shall make a
corresponding discount

The BEST and

6s.

6a.
1891.
6s. “•1896.
6 percent, inte-

33 Exchange Street.

oc31

former prices to close.

CAUCO PARTIES.

Calico parties are being revived again this
winter, and are proving a very popular form
of amusement. When a private calico
party
for dancing is given, the ladies wear calico or

1891.
1900.
1897.

44

BANKERS.

UNDERWEAR.

broiling

Broiling, really meaning

all over the meat which has a very different
flavor from that of the coal flame. When the
steak has much fat, remove part of it. A little
fat will improve the flavor; baste the meat and
kftfin it frnm hpnnmincr
Tha mron

our

by

6s.
6s.
6s.

If. ill. PAYSON &

WHITE » COMM BLAU

over the coals. Indeed, many prefer
it, since there is absolutely no smoky flavor.
It is always to be understood that in preparing

of black
with large buckles, a large circular cloak of
turkey red, and a black high pointed orownod
hat. Her children, both boys and girls, may
be dressed in all sorts of fantastic fashions.

allowed to remain for any length of time over
the fire. The secret of nice broiling is frequent
turning. The fire should be bright, red, and
nearly to the top of the fire box, so that the
broiler may almost touch the fire. There
should be no flame, as the flame from coal is
due to the combustion of tiny vapors, and will
cause a deposit of coal tar on the meat, giving
it a smoky, nauseating flavor. When the fat
from the chop or steak drips on the coals and
blazes it deposits a film of mutton or beef fat

rest for salo

We shall place on our counters To-Day the balance of our stock of

broiling

the

Portland & Ogdeasburg
Bath Municipal
Maine Central Censol
Androscoggin & Kennebec
Leeds & Farmington
Also Safe investments yielding

Respectfully,

RETURN OF THE FAVORITES.

6s. due 1887.
Portland
Portland.6s.
1907.
6s.
1888.
Portland Water Co.
44

—

at from 15 to 25 per cent, discount from

I

janOdtf

HOME INVESTMENTS

BLANKETS.

with salt and butter. If the pan be hot enough
and no fat used this is not frying, but broiling
on hot iron, and the flavor
is almost equal to

meal

OF

SHURTLEFF,

4‘

juice escapes into the pan. Cook about four
minutes, turning twice, and serve very hot

an

to burn, is cooking
the hot coals. The degree of
heat is so intense that the articles to be cooked
would be very quickly burned, if they were

—

the pan to a blue heat.
Rub it with a bit of the beef fat, just enough
to keep the meat from sticking, but do not
have any fat in the pan. Sear the meat quickly on one side, then turn without cutting into
the meat, and brown tbe other side before any

a

Alt ETAS

SHALL open a class for instruction In Waltzing
and the “German” on Monday evening, Jan, 14
Terms for six lessons:
Gentlemen, 83.00, Ladies,
81.60.
35F“ Assemblies every Thursday evening.

NO. 104 MIDDLE STREET.
Jay. 1, 1884.janldtf

OX.OSIKTG SALE

or

Broiling

over

EASTMAN BROS, & BANCROFT

WALTZING

SALE.

FOR

Rockland.6s & 4a.
Batb.6a & 4s
Waldoboro .6s
Newcastle.6s & 4s.
Maine Central.. 7s & 5s
4s.
Anson.,..
Portland & Ogdensburg....6s.

to

ico with white apron and snn bonnet; a clothes
line is hung over her shoulder and her apron
pockets are fall of clothes pins. "The old wom-

directly

BONOS

Take a large sheet of white letter patwo smaller Bbeets. Rub them well
per,
with softened butter. This keeps out the air.
Season the chop with salt and pepper, place it
near the centre of the paper, and fold the
edges of the paper over several times and

ERTEBTAUIIIIENTI.

FINANCIAL.

paper.

a knack that few cooks
get,
because they do not comprehend the full value
of the process. I take pleasure in giving yon
a few directions
that will be of value to all
housekeepers, and a delight to all who eat at
their table. These directions were given me
by Mrs. Lincoln, of the Boston Cooking School,
and they form the basis of the chapter on

in her forthcoming cook book. You
will be surprised to.see how simple a matter it
is when you once have the philosophy of it.

HlilCGLLAlVEOC*.

IV5UNGER,

609KEST0NDEN1.
oodly

Dr. KE»FS
OFFICE,
27(TMMdle SU, open from Jau. 7th to
Jan. 28th.
aug28
dtf

BPOM.

AFTER.XT' LECTRO VOLTAIC BELT, and other Electric
J-J Appliances. We will send on Thirty Days’
Trial, TO MEN, YOUNG OR OLD, who are suffering
from Nervous Debility, Lost Vitality, and those
diseases of a Personal Nature resulting from
Abuses and Other Causes. Speedy relief and complete restoration to Health, Vigor and Manhood
Guaranteed. Send at once for Illustrated Pamphlet
free. Address

T.

<4

_^

PRUSSIAN ARMY OIL CO.

u

2°S

?

Wasninston Si., Boston.
c

i?

Voltaic Belt Co., Marshall, Mich
nov23

eodly

^

IMPORTED

WINES &
•f all

LIQUORS

kinds, in the

ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
—FOB BALE

BY

R. STANLEY & SON,
10 NEW NO. FORK

Importers

MARKET, PORT.

LAND, MAINE.

Mineral

w

RHEUMATISM of tho feet and all kindred
troubles, absolutely prevent Coughs and Colds.
Insoles for Ladies are very tMn. Hade to at any
shoe. Sold by Druggists and shoe dealers or sent
by mail post-paid. Price 50 cts. per pair.
WILSONIA MAGNETIC APPLIANCE CO..
820 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
cure

Aleo, General Managors for New England,
FOB TIBE CELEBRATED

Summit

slvctf4

Without Themthe
Circulation of
Regulate
They
1
the ENTIRE BODY.
^•“Prevent Cold Feet^Rq
ana all troubles arising frominiperfoctcircnlation.
one

Spring Water,

OFBOM HARRISON. MAINE.
RUfl

oe'1*d&w3m

2dHAND_ SAFES.

mwo large and nearly

new

office safes of best

The Portland Art League
re-open Feb. fitk, under the iustrnetloa of

W. D. LITTLE &
Will
Mr. Maedoaald of tho New York Art I-eazne.
CO.,
.’or partteulars apply to Mies Wolbanpter, No. 12
31
OowSt

janUdBt*

iani2
iani2

ExcI,ange Street.

dti

A

THE

PRESS.

ib .20@2Jc
Turkeys,
Chickens. 16@17c

WEDNESDAY

MORNING,

Creamery.34@35c
Store.12@14c

London

Ducks

JAN. 16.

XIutter*

THE PRESS*.
May be obtained a* wie Periodical Depots of N. a
Fessenden, Marquis Brunell & Oo„ Armstrong,
Wentworth, Hodso
Robert Costello, Gilpatrick
Jewett, Rose, MeIV. land, Watson, Strange, Stlmson, Gould, Eanagan, Boston & Maine Depot, and
Chisholm Bros.,on all trains that run out of the

oity.
Auburn, Willard Small ft Co.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bangor, Bangpr News C®#
Bar Harbor, F. S. Jordan.
Bath, J. O. Sliair.
F. M. Burnham.
Biddoford,
**

shooks and heads 20c.
Schr Mary E. Long, same.
Schr Carrie M. Richardson, Charleston to Portland, phosphate rock $3 $>' ton.
Schr Commander, Portland to New York, shooks
10c, heads 3c.
Schr Joshua Baker,Rockport to New
Orleans, ice
supposed $2.
Schr A. J. Pettesgill, New York to Havana, hay
and coal p. t.
Schr Cora Etta, Perth Amboy to
Portland, coal
95c and discharged.
zas,

OFFICE HOURS:
From 7.30 a. m. to 8.00 p. m., Sundays
Sundays, open for Carriers and General
from 9 to 10 a. m.

excepted.

Delivery

ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS.
Boston ana intermediate offices—Arrive at 12 10
m.
Close at 8.16 a. m., 12.00 m. and 9.00 p.

m.

Boston and the West—Arrive at 12.10, 6.10,8.20
and 11.10 p. m.
Close at 8.16 a. m„> 12J)0
^
m., 6.00 and 9.00 mm.
Intermediate or Way Mails, via Boston* Maine
Railway—Arrive at 1.10 and 8.20 p. m. Close at
8.16 a. m. and 12.00 m.
Great Southern & WeBtem—Arrive at 12.10 6.10,
8.20 and 11.10 p. m. Close at 8.16 a. m„ 12.00
m., 6.00 and 9.60 p. m.
Bangor and connecting routes—Arrive at 1.00 d.
m. Close at 12.00 m.
Augusta and connecting routes—Arrive at 9.00 a.
m. and 1.00 p.m.
Close at 12.00 m. and 4.40
ana ».uu p. in.

Morning Northwestern, hy Grand Trunk Railway
Arrive at 8.45 a. m. Close at 7.10 a. m.
Lewiston and Auhurn—Arrive at 2.05 and 9.00 a.
m. and 1.00 p. m.
Close at 6.30 a.m., 12.00 m.,
4.40 and 9.00 p. m.
Castino, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, Mt.
Desert, .Jonesport, Machias, Machiasport, East Machias, Millbridge and Bar Harbor, via each steamer
—Arrive at 6 a. m. Close at 9 p. m.
Eastport, via each steamer—Arrive at 6.00 a. m
close at 5.00 p. m.
Foreign mails, via New York, day previous to sail
ing of steamers—Close at 8.16 a. m.
Express, August% Bangor and the East—Arrive at
2.06 a. m. Close at 9.00 p. m.
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and the north—
Arrive at 1.00 p. m. Close at 12.00 m.
Skowhegan also closes at 9.00 p. m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R.—Arrive at 12.45 p. m. Close at 12.45 p. m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island—Close at
12.00 and 9.00 p. m.
Swanton, Vt., and intermediate offices, via P. & 0.
R. R.—Arrive at 10.15 p. m. Close at 7.45 a. m.
Bartlett, N. H., awl intermediate offices, viaP. &
O. R. It.—Arrive at 11.00 a. m. Close at 2.30 p. m.
Worcester, Mass., and intermediate offices, via P.
& It. R. R.—Arrive at 1.36 p. m. Close at 12.30
p.

Ondura.9% @10%

@14% Valencia.7@ 8%
NYFact’y..ll @14%
Oranges.
Valencia
o 60@6 60
Apples.
Eating^ DDl. .3 00@5 00 Florida.4 00©5 00
ib 18@20 Messina.2 50@3 00
Evaporated
Dried Apples. ...9%@10{Palermo.2 50@2 75
Slicod
lemons.
...10@10%
Messina.6 00@6 50
Sugar.
Granulated p- lb
8% Palermo .4 00@4 60
Extra 0.7%
FREIGHTS—The market is very dull andrateB
are extremely low,
especially coal freights, which
are no higher than they were last
August; we

following are recent engagements:
Brig Hyperion, Portland to Cardenas or Matan-

Not. 30, I8S3.

-

(55

The

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

•r

Cheese.

Vermont!.... 11

Lay’r. 2 10@2

that one vessel is now on the way from New
York to Portland with coal at 75c and discharged.
In New York there has been an increased movement in Cuba and River Plate
freights, hut at reduced rates; at the same place lumber and coastwise freights are dull and depressed, which is about
the condition of the market at
Philadelphia and
Baltimore.

Sabattus, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarappa, F. E. Webb.
Saco, H. B. Kendrick & 00..
Springvale, C. H. Pierce.
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, H. M. Roberts.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. S. Carter.
Yarmouth, W. E. Smith.

_

Gilt Edge Yer.... 33®34c Clover.10 @12
Raisiutt.
Choice.22@23c
Good.....16@10c Muscatel.2 00@2 75

learn

Farmington, D. II. Knowltca.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish & Co,
Hallo well, C. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chandier & Estes.
Livermore Falls, G. D. Hughes.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas,
Norway, S. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard Geo. E. Fogg, A. L, Jelllaon.*
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. Andrews,

p.

17@18

....

L. Jellerso*.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison.
Cumberland Mills, F. A. Vercill.
D&martiscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W> A. Mitchell.
Fry©burg, It. C. Harmon.
Fairfield, E. H. Evans.
A.

__

Tub,*?

lb
9%@ 9%
Tierces..
9%@ 9%
Pail. 10@10%
Meeds.
Red Top.3 00@3 25
Timothy.l 65@2 00

Fowl.12@14o

m.

Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices, via P.

& R. R. R.—Close at 7.00 a. m.
Carriers’ deliveries are rnado daily (Sundays excepted.) in the business portion ol the city at 7.00
and 10.00 a. m., and 2.00 p. m. In other sections
at 8.00 a. m., 2.00 p. m.
Collections are made on
weekdays at 7.0 0 and 11.00 a. m. and 4.00and
8.00 p. m. On Sundays at 6.00 p.

Schr Col. Milliken, Wiscassot to St
Domingo City,
ice and lumber p t.
Schr Rosa Mueller, New York to Mayaguez, lumber $8 and shooks and heads 30c.
Schr Reuben S. Hunt, New York to Neuvitas and
back, $1350 and foreign port charges.
New Sclir James S. Lowell, South Amboy to Havana, coal $1.20 net.
Bark Addie
Morrell, New York to Buenos Ayres*,
general carao $G700.

Railroad Receipts.

Portland, Jan. 15.
T,
Received
by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting
roads, 79 cars miscellaneous merchandise.

extra Ohio at 3 30@6 25: common to ohoice extra
St. Louis at 3 40(a!6 26: Patent Minnesota extra
to prime 6 60<g6 60: choic to double extra
o 6 80@7 OO.inclndTne 10,000 bbls City Mill extra
at 6 20@6 80; 3200 bbls No 2 at 2 00@2 80;
bbls Superfine at 2 80®3 40: 800 bbls low extra at
3 26 a3 40; 3100 bbls Winter Wheat extra at 5 20
@6 75; 3900 bbls Minnesota extra at 3 20@7 00.
Southern flour—common to fair at 3 U0@4 70; good
to ohoice at 4 76@6 60.
Wheal-receipts 31,000

§ood

bush; exports 119,288 bush; speculation less general; spot lota y2@% higher with fair demand from
shippers; sales 299,000 bush on spot; No 4 lied 86o;
No 3 Red at 98@98%c in elev; No 2 Rod at 110
elev; No 1 Red State at 114%; No 1 White State
114y2. Rye is steady. Barley firm. Clara—spot
lots barely steady; export inquiry fair; speculation
less aotive; receipts 40,960
bu; exports 36,970 bu;
sales 238,000 on spot; No 3 at 60c; No 2 at6B@
63%c elev, 64@64s/8c delivered; Yellow at 64%c.
Ont»|%@%o better but less active,closing firm; receipt" 40,800 bush; sales 113,600 bush spot; No 3
at 39c; do White at 41c; No 2 at 40%ffi40%o; do
White 42@42%c; No 1 at 41o; White do at 43c;
Mixed Western at
39y2(g41c; White do 41@46c;
White State 43@46%. Siign stcady;refining 6 1816K5 16-16c: refined is easier; C 6®6%c; cut loaf
ana crushed 8%c; powdered 8%c; granulated 7%
13-16; Ex C 6%@6%; White do 6%c; Yellow
%@5%, off A at Ot/b «,7 Vic; fstandard A at 7%c;
Confectioners A 7 7-16o; Cubes at 8%c. Peiroleum—united at 1 07% bid. Tallow is firm at
7%@%c. Pork very steady; spot mess at 14 60
00; clear back at 17 26@18 50. Beef quiet.
nr«l opened 2@3 points higher, afterwards lost
advance, closing with more strength; trading dull;
contract grade.spot 9 20; refined for continent 9 35;
SA962%@965. Butter firm; Western at 10@
38c; State at 18@30c. Cheese firm; Western flat at

f!7

fl5

10%@12c.
Freights to Liverpool quiet.
I Chicago, Jan. 15.—Flour dull. Wheat higher;
January at 90%@91%c: No 2 Chicago Spring at
90%@90y8c; No 3 at 73@80c; No 2 Red Winter
94%@95c. Com is %c higher at 53%@53y8c.
Oats are stronger at 32%@323/ic. Rye quiet 58c.
Barley is in fair demand at 69c. Fork opened higher at 14 70@14 75.
Lard nominally unchanged at
8 70@8 80. Bulk Meats steady; Bhoulders at 6 35;

0000.

•

Detroit, Jan. 16.-Wheat dull; No 1 White fall
at 1 01 Va; No 2 Red at 1 01; No 2 White 04. !

Wheat—Receipts 9,000bu; shipments 4,000 bu.
Orleans, Jan. 36.—Cotton steadv; Middling

New

X>ry Roods Wholesale market.
The following quotations are wholesale prices
Woolens and Fancy Goods, corrected daily by Leering, Milliken & Co., 158 Middle street:
UNBLEACHED COTTONS.
Heavy 30 in. 7*1 @ 8 [Fine 7-4.... 13%@18
Mod. 36 in. 6%@ 7% Fine 8-4.18@21
m. .I 77 M
’7
2.'.0.27 V"
Fluo 40 ia. 7
@ 8% ‘Fine 10-4_26 @80

Fasropenu Iff arltet*.
(By Telegraph.)
Liverpool,Jan. 16.—12.30 P.M—Cotton market
ilrm; uplands at 6d; Orleans 6 3-16d; sales 15,000
bales; speculation and export 1,000 bales.

BUSAOHKB COTTONS.

Best 4-4...,10%®12V3 Fine 6-4.16
Mod.4-4.... 7%@10% i'ine7-4.18
Fine 8-4.20
Light 4-4... 6 @7

_

@18

DaVS OP 8TEAA18H1P8.

@22%
@26

FROM

for

Alaska...New York..Liverpool.... Jan 16
Nevada.New York.. Liverpool.... Jan 16
10-4..26 @32*s
Scythia.New York. .Liverpool_Jan 16
TICKINGS* BTC.
Germanic.New York. .Liverpool.. ..Jan 17
Drills. 8@ 9
Tickings,
Frisia!.New York. .Hamburg.... Jan 17
Best.14 @ieya Corset Jeans. .6% a 8%
York. .Cientuegos ..'Jan 17
Cienfuegos.New
Medium.. ,10%@13% Sattoons..
@
City of Alexandria New York. .Hav &VCruz Jan 17
Light. 7 @9 Carahrios. 6@ 6% Sardinian.Portland .Liverpool_Jan 3 7
Denuns,beBt 13%@16% Sileslaa.10%®18
Ontario.Portland... Liverpool_Jan 17
Ducks. 9 @isy2 Cotton Flam i?.Brown
Alps.....New York..Porto Rico...Jan 18
“
Facoy liy3@14
7@14%
Saratoga... .New York..Havana.Jan 19
Bleach ed, 8@16%
Oder.New York..Bremen
Jan 19
Batting.»@9glOglO%@ll%@12% Devonia.New York..Glasgow
Jau 19
Warps .1'7@26 City of Chicago....New York..Liverpool ...Jan 19
Hermann.New York.. Antwerp
.Jan 19
Foreign Import*.
Waesland.New York. .Antwerp.Jan 19
ST JOHN.NB. Schr Elizabeth De Hart—185,000
Cephalonia.New York.. Liverpool.... Jan 23
Montreal.Portland.. .Liverpool_Jan 24
leet boards to Mark P Emery.
Circassian.Portland ...Liverpool... .Jan 24
Adriatic."New York..Liverpool
Jan 26
Foreign Exports.
Arizona.New York..Liverpool
Jan 29
ST JOHNS,PR. Brig Mary Fint—4625 Shooks
31
Polynesian.Portland..
.Liverpool_Jan
and heads 70 bdls shingles 400 do clapboards 24,-'
.Portland.. Liverpool_Jan 31.
917 ft boards.
Parisian
7
.Portland...,Liverpool...
[
MONTEVIDEO. Bark Ella-431,129 feet of- Toronto.;Portland... Liverpool
Feb 14
Fine
Fine

_

...

lumber.

Wit and Wisdom.
A grave-digger walking in the streets the
other day chanced to tarn and noticed two
doctors walking behind him. He stopped till
thoy passed and then followed on behind them.
“And why this?” said they. “I know my
place in the procession,” returned he.
Horgford’a

Valuable

Phosphate,

Acid

medicine.
Dr. W. H. Parmelee, Toledo, O., says: "I
have prescribed the ‘acid’ in a large variety ot
diseases, and havo been amply satisfied that it
is a valuable addition to our list of medicinal

agents.”
|«An English servant girl who had returned
Horn the United States to visit her friends at
home was told that she “looked really aristocratic.” “Yes, in America all of us domesticB
belong to tbo biro class.
Rev. William

P.

Corbitt,

the

Grrnt Re-

Chairman of tho Methodist
vivalist and
Liniment
Chnrch Extension, says
Giles’
Iodide Ammonia is the best remedy ever put
before the public for neuralgia. Ha suffered
for 32 years, and never, until he applied this
remedy, could he obtain relief; and takes

pleasure in thus publicly announcing his cure,
as he desirc-g to be a benefactor to the human
family. Sold by W. F. Phillips.
"I now offer you a Rubens,” said an auctioneer, ‘a perfect gem of genius, perhaps the finest painting that came from that master’s
hand.” There was no bid. The auctioneer
passed the Rubens, and, taking up another
picture Baid: “Very well, gentlemen, I now
offer yon a Rembrandt by the same artist.”
Bnrnctta’ Coconine,
The Vest and Cheapest Hair Dressing.
It kills dandruff, allays irritation, and promotes a vigorous growth of the Hair.
Barnett’s Flavoring Extracts are invariably
acknowledged the purest and best.
"Now you must converse iu nothing but
French,” said monsieur, the professor, to his
pupils. Silence immediately fell on the class
for the space of a quarter of an hour, when the
professor exclaimed: “What! nothing but silence?

Zat is the very opposite of French!”
—New York Commercial Advertiser.

Neuralgia has very properly been called
“the twin sister” of Rheumatism. Both are
equally painful, alike stubborn, and results of
the same causes
Athlophoros proves that
both yield to the eame tieatment. Says Mr.
J. E. Reed, of Los Angelos, Cal.: “I cannot
tell you how glad I am that I fouud this
great remedy, Athlophoros. I had a violent
pain in my face and took the remedy according to directions. Before I finished the first
bottle the pain W28 gone and
turned.”

market.
The following quotations of stocks arc recoived
Stock

has

never

In the days of adulterated articles of food it
is a pleasure to use tho Congress Yeast Powder
which is absolutely pure.
01ABRIAGE8.
In North Waldoboro, Deo. 22, Edwin A. Sprague
and Miss Della M. Mauk.
In Hiram, Jan. 9, Peleg T. Wadsworth and Miss
Ina E. Edgecomb.
In Boothbay. Jan. 1, James E. Be&tli and Miss
Bertha E. ltaed.
OEATIsS.
In this city, Jau. 15, of pneumonia, Sarah E.,
wife of Charles Perry.
In Deering, Jan. 14, Ross McGuire, aged 60
'*

years.

Sun sets. .4,29

dally by telegraph:
A. T.&S. F. 76y8
Boston & Maine..160
Flint & Pere Marquette common. 27ys
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred...-. 99
L. R. & Ft Smith. 19
22
Marquette, Hughton & Ont. common.
New York & New Eng. 15
Mexican Central 7s. 63
NEW

YORK STOCKS.

Denver & R. G. 22%
Missouri Pef. 87%
Omaha common. 29
Wabash preferred.
28%
On a ha preferred. 90y2
Northern Pacfio profei, oil. 62%
N orthern Pacifio common. 24%
Pacific Mail
41%
Mo. K. & Texas. 20%
Louis & Wash. 447^
Central Pacific.
64%

Bank Statement.

Boston

Boston,Nov

15.—The

following is a statement

the Boston National Bauks for the past week:

Mrs. Susan F., wife of
of Limington, aged 64

years, 10 months.
[Funensi Friday, at 10

a. m., from lier late residence.
In Damariscotta, Jan. 5. Eddie, son of Edward
and Diana Bounds of Bridgtou.
In Woolwich, Jan. 30, YVarreu Brookings, aged
71 years 6 months.
In Bath, Jan. 30, Mrs. Almira H., wife of Levi
li, Oliver, aged 52 years 8 months.
In Peabody, Mass., Jan. 14, Charles Brooks.
In Lawrence, Mass., Jan. 13, Frank A. Palmer,
late of Sermon, Maine.

.'[Kangor Whig COpy.l

commerciaIl

financial and
Portland

Rather

a

I>aily B’lioieiuiie Itturkei.
POKTLAND/Jan. 15.

tame

feeling

diso markets and

through
material change
runs

the

merchan*

reported
figures. The grain market is unsettled on account
difiiulty in fixing freight rates between here
and the West; no change in quotations. Sugar is
no

in

of some

steady at 8*4c for granulated and 7%c for Extra
Cheese is firmer. At Liverpool cheese is higher
at 07s.
ThtXollowing are to-day’s closing quotations of
Flour, Yjrain, Provisions, &c.
vlocir.

Crniu.

old ll.M.Corn.car lots.75
Superfine %ud
low gratis,. 3 50@4 60! now do, car lots.65@68
X Spring aiH
(Corn, bag lots....@78
XX Spring. 00@6 001 Oats, ear lots.. @45
Patent Spring
Oats, bag lots.45

Wheats.7
Michigan Win-

ter straightsS
Do roller.... 6
St. LoniB Winter straight. 6
Do roller... 6
Winter YVheat

t**tg8 00
V

Meal

.72
CottcnSoed.car lots 28 00
[<. ottonSeod.bag lote30 00

2u;q& 75
25@ti>o SaekedBran

car

lot,

10 50@20 00
00@6 2>4 do bag lots.23 00
60@0 76m ids, car lots.
j
$24J4@25V2
atents.6 75@7 26
26 60
bag lots
Produce.
Provision*.
j
IPork-s
Crafiberries, bbl—
Maine. ...12 00@13 00| Backv, .19 00®19 50
Cape Cod,12 50@14 00 Clear.... 18 00(a) 18 50
Pea Beans.,, 2 90@3 151
Mess...\i(j 00@16 50
Modi urns.... 2 70@2 80 Mess Beef.Xi 50@12 00
Germanmed2 25to2 40| Ex MefiB..I\r;o@i3 00
Yellow EyesS 00@3 36
Plate.3 3\o^l3 75
Onions $>'bbl. 2 50@2 66
Ex Plate. 14 2^14 50
Irish Potatoes
40@45 Hams
l‘A<12Vac
Sweet Potatoes4 75@5 00 Hams,covered 16 <0,160
T
Eggs P doz.30@31c|Lard■

...

of

Capital.§50,600,000

Loans.148,637,700

Specie.
6,894,500
Legal tender notes. 5,677,800
Five percent fund... 1,299,300
Due from reserve agents. 12,872,900
Due from other banks. 10,976,300
Due to other banks

34,740,600
Deposits.*. 66,320,400
Circulation..
25,714,600
New Void, Stock and money market.

FB0S1

Cbns. Houghton, Esq., lawyer, 28 State
Street, Boston, reports a case of Salt Rheum under
his observation for ten years, which covered the patient’s
and limbs, and to which all known
methods of treatment had been applied without
benefit, which was completely cured solely by the
Cuticura Remedies, leaving a clean and healthy

body

skin.

Mr. nnd Mrs. Everett Stcbbins, Reichert own.
Mass., write: Our little hoy was terribly afflicted
with Scrofula, Salt Rheum and Erysipelas ever
since he was born, and nothing we could give him
helped him until we tried Cuticura Remedies,
which gradually cured him, until he is now as fair

any child.

II. E. Carpenter, HendersoD, N. Y., cured of
Psoriasis or Leprosy, of twenty years’ standing, by
Cuticura Remedies. The most wonderful cure on
record. A dustpan full of scales fell from him daily.
Physicians and his friends thought he must die.
Cure sworn to before a justice of tho peace and Henderson’s most prominent citizens.
Mrs. S. E. Wh ippte, Decatur, Mich., writes
that her face, head, and some parts of her body were
almost raw. Head covered with scabs and sores.
Suffered fearfully and tried everything.
Permanently cured by the Cuticura Remedies from a
“Bkiu Rtiffior.-—

_

Sold by all druggists. Cuticura, 50 cents: Resolvent, §1.00; Soap, 25 cents.
Potter Drug
and Chemical
Co., Boston, Maes.
Send for (<How to Cure Skin Diseases.”

janlB__

9,20

NEWS.

FORT OF POf&TfjAJVO.
TUESDAY. Jan. 15.
ArriveJE
Steamer City of Portland, Pike, St John NB, via
Eastport for Boston.
Brig Hyperion, Williams, Boston, to load for
Cuba.

To Hall & Haskell.
Sch Nelson E Newbury, KiDg,
Boston & Maine RR.

New York, Jan. 15.—Money easy at 2@2y3 per
cent, on call; prime mercaniie paperat5it6.
Exchange strong 484% for long and 486% for short.
Governments firm.
State bonds quiet.
Railroad
bonds are lower. Stocks firmer, closing weak.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggroated 456,200 shares.
The lollowing are to-dav’s closing quotations on
Government Securities:
United States bonds, 3s
100
do
do
do
4%s, reg.114%
do
do
do
4y2s,coup.114%
do
do
do
4s, reg.124
do
do
do
4s, coup..124
Pacific 6s. '95.128%

following aro tlie closing quotations Stocks:
Chicago & Alton.134
Chicogo & Alton pref.145
Chicago, Burr & Quincy.119%
The

Erie. 24%
Erie pref.
70
Illinois Central..
.132%

Sch Loonessa, Grav, Perth Amboy—iron to RollingiMills.
Sch Billow, Rhodes, Perth Amboy—iron to Rolling Mills.
Sch Eliza Ann, Jameson, Perth Amboy—iron to
Rolling Mills.
Sch M L Peters, Trowbridge, Boston, to load for
South America.
Sch Elizabeth W Smith, Blake, Souris, PEI, with
potatoes A M Smith.

ScbQuivet, Sargent, Georgetown, PEI—potatoes

to A M Smith.
ovu

iintauum

...

95
89

Island.116

St. Paul..
87%
114
pref.
Union Pacific Stock... 74Vs
Western Union Tel.. 73%
Adams Ex. Co.129
American Ex. Co. 95%
Boston Air Line. 81%
Canada Southern. 50%
Del. & Hudson Canal Co.105%
St. Paul

Del. & Lackawanna.115%
Bur. & Cedar Rapids. 83

Metropolitan Elevated.. 89%
Manhattan Elevated. 41
New York Elevated....105
Morris & Essex..
('alifornin

jUiaing blocks,

Alta...
Best & Belcher.

2%
2%
Eureka. 17/g
Gould & Curry.
1%
Hale Sc Norcross
17/g
Mexican....,.. 1%
Ophir
3%
Yellow Jacket
2%
Sierra Nevada..
2%
Union Con. 2%
Belcher.
1
Savage.
i
Hale & Norcross have levied an assessment of 50c
share,

Boston

quotations o Butter, Cheese, Eggs,

wore

to-day’s

Butter—We quote Western and Northern cream
33(ft36c tor choice, and 24@30c for fair to
good; New York ana Vermont dairies 24@30o V lb
for choice, 18@22 for fair and good; Western dairy
at 20@21c and Western ladle packed 16@17c
HW
tb; choice grades firm; demand fair.
eries at

Cheese is firm at 13@14c for choice,
for fair and good; 6@9c for common.

ll@l%2c

Eggs have been selling at32^)34c forjEastern,
@32c for New York and Vermont, 31@32c

31
for

27@30c for Western.

itose

ai

OU®

^ bush, Eastern Rose 60@52c, Northern Rose
48@50c. Eastern Proiitics 60@53c.
Beans—choice Northern hand picked pea at 2 55
@2 60 3? bush; choice New York small hand-picked
do $2 70@2 75; common to good at $1 60@2 25;
choice small hand-picked pea, Vermont, at $2 80@
2 85; choice screened do 2 J36@2 45; hand-picked
med 2 50@2 60, and clioicejscreened do 2 30(ctf2 40;
common beans 2 00@2 20; German medium beans
at 2 20@2 35; do pea 2 40@2 50; ^choice improved
yellow-eyes at 3J25@3 30; old-fashioned yellow-eyes
62c

at 3

15@3

25.

Apples—We quote No 1 Baldwins at' $3 25@3 60;
I No 2 do 2 CO^/2 25; Western $3@3 26 <p“ bbl; fancy
eating at $4 0O@$5 60.
Hay—Choice prime liay is quoted at $16@$17 W
ton. medium to good at $14@$16; choice Eastern
tine at $13@$14; poor at $li*@$13, with Eastern
swale at $9. Rye straw at $13 00&$14 00 and oat
straw $9@10 :p ton.
Wnteilowu Cattle

Market.

(By Telegraph.)

Watertown, Jan 15.—Cattle in fair suppiy jfair
demand by butchers: export trade light.
Market Beef at 9 00@9 60; Extra at 8 00@8 75;
first quality at 7 00@7 60; second quality at 6 00@
6 60; third quality at 4 00@4 60; receipts of Cattle

1000.
Store Cattle—Work Oxen ^ pair at $100@$200;
Milch Cows and Calves at §20@$48; Farrow Cows
$18@$31; fancy $50@$80; Yearlings at &12(®$20;
two years old $14@$30; three years $24@$42.
Swine—Receipts 10,000 head; Western fat Swine,
live,6@6%c: Northern dressed hogs 7y2C.
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts 6,000; prices in lots
at 2 50@4 00 each; extra at 4 75@5 00.
Spring
Lambs 5(a0; Veal Calves 3y2@7y2C.

Chicago

ouuii,

nu

—

Arrival, Lloyd, Wiscasset—heading to Mark P
Empry.
SchOrrissaB Kimball. Kimball, Wiscasset—heading to Mark P Emery.
Seh Mary Elizabeth, Dunton, Boothbay.
Sch

Barque Ella, Matthews, Montevideo-3 C Dyer

& Co.

Brig Mary Fink,

Darrah,

St John, PR—Geo S

Hunt & Co.
Sch Fannie A Spurling, Parsons, Port
A M Smith.
FROM

OUR

au

Penitent Eemales Refuge.
)
32 Rutland St., Boston, Oct. 13,1883. f
Gents—I wish to tell you how much good your
Liquid Food is doing some of the inflates of our in-

stitution who have been addicted to the habit of intemperance, we having been usiDg the same over
two years, and quote you two of our last cases that
have been greatly
One, who came to us
lately in a most wretched state, soon recovered her
health and has been enabled to overcome her desire
for strong drink. The Liquid Food seemed to supply the want. She is now supporting herself In a
respectable manner, and has no desire for
drink. Another person addicted to opium habits
for ten years has been able to leave off opium entirely by being built up by your Liquid Food, and
feels it has done wonders for her in assisting her to
leave ofi* this terrible habit. I cannot express my
gratitude to you in any better way than to show you
what it has accomplished.
Mrs. F. A. HUTCHINSON

WISCASSET, Jan. 16th—Ar, sch E H Cornell,
Wylie, Jacksonville via Bath.
EASTPORT, Jan 12—Sid, sch Cayenne, Simpson,

New York.

LUBEC,

Jan 12—Passed by, brig Aunie Odell,
Smith,from St John. NB, for Havana; Bch Cayenne,
Stimpson, Eastport for New York.
Jan 13 -Passed by, sch Nellie J Dinsmore, Parker. from St John, NB, for Cardenas.
Jan 14—Sid, sch Gertrude L Trundy, (new, of
Portland, 461 tons,) Davis, St John, NB. to load
laths for Baltimore at 60c.
FROM

MERCnANT’SEXCnANGE.l

Ar at

San Francisco 14th insij, ship Alice D
Port Townsend.
Ar at New York 16th, barque John E Chase,
Parks, Pernambuco.
Cld at London 13th, ship Charter Oak, Laffin, for

New York.

JTIEIHOiSAWBA.
Sch H S Bridges, from Calais for Providence,
which put into this port 9th in distress, has made
necessary repairs and is ready to proceed. Sho has
been furnished with new spars and sails, top caulked
and is now in extra seagoing condition.
Ship Tillic E Starbuek, Rogers, at Portland, O,
from Chester, Pa, encounrered a succession of fearful gales from the times of sailing until her arrival
off the mouth of thq Calumbia river, flooding the
decks and damaging rigging and steering gear. Put
into

Stanley for

repairs,

The first officer and

one

severely injured.
Barque T K Welden, Parker, at New York from
Cape Hayti, reports heavy gales the entire passage.
Jan 8th, at midnight, had a foarfui gale from SE,
the sea breaking over the decks, washing one man
seaman were

the wheel and carrying one overboard. The
cabin was stove in on port side and tilled with water;
the bowsprit and stem planks were started, causing
the vessel to leak badly. She will make necessary
repairs and proceed to Boston.
Sch Fleetiug, from Perth Amboy for Portsmouth,
with pig iron, sunk on Saybrook Bar night of 13th.
Wreckers have gone to her assistance.

DO;fl£HTl€ FORTH.
PENSACOLA Cld 8th, sch Win Beazley, Rava-

nanora.

Uavana

9tli, barque Gem, Dow, Asptnwall.
Cld 10th, barque Hattie G Dixon, Yates, Pascagoula.
Cld 11th, sch Jas A Garfield, Young, New York.
KEY WEST—Sid 4th, sch L A Lewis, Warren,
Cld

Pensacola.

JACKSONVILLE—Ar 12te, sch St Johns, GilBelfast.
SAVANNAH—Ar 13th, sch Maud Snare, Snare.
OrclUlla.
Ar at Point-a-Pitre 12th inst, barque Caro, Armstrong, Portland.
BULLR1VER.SC—Ar 10th, sch Geo STa-bell,
Higgins, Philadelphia.
BUCKSVILLE, SC—Sid 9th, sch L C Kaminski,

Live Mtock'Markci.
(By Telegraph.!

Chicago, Jan. 16.—Hogs—Receipts 34 000 head;
shipments 4.700 bush;stroug:packiiig at 6 15@5 50;

packing and shipping at 6 00@6 26; light at 6 00@
6 60; skips at 3 25^6 00.
Cattle—Receipts 10,000 headjshipments 2600 hd;
dull, except for choice grades; exports 6 00@6 60;
good to choice shipping 6 30,tf5 90;common to me
dium at 4 20@6 16.
Sheep—Receipts 6600 head; shipments 900 hd;
inferior to fair at 3 00@3 76.

DomcMtic Markets.
{By Telegraph.)
Jan. 36.—Flour market—receipts
York,
oc
25,791 bbls; exports 3117 bbls; rather more active
for export and little
stronger, prices, however, show
no radical changejgales 30,200 bbls.
Flour, No 2 at 2 00®>2 95;Sup. Western aud|State
at* 2 65(ft3 35; common to good extra Western and
State 3 25@3 75; good to choice do at 3 90@6 60;
common to choice White Wheat Western extra at
6 26@U 60; fancy do 6 00@6 76; common to good

Crockett, Philadelphia.
Cld 14th, sell Lizzie Dewey, Peters, Matanzas.
BALTXMORE —.Ar 12th, seh Emma F Angel,

Superintendent.
The New York Christian Home.
Gentlomen—We have been using your Liquid
Food for months. Have found it of great value in

building up broken down men that had become so
through the use of alcoholic stimulants. My wife

has found it very beneficial in her own case—loss of
appetite, nervous prostration, general docility; now
fools rIia Annnnt Ha without.

CHAS. A. BUNTING,
Resident Manager.

June 1,1883.
Woman’s Christian Temperance Home. )

[

Sir—We

440 East 57th street.
New York, June 23, 1883,j
find your Liquid Food very useful.

Respectively yours,
A. P. MKYLEIT, M. D.
Mothers, remember this. If your baby does not
do
not
its
thrive,
change
food, but add 6 to 20 drops
of Liquid Food to each feeding; also, if nursing,
take 4 teaspoonfuls daily.
Any married lady that cannot retain her food, or
has lost a child, under one year old, that was
brought up by hand, can have a bed assigned for
her for four months, which will build up her system
enabling her to retain her food in a few days and
nourishher child.

She can have her own family physician if preferred.
When mothers nourish their babies the mortality
and sickness will be reduced 75 per cent.
Mrs. W. returned from Philadelphia Fob. 13,
Her
1883, in a most deplorable state of health.
lungs seemed to be entirely filled, her breathing was
and
she
was
to
unable
walk.
At
home
very labored,
felt no better and called in a doctor who said her
heart was badly affected and she showed symptoms
of Bright’s disease. She was so badly swollen, she
could not fasten her clothes together, and bor skin
was very yellow. On 23d took her bed in terrible
distress; for days and mights her struggles for breath
and a violent nausea prevented sleep. Her doctor
concluded that she had a great deal of inflammation
around the heart and poor blood. He ordered digitalis, painting over the heurt with iodine, taking
lime tablets and nourishing food and make an efiort
to walk, and then, he said, he could do no more.
She was no better. The least exertion caused her
to faint, getting out of bed and walking was an imAfter using his prescriptions awhile,
she abandoned all medicine for a week.
She then
sent for her old family Physician, who found on
examination
a
oi
one
valve
of the
thorough
rupture
heart ana great prostration. He ordered Digitalis,
and
Bromide.
jNausea
was
Pepsiue
less, breathing
easier, but the doctor told her she must give up all
idea of attending to household affairs, which made
her very unhappy, and caused her to decline.
May 1st, was able with assistance to get down
stairs, but thought she would never get up again,
and so codlinued for several weeks. At that time
she was recommended to our hospital, where she
began treatment with Liquid Food. Tqe effect was
almost magical. She began to improve at such a
pace that the friends who called on her were astonished, and could hardly believe she 'took nothing but Liquid Food. She improved rapidly, gained
a good color, was stronger than for a year before,
and left in two months, and is still improving daily,
and still taking the Liquid Food, and says if she
should have to take it all her life, should consider
that no trial to her, as by its use she has regained
her health and can attend to her household duties
as well as ever.
dec26dlawW

possibility.

W.

S.

A.

WOLFE’S

Schiedam Aromatic

Tripp, Boston.
Ar 14th, sch Frank Harrington, Kent, Boston.
Cld 14th, sch Seventy-Six, Brown, Savannah.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 14th, sch Julia Baker,

Lewis-, Mayagnez.

pool.

Cld 14th, brig Ned White,
A J Pettengill, Dewey,

SCHNAPPS.

»

Ar 14tb, barque Esther, Benjamin, fm
Progresso;
sch Carrie S Bailey, Rivers, do.
Sid fm Delaaware Breakwater 13th,
Josefa.
brig
for CienfuegOB; sch Nellie E Woodbury, St Thomas1
Cld 14th, barque Freeda A Willey,Wiloy, for Vera
Cruz.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 11th, sch Hattie
Low,Hart,
New York, to load for Providence.
NEW YORK—Ar 13tb, barques T K Weldon,
Parker, Cape Hayti for Boston, (see Mem); Ibis,
Sawyer, Brunswick; brig Lizzie Wyman, Gaul, Laguna; Addio M Bird, Cushman, Boothbay for Savannah; Tennessee, Beal, Rockiand; La Volta, fa*
Hyamiis; Frank Norton. Providence; L B Morse,
Boston.
Ar 16th, ship Cyrus Wakefield, Hodgman, Liver-

Downs. Buenos Ayres;
;

sch E R

Emerson,

Child, Bermuda.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 12th, sch Ada A Kennedy,

Kennedy, Pensacola.

FALL itlVEK—Ar 13th, sch Lucy, Wooster, fm
Calais for DJgbton,(has discharged crew and will
lay
up until the ice breaks.)
PROVIDENCE-Ar 14th, Ech Millie Trim, Barbour, Rockland.
Sid 4th, ech Senator, Cheney, New York.
NEWPORT—Aj 13th, sobs Albert JamesoQ, Candago, and City of Ellsworth, Holt, Wareham for
New York.
Laid up to winter—Schs Forest City, Darius
Eddy,
Edwin A Stevens, and Abner Taylor, of Bangor.
VINE*ARD-liAVEN— Ar 13th, ech Natmio E

Waterman, Freeman, Portland for Virginia.
Sid 12th, echs Hope Haynes, and Belle
Hardy.
Sid 12th, schs Grace Cushing, Magnet, Huntress,
Commander, Dolphin, D Sawyor, Lexington, and
others.
PLYMOUTH—Ar 13th, sch Geo Banks, Norton,

Elizabetbport.

BOSTON—Ar 14th, schs Alfred Keen, Greenlaw,
Richmond; Ernest T Lee, Rlatchford, Philadelphia;
Fannie A Corham, Welch, Hoboken.
Cld 14th, brig Hyperion, Williams, for Portland;
schs Chas H Morse, McVey, Boothbav; Messenger,
Falker, Cumberland, Ga.
Sid 14th, barque Carrie Heckle; sebs M L Peters,
and Nelson A Newbury.
Ar 15th, sehs Carrie Strong, Strong,
Apalachicola;
Magnet, Fletcher, Amboy; Mansur B Oakes, Ingalls

Machias; Ximena, Thompson, Machias.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 14tli, schs Sea Bird, Mullen,
New York for Bar Harbor; Huntress, Wilson, do
for Portland; Grace Cushing, Mosher,
Philadelphia

for do.

POREIGIV pours.
Ar at Valparaiso Dec 1, ship David Brown, Pendleton, Newcastle, NSW.
Ar at Barhadoes Dec 28tb. schs Ella M Storer,
Wade, Norfolk; JasM Riley, Robertson, Portland.

pp~Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. B.

YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Ticket* to New York,

Asa general beverage and necessary
corrective of water x-endered impure by

vegetable decomposition

or

other causes,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

as

Aromatic Schnapps Is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation.

A public

saltr of over BO years duration in every
section of oer country of Udolpho Wolfe’S

Schnapps, its nHsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and

by

a

sale

nneqnaied

any other alcoholic distillation have

insured for it the reputation of salubrity

claimed for it.

For sale by all Itruggist

and Urocers.

Udolpho life’s Sid Cl
18 BEAVER

STREET,

&IEW YORK-

___diy

POWDER
Absolutely Pur©*

dlyr

Freight taken as

WILLIAM READ <M. D., Harvard, 1842), and
ROBERT M. READ (M.D., Harvard, 1876). offices,
Evan* Ilouxe, 175 Trrmont nlreet. Mo.Ion,
give special attention to the treatment of FISTECA) PIIiEH Ain ALL DISEASES OF
THE RECTUM, without detention from bueinoe8. Abundant references given.
Pamphlet sent

application.
Office Hooro—11 a,m. to 4 p.m.( except Sundays).
di v
felilU

The Maine State Press.

usual.

[PublJjhed .very Thnnmqr Mtutm )

J. B. COYLE, Jr., General Agent.
Of

-Connections via Brand Trunk Kail
-4:
-ilway leave Portland for liuckfleid and
i ...L.aiitoii. 7.40 a. m., 1.30
p. m.
Leave Canton for Portland 4.16 and
9.45 a. m.
STAGE CONNECTIONS

with p.

m. train for Turner, Chase Mills, West
Sumner, Britton’s Mills, Peru, Dlifleld, Mexioo

and

Rumford Falls.

and

Portland

Line.
and_Worcester
PORTLAND

RAILROAD.

after

MONDAY,

Oct.
run

On
as

follows

Lear©

Foillna.i for licxter,
Baagor
and
Vanceboro, St Joim, Halifax
the Provinces, St.Andrews, St. Stephen.

Fredericton, Aroostook t'ounty, and all
stations on fii. A* Piscataquis R. ft., 1.26
1.30
m.:
m.,
$11.16
p.
m.,
p.
p.
and
Belfast
1.25
for
Skcwheg&n
d.
1.30
$11.15
m.;
m.,
p.
p.
m.,
1.25
Water Title, 7.00 a. m.
p.m,, 1.3C
p. m. 11,15 p.m and on Saturdays at 6.1o p. m.
A u gnsta ,KSa!lowell,G artlinernutlBr un*>
wick
7.C0 a. m., 1.30
p. m.,
6.16,
$11.15 p. m.; Bath 7.00 a. m. 1.30 p. in,, 5.16
p. m. and on Saturdays only at 11.15 p. m.
Rockland, and Hdox & Lincoln R. R.,
aa. Auburn and Lewis7.00 a. m., 1.30
1.25 p. m., 5,05 p. m. Lewton, 8.16
,u ns wick 7.00 a.m.,+11.16 p.m.;
iston vi

Farmington,
Monmouth, Winthrop,
Oakland and North Anson, 1.25 p.m.}Fai>
via
Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.
niiugtou,

tTlie 11.16 p. m. train is the night express with
Bleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays included hut not through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Bucksport and Dexter or

beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND AND BOSTON
8.10 a. m., 6.15 p. m.; St. John,
9.00 p. m.; Ilouliosi, 9.30 a. m.,
8.30 p. m.; St*
Stephen, 10*15 a. m.,
9.30 p. m.; Vanceboro, 1.35 a. m. 1.30
p. m,; Bucksport, 5.40 a. m. 1.30 p* m.:
Bangor, 7.15 a. m., 7.45 p. m.; Dexter, 7.00
a.mt6.10p. m. Belfast, 6.30 a. m., 3.06p.m.;
Skowhegan, 8.20 a. m. 3.15 p. m.; Waterville, 9.16 a. m. 1.55 and 10.00 p.m.; and on
Mondays at 5.15 a. m. Augusta, 6.00 a.
m. 10,00 a.
m.f 2.45, and" 10.6&-—pr-cr.;

From

Halifax,

8.30

a.

m.,

Lewiston, 7.20 a. m. 11.10 a. m.,
pm.; Phillips. 6.56 a. m.
8.20 a. m.; Wintnrop, 10.13a.
as follows :The mornin. being due in Portland
ing trains from Augusta and Bath 8.35 a. m.
The
a.
m.
8.40
Lewiston,
day trains from
Bangor, and all intermediate stations and con12.40
and
12.45
The
at
p. m.
necting roads
m.
m.

at 7.30 a. m.,
and
p. m., arriving at Worcester
7.30 p. m. Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.00 a. m. and 11.15 a.
m. arriving at Portland at 1.25 p. m. and 5.40 p.
,fU

"1.05
at 2.16 p, m. and

Clinton*
Ayer Jane.,
Fitchburg,
Nashua, JLowell, Windham, and K£ppiag at 7.30 a. m. and 1.05 p. m.
Far Manchester, Concord and points North, at
1.05 p. m.
Far Rochester, gpringvale, Alfred, Waterboroand Waco Kiver.7.30 a. m., 1.05

leave Rochester at

11.15
a. m., and 3.35 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.26 p. m. and 6.40 p. m.
Ear Gorham, Haccarappa, Cumberland
Westbrook
and
Woodford’s,
Mills,
at7.30 a. m., 1.05, 0.30 and (mixed)
*0.30 5».

The 1.05 p.

m.
nt.

testera Railroad.

train

a.

from Portland connects at

kyc''.Sunc.with Ilooiac Tunnel Route for
t beWect, and at Union Repot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Cine, and all roil.
vl&Springfleld, also with N. V. A N. E. B.
B .(“Bteamer Maryland Route”) for IPbilade!Baltimore, Washington, and the

ghia,
oulh and with Boston A

Albany R. R. for
the West. Parlor Cara on train leaving IPortland
at 1.05 p. m. and train leaving Worceater’Jat 8.00
a. m.

Olote connections made at Westbrook J auction with through trains of Me. Central R. B., and
at QrandTrnnk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trank R. R.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had of S. H. Hollen, Ticket Agent, Portland
& Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and of Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
* Does not
stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS, Snpt.

I& READING B- R.
Sound Brook Route.

CHEAP OCEAN TICKETS.

New York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

STATION IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST.
Stations in

Philadelphia

NINTH AND GREEN STREETS,

S AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

Express Trains, Double Track. Stone Ballast
Drawing Room Cars on all day trains
and Sleeping Cars on night trains.
Be

buy tickets (at any railroad
boat office in New England) via

sure la

or

in

save

the
steerage
Steamship
Office, No. 22 Exchange Street, (don’t mistake', hr
number) at the sign of the big Locomotive, at pr%
sent reduced rates by theCunard and other fast
class mail steamers

the

on

warm

dangers

from

coming

direct

across

the

ocean,

steerage Dattsaire tickets from OnAAT>Rfcr»ww T.ondow
derry and Belfaat for $21.00; Dublin, $22.00; Lot*
don, Bristol, Cardiff and Galway, $24.00; Hamburg, Antwerp, Havre, Manheim, Amsterdam, Ro
teraam, Paris, Bremen and Har Ingen, $27.00

Copenhagen,

L1NE.~~

DOMINION
1883.

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

1884.

•OREGON^,

Liverpool.

From

••

TORONTO,

Portland.
Jan. 17.

Thursday,
••

Jan. 10.
Jan. 24.

Jan. 81.
Fsk. 14.

Liverpool, Halifax and Portland Service
From Liverpool
From Portland
via Halifax.
Thurs. Dec. 20.

DOMINION.

decl4

Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth, Nowburyport,
Salem, Lynn? aud Boston, arriving at 6.10 p. m..
connecting with Sound aud liail Lines for all

Southern and Western points.
6.00 p. ki. (Express), for Boston and principal
Way Stations, arriving m Boston at 9.30 p.m.,
connecting with Rail Lines for New York.
Sundays at 2.00 p. m. Express for Boston aud
principal Way Stations, arriving at Boston 6.30
p. m., connecting with Fall River Line for New
York.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

PRICE

$1.

dents.

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

“House and Home Papers”
value.

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK
ON AND

AFTER 9103DAV, DEC. 3d, Steasn**33511# •»» of this Line win
!•
——=-^gir iwsen Leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State
street, every Moaday and
Thursday at 6 p. m., for Eastport and SC
John, with connections for Calais. Bobbinuton, St.
Andrews, Pembroke, Honlton, Woodstock, Grad
Menan, Campobelle, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Arnhem,
Pictou, Sbediac, Bathurst, Dalheusie, Chat
lottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and oifcet
stations on the New Brnnswiok and Canada, Inteacolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Comaties, Rail Roads, and Stage Routes,
tHF*Freight received np to 4 p. m. and any information regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets
State Rooms and rurther information apply a
Company’s Office, 40 Exohange 8t.
T, 0. HEP SET. President, and Manager*
-sol
dtf
rnaww

ABD

—

Portland at 11.00 p. m.
Fullmaif Parlor Cars

On Trains leaving Boston 9 a.m., 12.30 and 7.00 p.
m. and Portland 8.46 a. m., 1.00 and 6.00 p. m.

Through Pullman Sleeping Cars
On Trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m., and Portland 2.00

a. m.

Through Tickets to all Points South and
West.
Oct. 14,1883
PAYSON TUCKER,
General Manager.
D. W. SANBORN,
Master of Trans.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
octlSdtf
Gen’l Pass’r Agent

Boston Si Maine Railroad.
ggg

*

On aud after Monday, Ocf. 15, 1883,
PASSENHER TRAINS WILL LEAVE
PORTLAND for BOSTON
_

m., 1.00
6.16, 8.46
Ks*'5?i5??Tat
_m-zg&p. m., arriving at Boston

and 3.30
at 10.45,
-®»-a. m„ 1.16, 6.10, and 7.15 p. m.
BOSTON FOB PORTLAND at 9.00 a. m.
12.30, 3.30, and 7.00 p. m., arriving at Portland
8.05
and
at
6.00.
11.00
m.
1.00,
r.
PORTLAND FORSCAR BORO BEACH
AND BINE POINT at 6.15, 8,45. a. m., 3.00,
6.45 p.m. (See notej FOB OLD ORCHARD
at 6.15, 8.45 .m., 1.00, 3,00, 5.45 p.m. (See note)
FOB SACO AND BIDDEFORD at 6.16,
8.45 a. m., 1.00, 3.00, 3.30 and 5.45 p. m. FOB
KENNEBUNK at 6.15, 8.45 a.m.. 1.00,3.00
and6.45 p. m. FOB WELLS at 6.15, 8.45 a.
m. and 3.00 p.m.
(See note) FOB NORTH
BERWICK AND DO V EB, at 6.16. 8.45 a.
m., 1.00, 3.00 aud 3.30 p. m. FOB SALMON
FALLS and ORE 4T FALLS, at 6.16, 8.45
FOB NEWMARa. m., 1.00 and 3.00 p. m.
KET at 6.15, 8.45 a.m., 3.30* p.m. FOB EXa.

LAWRENCE
ETER. HAVERHILL,
AND LOWELL at 6.16, 8.45 a. m., 1.00
and 3.30 p. m. FOB ROCHESTER. FAKMINOTON. N. H., AND ALTON BAY. at
8.45a.m., 1,00 and 3.30 p. m. FOB MANCHESTER AND CONCORD. N. II., (via
New Market Jet.) at 6.16 a.m., 3.30 p. m., (via
Lawrence) at 8.46 a. m.
MORNING TRAINS FOR PORTLAND
LEAVE KENNEBUNK at 7.25, and DOVERatS.OO ARR1 VINO at PORTLAND
at 8.30 and 10.06.
Note—1The 3.30 p. m. train from Portland trill
stop at Scarborough, Pine Point, Old Orchard or
Wells, and the 1.00 p. m. train will stop at Scarborough, Pine Point and Wells only to take passengers
for Boston.
*
Change at Dover and take next train following.
8gf"Tlie 1.00 p. m, train from Portland connects with Sound Line Steamers for New
York and all ltail Lines for the West, and the 3.30
p. m., train with all Rail Lines for New York
aud the South aud West.
Parlor tjare on all through
trains.
Seats
secured in advance at Depot Ticket Office.
not

SUNDAY

TRAINS.

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.
CHANGE

OF

TIME.

On and after MONDAY, OCT. f Jill,
Trains will ruu us follows :

THYSELF.iJsSp

12.35 p.

m.

Exchange Street, and Depot
Foot of India Street.
TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATES
—TO—

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, 8l. Lonix, Omaha, Mnginaw, Si. Paul, Halt Cake City,
Denver, Han Francisco

Northwest,

on

oetlStf

mEDICAL

points in the

West mid Southwest.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, O. P. A.
W. J. SPICER Superintendent.

From rHILADELPHIA

Every Tuesday and Friday.
p.
v

From Long
m.
From

Wharf, Boston,

S

Pine Street Wharf

Philadelphia,

at 10 a. m.
o:ie-half the rate of

insurance
’sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. B. B.. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of com-

Original and selected articles rueful to
Maine Farmers.
Special articles by writers of aathcrHg
and distinction.
A pure and wholesome tons In
partment of the paper.

every O

POLITICS.
The Press will faithfully and earnestly
naywi
the cardinal principles of the Republican
par* In
the firm oonviotion that thcy.hare bees the Mina
tlon of the country in the past and will sawn Ha
prosperity in the futnre. It has little respect far
the Ideas, or the statesmen, controlling the Dm»
cratlo party lor the last
forty yean, and net mom
respect for those lontrolllng it now. It believes that,
in order to successfully oppose end
prevent ate
malign Influences fostered and organised within Me
Democratic party, the Republican party nest be
true to its own hlghest;purposes and
keep abrsmt
of the Intelligent progressive and
reforming mg.
mentofthe nation. It will disc am all y~“flrii‘
Questions vigorously and courageously with 1*11 tterty of opinion concerning the wisdom of ei—mm.
the character of politicians and the merit ef eflctel
serviece.

mission.

or

by
physician.

d&wly

mav30_

is hereby oiven, that-the
subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
himself
the
trust of Administrator of the esupon
tate of

Notice

in the

HIRAM BASTON, late of Portland,
County of Cumberland, deceased, and given

bonds as the law directs.
And I have appointed
Enoch Martin, of Portland, my Agent or Attorney
in the State of Maine. All persons having demands
upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to
FREDERICK O. BASTON, of Natick, Mass., Administrator or to Enoch Martin, of Portland, Maine,
Agent or Attorney.
Portland, Jan. 4th, 1884.
janT0AlawTh3w*

HOTEL

DIRECTORY.

Embracing the leading Hotels at whiob the
Pbbss may always be fonnd.

Daily

AUBURN.
ELM HOUSE, Court St.—W. S. & A. Young, Pro-

prietors.

BATH.
SHANNON’S HOTEL—Jerry Shannon, Proprietor
BATH HOTEL—C. M. Plummer, Proprietor.
BETHEL.
BETHEL HOUSE,—W. F. Lovejoy & Son, Proprie-

PACIFIC MAIL 8. S. CO.
T0

PrnnHnu.

Hew
Islands,
*

Son.

CALAIS.
AMERICAN HOUSE—M. D. Gardner, Proprietor.
CORNISH.
DAVIS HOTEL—M. B. Daris, Proprietor.

HOUSE—George Gould, Proprietor,
EASTPORT.
Bueknaui

HOULTON.
SNELL HOUSE -vD. o. Floyd, Proprietor.

LEWISTON.
DeWITT HOUSE—Quinby & Murch, Proprietor
IWACniAS.
EASTER HOTEL—E. E. Stoddard, Proprietor.
NORRIBGEWOCK.
DANFORTH HOUSE—D. Danforth, Proprietor,
PORTLAND.
OITY HOTEL, Comer of Congress and Oreen Sts
J. W. Robinson Proprietor.

Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage,
sailing lists and furthei
information, apply to or address the General Eastern

Agents,

C. I-. BARTLETT dfc CO.,
113 Slate Street, Car. Brand St., Boatan
or to W. D. LITTLE A CO.
ebSdtf
31 Exchange St., Portland.

Portland,

Haclas

Mt Desert &

Bangor,

Steamboat Co.
Winter Arrangement,

Commencing

Dee 7

Steamer LEWISTON
Capt.
(Jims. I leering, will leave Kail-

~

view of the fact that the present year Is te be
great political Importance and excitement it
has been determined to make experiment ef scorthe
Weekly Pbess to dabs of xxw irtsnoing
ebs on favorable terms. With
regard te the slab
rates the following conditions must be understood:
1. The members of the^elnb must be new sub
scribers.
2. The order for the number
constituting the dub
•
must be sent at one time.
3. New names may be added te the slab wtthtn
three months at the same rate paid by me original
members.
4. The money must in all eases be forwarded with
the order.
In

one

of

-f™

oi

HILL SURREY, LAMOINE,
HANCOCK,1 SULLIVAN and ELLSWORTH.
Also with B. & B. Steamers at
Rockland, *going
^
East, for River Landings.
BETCBNINO, will leave Machiasport at 4.80
a. m. every Monday and
touching at intermediate
Landings, connecting at Portland with Pullman
and early morning train for Boaton.
Connect with Boston and
Bangor Steamers at
Rockland, (coming West, and receive passengers and
freight from Bangor and River Landings for Portland.)
GEORGE L. DAY,
Treas. and General Ticket Agent
Portland, Dec. 6. 1883.
decSdtf

General Ocean Steamer Ticket Office.
sale of Massage tickets by the White
Star.
FobCunard, Anchor,
State, Amerioan, Bed Star!
North German Lloyd,
Hamburg, American, Rotterdam, Amsterdam and Italian lines, all first class
fast passage steamers, to and from all
points fn
Europe. Cabin, 2d Cabin and steerage outward and
prepaid ticket* from Portland at lowest rates.
Steerage prepaid tickets from inland places In Europe* to Inland places In the United States. Sterling and Scandinavian exchange at lowest rates
Choioe
cargo.

SPECIAL RATES.
'’FOR NRW18PBRCRI1IBBS TO TU

MAINE STATE PRESS.
2

copies,

3
4

6

•«

10

••

1

year, (each *1.86).*3.70

1

year, (each $1.76).*6.2

1

year, (each *1.66).*6.60

year, (each 91.90)..*7,(0
Addltloaal copies te nine at the same
rate.

1

1

year,(each *146)....-..*1840

Additional ceplm te nineteen st the
earns
'•

20

Cumberland and Acadia coal for sale by th
For cabin plans, circulars,
sailing schemes
"t^?r Information apply to J. L.TABMEB
Exchange St. P. O. Box 979.

rets.

1

year, (eeeh 01.93).*M.*6
Additional ecpiee at the eaaee rate.

ly

ALLAN^

LINE

PHILLIPS.
ELMWOOD HOUSE—T. L. Pago, Proprietor.
BAYUKOND VILLAGE.
CENTRAL HOUSE, Wm. H. Smith, Proprietor.
SACGABAPPA
PRESUMPSCOT HOUSE,—W. S. Pratt, Proprieto
SKOWHEGAN.

ELM HOUSE—Robert W. Haines, Proprietor
HIRAM.
MtCUTLER HOUSE—Freeman Pugsley,! Propri-

If you wish to take

1883. Winter Arrangements. 1884
l.ivrrpool, Halifax

and

Portland Srrrlcc

I F£?m Liverpool
_I via. Halifax.
STEAMER.

THURSDAY,

Sardinian...
Circassian...
Polynesian..

Parisian.t
A

dally

do it.

Jan. IT
*•
j>4
»1

PREMIUM OFFER.

17r«b. 7

Portland Fortnightly Harrier

STEAMER,

j

From Glasgow,

au«.ia*.
Scandinavian

Hanoverian..
For

ean

live

THURSDAY,

Dec. 27
Jan. 8
io
■■

paper this year, you

a

I From Portland
| via. Halifax.

Jau.

j

From Portland

Tw"

9

1

23

|

“20
9

Feb.

passage apply to LEVE & ALDEN, General

*

To anyone who obtain.tubes nn rubunkers to the Weekly Press at the elnb rate
we will send the Portland
Dally Press one

Sector..
422 Congress St., or for
passage or freight*
A. ALLAN Agents, No. 1 India
St.,* Pori land.
n°v24
dtf

lO

anyone.who obtains roua new snbeerlb.
to the Weekly Press at tbe elnb rate
we will send the
Dally Press one year for |S.}|
To anyone who obtains five new subscribers
To

era

the Weekly Press at the elnb rate we
will send the Dally Press one year for... 95.30
To anyone who obtains ten new subscribers
to theWoekly Press at the elnb rate we
will send the Dally Press ene
year for.... 94.00
To anyone who obtains twenty new subscribers to the Weekly Prbss at the olob
to

Martin, Proprietor.

PERRY’S HOTEL, 117 Federal St.—J. G. Perry"
Proprietor.
PREBLE HOUSE, Congress St.—M. S. Gibson
Proprietor*
J™°tion of Congress and Federal
U.S.
Sts.—McDonald & Newbegin, Proprietors.

etor.

year.

CLUBS.

yJSHvV-aaM road Wharf, Portland, every Fri*
day Evening, at 11.16, or on
arrival of Steamboat Express Trains from
Boston,
for Rockland,
Castine
Deer Isle, Sedgwiok
(Stage from Sedgwiok to Blue Hill ou arrival
Steamer), South West and BarjHarborB, Millbridge
and Machiasport.'
Connect at mKJKLAND with Steamer for BLUE

FALMOUTH HOTEL, Comer of Middle and Union
Sts.—J. K.

n

and

cisco.

ELLSWORTH.

Proprietor.

paid in advance 93:00

TanlO

BRUNSWICK.
P. & K. DINING ROOMS—W. R. Field. Proprietor
CORNISH TILLAGE
LINCOLN HOUSE.—C. E. Woodbury Proprietor

PASSAMAQUODDY HOUSE-T. H.

Zealand

For the DAILY, by carrier 90.00 a
year, by mail I7.IM) a year; la adreaee.
For the WEEKLY, 93.30 a year,
n

Australia.
Steamers sail from New York for AspinwaM on
1st, 10th, and 20th of eaoh month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named
porta.
Steamer of 10th dees not oonnect for San Fran-

Proprietors.

RIce’&

TERMS.

the

CRAWFORD HOUSE, Court St.—Stnmcke & Good-

win, Proprietors.
HOUSE, Hanover St.—L.
Proprietors.

CAUF0RN,A»

JAPAN, CHINA,

BOSTON.
PARKER HOUSE, School St.—H. D. Parker & Oo.

AMERICAN

to

aDcl
Agent, 22

BOLSTER'S HILLS.
HANCOCK HOUSE—M. HanooMr

Included.

%01.oigWh<a,1&,&.

Maudwlek

ON MANHOOD.

Room

Passage apply

WORK

Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debill
ty, Premature Decline in Man, Errors of Youth,
and the untold miseries resulting from indiscie*
tions or excesses. A book for every man, young,
mid lie-aged, and old.
It contains 126 prescriptions for all acute and chronic-diseases, each one of
which is iuvaluable.
So found
the Author
whose experience for 23 years is such as probably
never before fell to the lot of any
300
pages, bound in beautiful French muslin, embossed
covers, full gilt, guaranteed to be a liner work, in
every sense.—mechanical, literary and professional,
—than any other work sold in this country for $2.60,
or the money will be refunded in every instance.
Price only $1.00 by mail, post-paid.
Illustrative
sample 6 cents. Send now. Gold medal awarded
the author by the National Medical Association, to
the officers of which he refers.
This book should be read by the young for instrue
tion, and by the afflicted for relief. It will benefit
all.—London Lancet.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W
II. Parker, No. 4 Bulflncu Street, Boston, Mass,
who may be consulted on all diseases requiring skill
and experience.
Chronic and obstinate diseases
that have baffled the skill of all otb-TTXi A X e r
physicians a specialty. Such treat-H-Ij AJLi ed
successfully without an instancemTTT7'Q 17 T 17
IH 1 OHi Lit
of failure.

1S83,

Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and Montreal.
TICKET OFFICES:

and all

GREAT

4

HANCOCK

DEPARTURE*:
For Auburn and Iaewlston, 7.20 a. m., 1.16
and 6.16 p. ra.
For Uiorhnui, 7.40 a. m., 4.00 and 5.16 p. m.
For <iorhmu, Montreal, Quebec and Chicago, 1.30 p. in.
ARRIVALS:
From Uewiston and Auburn, 8.35 a. m..
8.16 and 6.60 p. m.
From Oorhain, 9.45,8.85 a. m. and 5.15 p. m.
From Chicago, Moutrcnl and Quebec,

Every Wednesday and Saturday,

deaitf

tors.

PORTLAND FOB BOSTON and WAY
STATIONS at 1.00 p, m. BOSTON FOB
PORTLAND at 6.00 p. m.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with ail
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machine, Eastport, Calais,
St. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trank trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten giinntes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points Wost and
South may be had of M. I.. William., Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office) AO Exchange St.
J. T. FURBKR, Gen. Supt
S .H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland,
ootll
dtf

From HOST IS

Meals and

7.30,

and arrive in

of practise

4»

For Freight

drains Leave Boston
9.00 a. in., and arrive in Portland at 11.65
a. m. and 1.00 p. m.
At 12.30 p. m. and arrive
At 7.0U p
in Portland 5.00 p. m
in.

Entertaining letters by bright corespon-

Calais, Me., Sts
Jolin, N. B., Halifax, N. 8., dee.

Passage Ten Dollars. Bound Trip *18*

At

At

Critical and instructive book reviews.

Early and complete marine intelligence.
Prompt publication of all Important news.
Watchful regard for Maine business interests.

Eastport, Me.,

•J. E. WOOTTEN, Gen. Manager.

266TH EDITION.

Choice stories and poems.
Fall and accurate market reports.
Particular attention*!# State news.

dtf

NEW ENGLAND AGENCY,

C. G. HANCOCK,
Gen. Pass. & Tick. Agt., Philadelphia.
H. P. BALDWIN.
Gen. Eastern Pass. Agt., 119 Liberty Street, New
York.
nov26dtf

FEATURE8.

Direct.

Thurs. Jaa. 10.

Thurs. Jaa. 24.
MONTREAL, Thurs. Jan. 3.
ONTARIO, Thursday, Jan. 17.
Thursday Feb. 7.
•No cattle or sheep carried by these Steamers.
CABIN-850.00, $60.00 and S70.00.
IN RETORN—S'JO.OO, $110.00 and $130.00.
INTERMEDIATE—$40.00. Return $76.00.
STEERAGE—$24.00.
Prepaid Steerage Tlokets issued lor $20.00.
For passage or freight apply to DAVID TORRANCE, General Agents, Grand Trunk R. R.
Freight Offices, Foot of India St.

Direct Steamship Line.

Washington Street, Boston.

TO PROMOTE GOOD C1U8M.
TO GIVE EVERY SUBSCRIBER HIS MONEY’S WORTH IN
GENEROUS MEASURE.

DIRECT SERVICE
From

•SARNIA Thursday, Dec. 27.

PHILADELPHIA

311

TORE ENTERPRISING.
TORE TRUSTWORTHY.H8B

LIVERPOOL AND PORTLAND-

—

One Way, $3.50.
New Pork and Philadelphia,) Excursion, 4.00.

TO BE HELPFUL.
TO BE INTERESTING.

Christii nsand, Bergen

Christiana,

Trondbjem. Goteborg, Malino, $28 .JO; children tua
der 12 half fare. Sterling and Scandinavian exJ. L. FAKMER, Agent,
change at low rates.
22 Exohange St.
jan 24dtf

steam-

I

AIMS.

Gulf Stream route, thus avoiding ai
tee and icebergs. I can sell prepaid

BOUND BROOK ROUTE!

'Praia* leave Finland
A.%
S a. m* Daily (Night Pullman) for Saco,
Iliddcford, Kennebunk, Conway Juncfc., Kittery.
Portsmouth, Newburypcrt, SsJem, Lynn and
Boston, arriving at 6.30a. m.
At $.43 a. m. for Capo Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddcford, Kennebunk, Welle,North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division.Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester, Rockport,
Newburypcrt.
Lynn, Cnelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 n. m.
At ft .GO p. oi. for Scarboro, Saco, Biddeford,
Kennebunk, Wells, No. Berwick,
Conway

been reergaateai

in all departments, enters npen the )Iew
Tear wlthibrlght'prespeet*.

to send for friends
the Old Counwill
ALLtrydesiring
money by buyiBg their prepaid
tickets at
General Ocean

■

-BETWEEN-

rates*

PAYSON TUCKER, Gen’l Manager.
P. E. BOOTHTBY, Gon’l. Pass. & Ticket Agt.
Portland Oct. 12. 1883oct!2dtf

(mixed) 6.45

The Press, haring

East River, New York,

For

11.20

and Lewiston at 6.40 p.m.
The
Night Pullman Express train at 1.5ua. m.
Limited Tickets first and second class for
Hi* John and Halifax on s ai« at reduced

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf, on Wednesdays
Saturdays at 6 p. m.. Returning leave Pier 86,
on Wednesdays and SaturJ. B. COYLE, JR., Gen’l Ag*t.
days at 4p.in.
dtf
sep21

and

m.

Farmington,

trains from WaterviUe, Augusta, Bath,
affornoon
i.tooixland

Monday, June IN.
Passenger Trains will leave

On and after

r^t^p^l883,

Brunswick, 7.26 ana 11.30 a. m.. 4,30
m. 12.36 a. m., (night.) Bockland,8.15 a.m.,

4.15p.

of Trains.

Arrangement

Gardiner. 6.17 a. in., 10.18 a. m., 3.07,
and 11.14 p. m.; Bath, 6.55 a. m.. 11.00 a. m.;
4.00 p. m., and Saturdays only at 11.56 p. m.

S..15 p

L. L: LINCOLN. Supt.
dtf

ootlS_

—e

For Sew Fork.

& ROCHESTER R. R

IStli, Passenger Trains will

FISTULA AND PILES
uJured without the Use of the Knife.

various

via the

Rail and Sound Lines for sale.

Strong

Woodbury. Baltimore.

CHARLESTON—Cld 12th, sch Mary E Webber,
Harris, New York.
CHARLESTON—Ar 14tb, sch Warner Moore,

W

“ peri“,ea<lf “■

Fall Arraugement in Effect Oct. 15, ’83.

tempted.

Dear

CORRESPONDENT.

LIQUID FOOD.

The same results are obtained out of oar
free hospital of 70 bedsits in it« Murdock’s
Liquid Food will relieve those suffering
from Intemperance, Opium or Morphine.

Prince—

more.

&c:

ArwsuwK

oi<

over

(By Telegraph.)
San Fkancisco, Jan. 15.—The following are the
closing official quotations of mining stocks to-day:

Boston market.
Jan. 15.—The following

uu;iuivic,

Cooper, Humphrey,

87%
Northwestern.115%
Northwestern pref...142 %
New York Central.112 %
Rock

ucuau,

lumber to Mark P Emery.
Sch Martin V B Chase, Blair, Hunnewell Point,
(where she was ashore) to go oil the dry dock for
repairs.

..

Lake Shore.

Michigan Central..
New Jersey Central.

Baltimore—coal to

WS&w2w

Montreal, Burlington,

Daily Press.

[Pnbllrted every d»y, emHIuart,]

(Sundays excepted).
Passengers -by this line are reminded that they s—
onre a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the en•pense and inconvenience of arriving In Boston late
at night.

HAX£<ROAX>

of

as

d: Svn,

~--

Cuficiim Resolvent, the new Blood Purifier,
Diuretic, and Aperient, expels disease germs from
the blood and perspiration, and thus removes the
cause.
Cuticura, the great Skin Cure, instantly
allaysp;telling and Inflammation,clears the Skin and
heals
Ulcers and Sores, restores tho ComScalp,
plexion. Cuticura Soap, an exquisite Skin Beautifler and Toilet Requisite, is indispensable in treating skin diseases, and for rough chapped, or greasy
akin, blackheads, blotches, and baby humors. Cuticura Remedies are the only infallible blood purifiers and skin beautifiers.

from

The Portland

The elegant new steamer TREMONT and favorite
blearner
FOREST CITY will alternately leave
FRANKLIN WHARF. Portland, at 7 o’clock y. m.
and INDIA WHARF, Boeton, at B o’clock p. m.

___dtf

ili ®TRSL

.

FARE SI.OO-

Rumford Falls & liuckfleid MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY

HAIAUOAD3.

ulous, Inherited,
Contagious Humors, Blood
Poisons, t loors. Abscesses, and Infantile Skin Tortures, the Ccticuea Remedies are infallible.

MURDOCK’S

M-A-RIJSTE

char.

meh6

CLEANSE THE SKIN, Scalp, and Blood
TO Itching,
Scaly, Pimply, Copper Colored, Scrofand

Cleared.

(By Telegraph.)

uuituea—xnjuiwjii anu

AtWoodfords, Jan. 15,
James M. Small, formerly

Moon rises.

...

Southern and

late residence.

I

m.—Express
Ogdensburg &c.

This Powder naver varies. A marvel o- purii
strength and wholosomeness. More economical than
the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight
Sold only in cans.
alum or phosphate powders.
Royal Baking Powdeb Co., 106 Wall St., N. Y.

PIMPLES to SCROFULA

BOSTON STOCKS.

re-

“I thought,” remarked the victim, after the
dentist had dragged him around the room several times, “I thought you advertised to extract teeth without pain.”
“So 1 do, sir,” replid the operator blandly; “it doesn't hurt me
at all.”

MINIATURE ALMANAO.JANUARY 16.
Sun rises.7.14 j High water, (p m).. 1.45

l. 0.00 p.

Nellie Smith,

9-4.22%®27%

..

further notice Pauenger
Train* leave Portland a* follow*:
M.—For
Littleton, Lancaster,
and all points on Fabyan’s.
B. C. M. R. R., St. Johnsbury
Burlington, Ogdensburg and all points on O. & L,
C.R.R., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all
points on Southeastern Railroad and branches.
3.00 p>m. For Bartlett and intermediate stations.
Trains arrive in Portland:
10.46 a.m.—from Bartlett and local stations.

Mobile; 29tb,

for every form of
SKIN & BLOOD
DISEASE

Steamer*f

Monday Oct. 8th,

until

Tie PRESS lor 18S4.

M.

AMD MONTREAL.
On and alter

POSITIVE CURE

steady at 8 70@8 80.
Receipts—Flour 1,000 bbls, whoa. 10,000 bush,
bush, oats 0,000 bush,barley 00000 bu,

Shipments—Floor 7,000 bbls, wheat 27,000 hush,
0(UX)0 bush, oats 0,000 busb, rye 0,000 bush,

OGDENSBURG,

Crowley, Delaware Breakwater.
In port Jan 7th, brig Mary T Kimball, Dix, for
North of Hatteran 2 days.
Ar at Havana 6th inst, sch Pancliita. Thompson,
Maohias; 10th, Lanra, Lamson, New York; 12th,
barque Carrie Wyman, Randall, Huanillos.
Sid fm Havana 10th, schs Jennie S Mall, Hall,
Banes; Celina, Adams, Delaware Breakwater.
Cld 7th, sch R F Hart, Humphrey, Caibarien.
Ar at St John, NB,
14th, sch Gertruds E Trnndy,
Davis, Lubec, to load lor Baltimore

corn 00,000
rye uuuu ousu.

barley

—TO—

BVRLI MOTOM ,'VT„

Sid 3d lost, sobs Geo H
Holden, Pinkbam, New
York; 4tb, A B Perry, Look, do.
Ar at Curaeoa Deo 2G, sch Emma K Smith, Paulk-

(iiticura

BOiof

ONLY LINE THROUGH THE NOTCH.

Mobile.

ner, BuckBport.
Sid Dec 28, sobs Lizzie
Lane, West,
Fred Smith, Brown,
Georgetown, SC.
Sid fm Caibarien 4th inst,
barque

[STEAMER*.

Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.

Lawrence, Fernandina.
In port Dec .24th,
barque Isaac Hall, Stone, for
Delaware Breakwater, idg ; 16th. seb Klbridge
Souther, Fales, nnc.
Ar at Mansanila Dec
31, sch B R Woodside, Reed,

Lard

corn

KAILROARR.

York.
Ar at Demarara Deo
18th, schs E H Drummond,
Higgins, Wilmington, NC; 22d, Carrie A Buckman,

short ribs 7 76; short dear at 8 00.
Receipts—Flour 26,000 bbls, wheat 67,000 bush,
com 236,000 bush, oats 145,000 bush, rye 8,000
bu, barley 57,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 30,000 bbls, wheat 22,000 bn,
com 176,000 bush, oats 53,000 bush, rye 4,000 bu,
barley 20.000 bush.
St. Louis, Jan. 15.—Flour quiet. Wheat easier:
No 2 Red Fall at 1 01"/i (gl 02%; No 3 at 96%c,

plands 10 7-16c.
Mobile, Jan. 16.—Cotton is quiet; Middling uplands 10 6-16o.
Savannah, Jan. 16.—Cotton is quiet; ^Middling
uplands 10*4 c.
Charleston, Jan. 16.—Cotton quiet; Middling
uplands 10*^ c.
Memphis, Jan. 15.—Cotton steady; Middling uilands 108/sc.

w

18

At Gonaives Deo 31, brig Caroline Gray, Pillsbnry, (or New York next day; sch Nellie Shaw,
Dmsmoro, for do 12 days.
1
Ar at St Pierre Dec
22, sch Eva May, McDuffie,
Portland via Point-a-Pitre; 26th. Mary E Douglas,
Farnham, New York; 30th,1 J D Kobinson, Otis,
Portland,
At Port Spain Dec
26, barque Jennie Cobb, Small,
from Boston, ar 17tb;
brig Rabboni, Coombs, from
Philadelphia, ar 20th ; Tarifa, Brown, for New
schs
St
Orleans;
Croix, Fitzgerald, from Fernandina
ar 21at; Lena R
Storer, Bond, from Brunswick, ar
20th; Helen L Martin, Fountain, from New York,
ar 20th; Minnie Smith.
Arey. from New York, ar
17th; Mary A Killen, Killen, from Mobile via Barbados, ar 17tli; Kate Carlton, Lamb, from Norfolk,
ar 11th, and others.
Ar at Trinidad Deo
31, sch T A Stuart, Kelley,
New

(61.26 each) we win send the Dally
Pwt»s one year for. 96.00
To any one who obtains thirty sr mere new
subscribers te the Weekly Press at the
club rate, (61.26 sash), we will send the
Dally Press one year..FREE
rate

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve ani> Brain Treatment, a guaranteed specific for Hysteria, Dizziness

Convulsions, Fits, Nervous Neuralgia, Headache
Nervous Prostration caused by the use of
alcohol
tobacco. Wakefulness, Mental Depression, Softening o! the l>ram resulting in insanity and leading
to misery, decay and death,
Premature Old Age
Impotency, Weakness in either sex, Involuntary
or

Losses and Spermatorrhoea caused
by over-exertion
of the brain, self-abuse or over
indulgence. Each
box contains one months treatment.
£1. a box, or
6 boxes fur $5.U0; sent by mad
prepaid on receip of
puce. U e guarantee b boxes to cure any case. With
each order rece.ved for 6 boxes
accompanied with *5.
h' Purchaser our
written guarantee
to refund the mo—r ,f th«
treatment does not effect
acute. J. C. \V«W & CO
issue
antees through H. H. HAY Proprietors,
& CO., Druggists.**/,
agents,
junction Middle
St*

T

guar'

Portiand,Me.

amfFree

Sample copies will be sent
Address all

on

application.

business communications to the

PORTLAND PUBLISRONO 06,
Portland, Value.

THE
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AND~VICINITY.

CITY

The annual

oNEWIAOVEBTUElllEKTSiTOOAV.^
(V
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES. »'.•
oOwen, Moor* & Co.—2.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

□Report-First

National Bank,
o Pure Milk-V. Soule.
SSSB
rjNotiee is Hereby Given.
SBBSI
A.
Bradbury.^
tNotice—Charles

B®
r'_y

oEuropo-Educational Excursion/tl-'■
□ Sheeting—Elnes Bros.
£Sr£i
J
AUCTION

S^LES.

Fancy Goods, Worsteds, &c.
ENTERTAINMENTS.
QThos. W. Keene.

Twenty

cent quality Ladies’ Linen Collars,
to be sold at 10 o’clock today.
Caffs 10 cents
pair.
Owen, Moose & Co.

janl6-lt*

_

Large lot

“German Favors” to be closed out
at low prices, previous to opening our new importations.
Owen, Moore & Co.
The*o Thing* be Considered.
Thousands ot men die every day who could
be saved. Prejudice is mainly to blame for
this loss of life. If it were believed that the
sain of disease may
certainly he reduced by
Let

physic, mach would be gained. And yet the
proposition is very Blmple; if yon take out daily more impurities than is daily generated, yon
will soon be rid of imparities.
The effect of
this wise practice is soon seen in Bilious, Liver
and

Kidney

troubles. But it is

equally of value
affections; in Pleurisy .Pneumonia, Apoplexy and Paralysis.

in head and brain

In chronic and acute Rheumatism, and in
all affections of the bowels, this principle soon
relieves and cures, when the medicine used is
Brandbeth’s Pills.

Yes, when all other means and medicine
have failed to relieve from pain, these pills
have cured, by taking impurities from the
bowels and blood, and thousands of men and
women now

the

place Brandreth’s Pills among

blessiDgs

of mankind.

meeting

of the Portland & Ogdensburg railroad was held at the company’s
offices in this city yesterday morning, President Anderson in the chair.
There was the
usual attendance of the stockholders.
The meetiog was called to ordei at 10.15 a.
m., and the notice for the meeting read. S. J.
Anderson waB elected chairman of the meetThe report of the president and the
ing.
stockholders was presented in printed form,
and handed to the stockholders, but not read,
as it is not customary at these meetings of late
years to do so.
The fallowing is the report of the directors:
directors' report.
To th» Stockholders of the Portland & Ogdensburg Uailroad:
A very large amount of work has been done
the track, road-bed, station houses and
on
grounds, the more important of which are as
follows:
The substantial brick building, erected to
supply the long needed accommodation for the
offices of the company, has been completed,
and has dow been occupied for nearly a year.
It has proved to be in every respect entirely

eatisfactory.

A channel has been cut through the flats
in front of the land of the company on West
Commercial street, opening into the main
channel of Pore Eiver, through which vessels
drawing eighteen feet of water can come
alongside the breastwork and transfer freight
directly to and from the cars. 2,754 cubic
yards of earth were here taken out and removed by dredging.
During the past year the general condition
of track and road-bed over the whole line ha's
been very much improved.
There have been
put into the road 45,667 new cross-ties, and 500
tons of new steel rails. The better
part of the
iron thus displaced, has been used to restore
worn out portions of the track, and to increase
by some two miles, the extent of sidings. The
present length of side tracks aggregate 15 1-4
miles.
There have been excavated and carried into
the road about 100,000 cubic yards of earth to
form new embankments, in the continued
process of changing, as soon as
practicable, perishable into permanent structures
throughout
the road, and in widening
out, ballasting and
surfacing up the road-bed in detail as follows,

MW&S&w

Advice to Mothers.—MRS. WINSLOW’S
SOOTHING BYRUP should always bo used
when children are cutting teeth.
It relieves
the little sufferer at once; it produces natr al,

quiet sleep by relieving the child from pain,
and the little cherab awakes as “bright as a
button.” It is very pleasant to taste.
It
Boothes the child, softens the gums, allays all
pain, relieves wind, regulates the bowels, and
is the best known remedy for
diarrhoea,whether
arising from teething or other causes. Twentya

bottle.

dec8

SM&W&wiy
From Rev. Dr.

Quinby.
“Augusta, Me., Jan. 5,1878.”
“Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam has been
need in our family for more than three years
and we can recommend it as a superior
remedy
for coughs and colds.
j*nl4MW&S&w
Dr. O. Fitzgerald, at Falmouth Hotel,Friday
and Saturday, January 18th and 19th.

J»nl4

dlw
Wei De

Meyer.

It is now undisputed that Wei De Meyer's
Catarrh Cure is the only treatment that will
absolutely cure Catarrh—fresh or chronic. “It
is a marvel, Rev. A. P. Fries, Cairo, N. Y.”
“It restored me to tbe pulpit, Rev. Geo. E.
Reis, Cobleville, N. Y.” “One box radically
cured me, Rev. C. H. Taylor, 150 Noble
street, Brooklyn.” “A perfect cure after 30
years suffering, J. D. McDonald, 719 Broadway, N. Y.,” &c., &c. Thousands of testimonials are received from all parts of the world.
Delivered, $1.00. Dr. Wei De Meyer’s “Treatise,” with statements by the cured, mailed
free. D. B. Dewey & Co., 182 Fulton St., N.
Y.
decl8eod3m
_

to

Coughs, Colds and Sore-Throat yield readily
B. H. Douglass &
s’ Capsicum Cough

Drops.
fit. 8, District
BEFORE JUDGE

Court.
WERB.

Tuesday.—The United States by Ind. vs. Frances
M. Rumery. This was the case of the postmistress
--of Dayton who was convicted Dec. 14, 1883, of
making false return of Btamps cancelled at her

office,

and

now

brought

up for sentence.

Sentence

fine of

$50.
W. F. Lunt, District Attorney, for United States.
Ti

IP

UfomlUAu

C

A..

TT

rr>--J

M.e

Rumery.
Municipal Court.
BEFORE

JUDGE GOULD.

Tuesday.—John Healey, Daniel T. Hartnett,
Bartley Mulkern, Frank Elwell.
Intoxication;
Fined S3 and costs each.
Brief

Joltings.

Bright and cold yesterday. Mercury 13* at
sunrise, 14° at noon, 13° at sunset; wind northeaet.

There was an assault at Friel’s last night. A
sailor struck one of the men employed theie.
The BChooner Morning Light from Grand

Menan, Monday, brought 95,000 frozen herring
to Wyer Bros.
■The sheriffs yesterday morning made
ure

James

on

J.

Hawkins

a seizCommercial

street.
Mr. George C. Shaw of this city, made an
address at the meeting of the New England
Grocers’ association, in Boston Monday.
The hull of the wrecked schooner Etna, was
•old at auction yesterday to Captain Tenney,
agent of the Pboabe, for 8365.
Prof. Morse will finish his lecture in Baltimore, and lecture in the First Parish course
about February 1st.
Patrick Duffy, the superintendent of Evergreen Cemetery, has resigned his position, to
take effect Jan. 24tb.
Mr. Simon Buck, a brakeman on one of the
G. T. R. R. freight trains, was severely injured lately by being caught between the
freight cars while shackling.
The many
friends of Mr. Noah B. Hubbard, long conneated with the Custom House
in Portland, will regret to hear of his serious
illness at his home in Hiram.
To-night the Grand Chancellor, M. S. Gibson, assisted by the Grand Officers, will institute the new lodge Knights of Pythias, at Castle Hall. 'We understand that over 116 will be
initiated and receive the first degree.
Three little girls, the oldest eleven years of
age and the youDgest seven, arrived from San
Francisco via Grand Trunk yesterday.
They
were bound to Lowell, Mass.,and had travelled
all the way without other protectors than the
conductors aloDg the route.
Several persons have volunteered to lecture
in aid of the Vv’est Bad Methodist church. The
first of the series will be given at Harmon’s
Hall this evening by Rev. A. McKeown.D. D.,
who will repeat his popular lecture on "Orators
and Oratory.” The object is a worthy one and
the lecture is well worth hearing.
Accident

on

the Grand

Trank.

freight on the Grand Trunk which
leaves Gorham, N. H., at midnight and arrives
in Portland early the next morning, was approaching Lewiston J unction yesterday morn'
ing, the conductor’s van at the rear of the train
had a wheel break. The car kept the track,
but bumped so that the brakeman climbed
Asa

the car in front in order to reach the engineer and have the train stopped.
A few minutes later the car ranjoff the rail. The conductor, Mr. Joy, succeeked in gaining the car in
out

front, but

was

badly cut

about

the head and

little

farther on a
freight fain was standing on a siding, and the
derailed car struck a box car on the end of
that train, separating the former from its
train. As it went over the stove set it on fire
and both the van and the box car were burned.
face in the

attempt.

A

$6,317.33;

passenger train expenses, $14,282.67;
passenger station expenses, $9,290.21; freight
car repairs, $12,169.92;
freight train expenses,
$15,399.98; freight station expenses, $20,002.55.
&
Concord
Montreal road for hauling
Boston,
trains
between Fabyan’s and Lunenburg,
$6,000; insurance premiums and losses by

fire, $2,675.21; taxes, $S07.01; telegraph, $501,10; snow-plow repairs $324.35; water and fuel
for water stations]and shops, $916.22; damages,
etc,, to passengers, 859.25; mileage passenger
cars, S12.69; mileage freight cars, $2,436.92.
ASSETS.
Cost of
CoBt of equipment.

road.$3,950,237.72

Anniversary.
Ivanhoe Lodge, Knights of Pjthias, celebrated the anniversary of its third birthday, last
evening at Castle Hall. There was a large an
Ivanhoe

dience of members and their ladies. The programme consisted of readings by Mrs. Emma
Moseley, selections by Chandler's orchestra,
a mock initiation, sapper and an order of six
dances. The mock iutiotion made them all
Members thooght of their previous experience and the ladies found ont all the myssmile.

teries of the order—that is, they thought they
did. The lodge now numbers 280 members
The imitation was
and has a fond of §4,000.
designed by Mr. Elmer H. Waterhouse of this

city, and is to be given by the lodges at Batb,
Richmond and other places in the State.
The Alleged Bangor Swindler.
Herbert J. Bantnn of Bangor, who it is alleged, has been illegally using the United
States mails in connection with a lottery

scheme (the details of which have been
printed in the Press) was arrested Monday
night and brought to this city.
Testerday afternoon he was arraigned in the
U. S. Commissioner’s Court, before Commissioner Baud. Bautou waived an examination
and recognized in .the sum of §1500 for his appearance at the February term of the District
Gout.

in Fore river flats in Portland, for a
terminal freight yard...12 000
Filling about thestation at Sebago
Filling at North Conway to replace pile and
trestle bridge over the large arch culvert.
.30,000
Filling at Mill brook, to replace pile and
trestle bridga over the
arch culvert
large
tlier©.
1
Filling around the station at Bartlett. 3,000
Filling and completing the embankment by
the Dismal Pool, at the White Mountain

Filling

in a portion of the pile bridge at
Scott’s Mill in Dalton.
Widening banks at Sticky river, Rich’s
pond, and East Branch of Saco river.
Widening banks and cuts along the mountain
General ballasting and widening....

miil

side......

5.000
5 * 000
C.OOO
7 000

20’000

CQt “earths

Crawford House
‘°i prooure material for the
embankment, and as a concurrent
a8ai“st winter snow obRtrnctlrm to train
struction
operations there.
This
heavy embankment, formed against a massive
retaining wall of more than 50 feet extreme
height, and rising Borne 30 feet above it, now
sustains the track in the place where
originally designed; and the exceptionally sharp curve
heretofore existing there, being
opened, the
alignment is comparatively direct and eaBy to

n?smTldpen?4.™Db

^ Iir0*lde

operate over.
The grade summit near the Otter
Ponds, in
Standish, has been lowered two feet; and at

Baldwin, where the steam shovel is now
excavating earth for filling in the deep raviDe,
now spanned by Break Neck
Bridge the cuts
are being widened out, and the
grade Jowered
West

four or five feet, so that when tho work is
finished here, as it will be in a few weeks, the
start out from the station will be over a level
track in place of an objectionable ascent for
trains going weBt. Belief from snow obstruction will be gained, and a clear view of the
track from the station to several hundred feet
west of Break-Neck, which,
owing to the intervening grade summit has been impossible
heretofore.
Other improvements have been
made in the track, and about the stations of
Cumberland Mills, White Bock, Sebago Lake,
Hiram, Conway Centre and Bartlett.
The principal items of masonry executed
have been a substantial arch culvert of 13 feet
span, laid in cement at Mill Brook, in Conway, and a similar one in the Break Neck
bridge ravine, comprising something over 800
cubic yards, at a cost of SH,016.11; a stone
pier
laid in cement has been bnilt to sustain the
iron girders east of the Dismal Pool bank,
heretofore supported by a band of wooden
posts. The abutments here have also had a
coping of granite to retain the ballast; and a
heavy copiog of granite blocks of large dimensions was laid over the whole length of the
high retaining wall off against tho Dismal
Pool.
Besides these more important structures, the so called “overflow pass’' under the
Dole grade in Deering, some ten feet deep,
over which the track was
formerly carried upon stringers of wood, has received a
permanent
covering of granite at sub-grade, and ballast to
grade to receive cross-ties.
The box culvert
west of Lake Sebago was lengthened
fifty feet,
to carry the stream under the embankment
made there to subserve the changes of track
and yard since effected.
The masonry at the
lower ends of the abutments at Sticky Biver
inlet to Lake Sebago, disturbed by undercutting of the stream has been laid over and protected by a very large .mass cf rip-rap, placed
advantageously daring the late unusually low
stage of water in the late. There has also been
laid in cement, at the base of one of the
piers
sustaiDine the iron bridge at Conway Centre,
some 75 yards of masonry
to protect it from
scour which threatened it.
In all there has
been laid about 1,000 yards of masonry.
As a rule the bridges are in better condition
than at this time last year and have received
seasonable repairs and renewals.
The pile
bridges at CumberlantKMilis and Gambo, both
crossing Presumpscot river, have been much
strengthened by additional piles and new tops
Hiram (iron) bridge has had a new
flooring
throughout of southern pine. A n6w and very
substantial wooden Howe trass has been erected over Ten Mile Brook in Hiram and covered
TKn niln
I7KA 11
art

I..

interval at Conway Centre, has received much
attention, and many pew ties and posts to reinforce the piles, bnt will soon have to be
replaced by an entire new strnctnre.
An abutment
of granite is now beiDg constructed at a
point
about 500 ft. east of the iron bridge over the
Saco at this place, to wbicb the pile bridge
will be filled as soon as the masonry is completed. The trestle part of the bridge at Willey Brook in the mountains has fhad some repairs and must have considerable more to carry it over to another year as a reasonably safe
structure.
This part ought to be replaced by a
good iron strnctnre similar to that extending
over the stream.
No passenger has suffered any injury
during
the year.
Two new and elegant
passenger cars, one
large smoking and baggage car and four observation cars have been added to the
equipment:
which now consists of 11 locomotives, 25
passenger, baggage and observation cars, 110 box
freight care, 152 platform cars, 20 4 wheeled
dump cars, 7 vaus, 1 crane car, 1 tool car, 3
snow plows, 1 steam excavator.
The following is the train mileage for vear
ending September 30, 1883.

Passenger trains... 135

753

971813
l’1'®1***?
Switching.

Other trams.

Total train mileage

23,963
14,327

.271,846

74 402
foreign
60,869
passengers.
135 271
passengers carried one mile. 1,880’974
Foreign passengers '•
2 264’308
Total passengers
4 145,282
Tons of local freight. 147,009.9

Tons of foreign freight.
60,610 5
Total freight,. 207,o20.4
Local freight, tons carried one mile....3,293,623.4

....4,613,573.9

“

....8,107,097.3

Average number of cars In freight
trains.
Average number of cars in passenger

14

trains.
3.86
The falling off in the local tonnage and the
consequent receipts therefrom in the last year,
has been owing to the low price ruling for cer-

tain classes of lumber manufactured upon the
line of this road, and to the fact that no ice
was cut at the Sebago Lake
dnring tho last
nvaauui

The prospect of the company for the coming
year seem brighter than at any time since tbe
opening of the road. The fact that a corporation, not friendly to tbo transaction of
through western business by this company
with its immediate connecting lines, owned
and controlled the passage way over the outlet of Lake Champlain, (the only connecting
link between
tho St. Johnsbury & Lake
Champlain Railroad at Swanton and the
Ogdensburg & Lake Champlain Railroad at
Rouse’s Point) has been the cause of the defeat of every effort heretofore made to secure
a fair proportion of
that
business.
The
Lamoile Valley Extension road, built by Mr.
Wm. H. Vanderbilt and Mr. Geo. B. Phelps
of New York, completed and opened in December, and to be controlled and operated by
the O. & L. C. R. R, Co., will remove tbe
principal obstacle to a free interchange of
snoh business both by lake and rail. Already
several of tbe "Color Line” companies have
made arrangements to come into Northern
New England via the new road, and arrangements, long delayed bnt repeatedly attempted,
will, it is expected, be soon consummated by
which an unobBlracted freight line by lake
and rail, and both passenger and freight lines,
all rail, to all western points will be permanently secured.
A portion of tbe Canadian export lumber
trade has also found Us way over your road to
the seaboard, coming from the line of the
Canadian Pacifio Railway—which business
bids fair to increase very largely in the future.
Respectfully submitted in behalf of the
board of directors,
Sajc’i, J. Anderson, President
The gross earnings are as follows:
For year
For year
For year
_

ending

ending

ending

8303,430.64 8364.173.09 8338,844.38

BUSINESS CARDS.

THE HUNGARIAN GYPSEY BAND.

Tbe public will remember tbe matinee and

evening concert to be given today by the Hon.
garian Gypsey Band at City Hall. This is
one

of the most attractive entertainments now

Sheetings

before the public, and it is certain there will
be two good houses.

musical friends in Portland and
vicinity, goes
for the saying.
Mr. Grimmer has been a resident of this city many years,is a

Prices lower than

ever reached.

were

Pg|lTLAND

1000 yds 8c Bleached Sheeting
3000 “ 7c Unbleached •'

conscientious,
industrious and talented teacher, and a skilled
He has done mnch to raise The
musician.

standard of musical culture here: has written
.considerable that has received high praise
from musical critics of other cities, and has always stood ready to assist on similar occasions.
For thes« reasons he deserves a rnnsim. hnnsa

57)625.40

19,660.76
9,046.40

Capital stock.$1,052,185.55
Bonds of
1870...
Bondi of 1871, sold.

800,000.00
918.000.00

Bonds of 1871, exchanged with
city
of Portland.

1,350.000.00

Interest unpaid.
Noses payable.
Accounts and traffic balances.
Profit and loss.

442.35

12

155)866.87

60,278.70

98,656.75
$4,447,319.22

The report was accepted, and the meeting
proceeded to the choice of directors.
Prior to
the election Gen. Anderson said that as there
had been a good deal of newspaper controversy about the road he was prepared to answer any questions
in regard to the management or abont the road any stockholder
might
ask.
No questions were asked.
Mr. M. G. Palmer moved, and it was seconded, that the meeting proceed to the election of
directors for the ensuing year, and that the
chairman appoint a committee to receive, sort
and count votes. It was so voted.

w ere

ever

aud

Gunnuiau

aupuuneu

iu.

\j.

.rainier,

Charles E. Jose, and T. C. Hersey as said committee.
The committee retired, and afterwards reported the following votes:
Whole number of votes thrown.8,910
Necessary to a choice.4 456
Samuel J. Anderson
had.8,910
HofatioN. Jose.8 910
Weston F.
JMilliken.8,’910

Joseph S. Ricker.8,910
Joel Eastman.8,910
James P. Baxter.8 910
Fessenden.8

George F.

910

Emery.7,’468

W. Thomas, Jr.1,394
Scattering.
50
And the first ten gentlemen were declared
William

elected.

Mr. John C. Tokesbury threw the
city vote without any protest.
There were 65
stockholders represented either in person or bv
proxy.
While awaiting the report of the committee
on receiving
and counting votes, Mr. W. S.
Dana asked the president to give an outline of
the business of the road the past year and its
future prospects.
President Anderson then Baid that it would
be well if the report was read before
any explanation was made.
A good deal of what be

said will be found

at

the concluoi„„

of

tho di_

rectors, report, although the president spoke
more in detail.
He referred to the slowness
of lumber causing the falling off in local
and
that
no ice was hauled over the
freights,
read last year, which was unusual.
The
through business, both freight and passenger,
had been about the same as usual. He referred
to the fact that the western connections to
Ggdeasburg had been’debarred them becanso the
Vermont Central controlled the 14 miles from
Swanton to Maquam Bay, and while the Vermont Central accepted tho decision of the commissioner that they must haul the Ogdensburg
freight at so couch a ton, they would not recognize tho "color freight lines,” so that the
Ogdensburg had to reship their freight at that
point, for, it will be remembered, the OgdenRburg belongs to the "blue line.” Messrs. Vanderbilt and Phelps have now built a line /or
this fourteen miles, and now there will be no
obstruction to business, since the color lines
mean to have a northern New
England connection. The president spoke of the piece
of wood from
the
west
bank of
the
Connecticut,
from
reaching
Pabyan’s
to Scott’s Mills, 17 miles, which has never
been built bat could be constructed in 90
days.
When the right was obtained by the Ogdeusbnrg to change its route from Littleton to
Dalton, a contract was made to go over the
Boston, Concord & Montreal for five years and
pay $1,000 a month, the sum being, later,
reduced to $500 a month. This contract expired last June and subsequent to that time
the B. C. & M., said this rental mast be raised.
Either the oontract must be made
permitting
oar own trains and
engineers to pass over their
road, or a larger sum must be paid that road
f?r doing the business. There is an evident inclination on the part of that road to agree
with us, and a report was expected
from
them to-day so that it couid be presented at
this meeting.
If the B. C. & M. does not
agree with us thou that link of 17 miles of
road must he built, and if necessary, parties
under certain circumstances, would be willing
to furnish the money ta build the link. But it
must be remembered, the B. C. & M. have not
shown any disinclination to make a satisfactory contract.
The president then referred to the improvements made on tho road the last year, the
large fills, and heavy cnlverts put in,‘and the
decrease of the grades, which, if not done in
the cheapest, have been made in a substantial manner and so ns to make easier work for
the motive power.
Judge Eastman asked the president if the
time had expired giving the road a right to
build that 17 miles of road from Eabyan's to
Scott’s Mills.
President Anderson said, no till 1890, and
the Ogdensburg built its own road at that
place the grades wcnid be easier.
He then
spojie in nign terms of the company s yard,
well filled with cars, the Montreal lumber
brought over the South Eastern road having
been considerable. He thought a larger business would be done over the Canadian Pacific,
and refered to the advantages in such case the
company’s yard, and their wharf, where two
steamers could lie at a time, would be to
them. He referred to the fact that the interest in this road by other lines was ten times
greater now than ever before, and that the new
management of the Ogdensburg and Lake
Champlain were active, progressive men who
extended to this company the hand of friendship. They believe in Portland and in a
Northern New England line. They have
made contracts for a large fleet of steamers aid
sailing vessels on the Lake and are in a condition to carry out their plans. They want to
have a through line with Portland.
If all
plans aro completed tho original plans of this
road will see fruition. The coming season will
see a through
freight and passenger all rail
line West. There is not much
money in an
all freight line, bnt a road wants it. It is always well to be able to supplement rail and
water line, with an all rail line,
Some little •onversation took place between
the General and Judge Eastman about some
work to be done at Conway Centre which tbe
general said, should not injure the judge’s
property at that point.
At a meeting of the directors held
yesterday
afternoon the old officers were re-elected as
follows:

Engineer—John

From which deduct:
Dropped for

Herbert 6.

...

Highest membership for the year.
Average membership for the year.
The deaths are from the following lodges:
8
Maine, No. 1.
Unity, No. 3.....
1
Ancient Brothers, No. 4... 6
Ligonia, No. 6.
3
Saccarappa, No. 11.
1
Harmony, No. 19.
1
Beacon, No. 67.1

Of the deaths during the year three were between the ages of 31 and 41; five between 41
and 51; seven between 51 and 61; 5 between 61
and 71; and one was 82 years old.
Average age of deceased members was 54 yrs
5 mo. and 14 days.
Average age of members admitted was 39
yrs. 7 mos. and 6 days.
Of the deaths during the year, two died of
apoplexy; three of pulmonary phthisic; one of
congestion of the lungs; two of abscess of the
stomach; one of ulcer of the stomach; one of
chronic disease of the lungs; one of paralysis
of the heart; one of pulmonary consumption;
one of disease of the brain; one of
Bright’s disease; one of debility of old age; one of heart
one
of
ck)t;
carbuncle; one of heart and
kidney disease; one of heart disease; one of

cer**bro-8pinal menengitis,

for the year

F. Anderson.

To-Day...
BROS.

Special
RINES
janlS

Au Ingenious Arrangement.
The sheriffs

lately visited

the old Printers’
Exchange, corner of Fore and Centre
streets, and cn examining the different
rooms came to what appeared to be a chamber
containing a bed, neatly made up and to every
appearance ready for an cccnpant.
The bed
was so low that the officers
thought nothing
could be hidden under it. Bnt Mr. Gribben’s
cariosity got the better of him and be looked
under the bed. Under it were some tubs, boilers and other rubbish. Gribben,
taking tbe
small iron bar that is used to pry open doora,
struck the bed clothes in various places, and in

striking

at

the head of the bed

struck

some-

thing that was evidently too hard for a pillow.
On stripping the bed a full barrel of beer was
fonud. The parties owning the beer had taked enough slats oat of the bed to allow the barrel, when lying on the floor, to protrude
through the open space, and then had made

5,800.00

Pleasant and Interesting Occasion.
Our venerable and respected citizen, James
A

Todd, Esq., who has been a long time disabled
by a severe and painful illness, has just a ttained his 90th birthday.
On Monday evening last the members of the Odd Fellows’
Veteran Association, A. B. Lodge, Masonic
Fraternity, Aged Brotherhood, Mechanic

Asat his

sociation and other citizens gathered
residence on Cumberland street, making him
a fraternal visit, and thus
manifesting their
esteem for him as a brother and citizen.
After a pleasant social intercourse aud before

separating, Mr. W. D. Little, President of the
v ®ierau Association, 10 a few
appropriate remarks, which are herewith given, presented
him a package of gold coins, as a
more sab"
substantial token of their esteem and
regard, to
which Mr. Todd made a proper
response, being
much overcome by the kindness manifested
by
his many friends.
After remarks by Bros.
Berry, Kingsbury, Harris C. Barnes, and oth’
era, containing interesting reminiscences, all
joined in singing “Auld Lang Syne,” and other appropriate
songs and hymns, and separated
enjoyable occasion

and that it was “better to
give than to receive,” remembering the words of Him who
said, "Because ye have done it unto one of the

trial. The fact that a large number of leading
citizens are my customers and have been since I
entered the business should bo a sufficient recomAddress
V. H. SOULE,
mendation.

these, my brethren, ye have dose it
me.”
Mr. Todd has been a resident of this
city
more than sixty years and has
occupied many
positions of hottor and trust as representative,
Alderman, City Clerk, President of the Mechanic Association, a member of the Masonic
body, Bank director, all of which he filled
with honor to himself and his constituents.
The following were Mr. Littlo’s remarks:
Brother Todd:
In the good providence of God.
you havo beenpermitted to see many more years than is often allotted to man on earth.
Scripture saith that “three
score and ten years” is the
ordinary limit—that being many more than is often reached, but if by
reason of strength which
may he given, some may
he permitted to Bee “Bour score
years,” in many
cases years of labor and
sorrow, of which you of
late have had no small share—while at the same
time your mind and faculties have been
preserved,
for which let ub be thankful to the
great giver “of
every good and perfect gift.”
A few of your brethren and friends of the Vetereran Association and of Ancient
Brothers’ Lodge
the Masonic fraternity, the Mechanic Association’
the Aged Brotherhood and the
church, of all
which you have been so long [an honored member
have assembled here this evening to
greet you and
extend to you their congratulations on the attainment of your yoth natal day, with which God has
been pleased to favor
yo>—thanking Him in! your
beha'f for the blessings of so
long a life, and prayuuto

the bed up, which with the rubbish underneath
the bed completely concealed the barrel.
To
luk

um-rui was

aiiacneu

faucet which was

used

a

rnDoer nose

when

the

with

beer

a

was

wanted,
Where to Look for the Comet,
The comet of 1812, now returning from its
journeyings of seventy-two jearB into a position in the firmament where it may be. seen
of men onco more, is visible on any clear eve-

ning in the southwestern sky.
The best hour
for observing it is about 6.30 o’clock when it
occupies a position nearly midway between the
horizon and the zenith.
The nebula- extend
upward from the nucleus almost perpendicularly, having a slight inclination toward the
earth. It is bat dimly discernible to the naked eye, yet, when discoyered, its outlines can
be readily seen. With a
good pair of opera or
field glasses it is distinctly visible.
The Bridgton Schools.
To the Editor of the Press:
In an item appearing in your paper of Mon*
day relative to onr schools in Bridgton, reference is to made to the visit of certain gentletlemen to those institutions and the responsibility thrown upon the secretary of the school
board. As secretary of that board let me say I
gave the gentlemen no invitation, and if their
conduct haa put them in an awkward position
in the eyes of the community they have only
themselves to thank.
W. fl. PftATT,
Sec. B. S. Board.

In this fraternal visit yre tender
you some manifestation of our high) regard for
you as a citizen
and brother; and now in behalf of these and
many
other friends who are unable to be
present, allow
me to extend to you this
hand of brotherhood
right
and esteem, and with it, to present von with
some
more substantia1 token of
sympathy and interest,
which, be assured, we all feel in your present welfare. Trusting that when the time shall come—be
it sooner or later—when
you and we may be called
from the scenes of earth-wo
may all be carried
joyf ully through, and eventually meet in the better
world
where there will be no more
pain or
sorrow, but everlasting felicity, and all will be
young again.

First National Bank of
at
nt

Or*Argus copy.

*

"“NOTICE.
my wife HARRIET R. BRADByRY
has without provocation, voluntarily abandoned my home and has gone to reside elsewhere, all
persons are hereby forbidden to harhor or trust her
on my account asT shall pay no bills contracted by
CHARLES A. BRADBURY.
her after this date.

WHEREAS

Buxton, January 15,1884.
janlG

dlaw3wW&w3w#

hereby

that the

given,
subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
Notice
himself the trust of Administrator of the es-'
is

upon
tate of

JOSEPH MOULTON, late of Westbrook,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased and given
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make payment to

PIANO

EXCURSIONS

Portland,

in the State of Maine,
Close of Business, Bee. 31, 1883.

the

Selmgo Wood Board Coiupauy.

Loans and Discounts.$1,817,887
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation....
800,000
Other stocks, bonds and mortgages..
61,672
Due from other National Banks....
196,341
Due from State Banks and bankers..
2,775
Real estate, furniture and fixtures..
129,290
Current expenses and taxes paid.
6,811
Cheeks ana other cash items.
15.118

Exchanges

Clearing

for

37,477
36,975

House.

other Banks.
Fractional paper currency, nickels
and pennies.
Bills of

41
00

65
70
86
18
86
71
06
00

105 92
62,118 00

Specie.
Legal tender notes.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer (5 per cent, of circulation)...
Due from U. S. Treasurer,other than
5 per cent, redemption fund.

60,064 00

36,000

T»__t»_i a.

Ckag. A. Brown, Treasurer.
E. B. Dennison, Clerk.
Directors—Wm. A. Russell, Lawrence,
Mass., \V. F. Daniell, Frauklio, N. H., Cbas.
H. Arnsden, Penacook, N. H., Samuel N.
Brown, Penacook, N. H., Jas. H. McMullen,
Portland, Cbas. A. Brown, Portlaud, E B
Dennison, Portland.

Presnmpscot Iron Company.
At the annual election held
yesterday the
officers were chosen;

President—H. N. Jose.
Treasurer—J. W. Leavitt.
Directors—H. N. Jose, J. B. Ricker, H M.
Payson, Henry Nutter, A. A. Strout.
Mr. Henry Natter takes the place of H. M.
Fessenden, who has moved from the city. The
business of the oompany has been
good the
past year.
Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in this
eounty have been recorded at the registry of
deeds:

Portland—City of Portland to David W.
LeLacheur, land. $204,21.
Lelief S. Stevens to Louis Bunce, land and
buildings.

tions.

$1 and other valuable considers

Otisfield—Catherine 0. Stuart to N. E. Warner, land.
$200.
Bridgton—Joseph L. Wales to Char’es B.
land.
$25.
Gibbs,

low

prices

84

LIABILITIES:

Capital Stock paid in.$800,000 00
Surplus fimd. 300,000 00
Undivided Profits. 109,725 26
National Bank Notes outstanding.‘ 720,000 Op
-i
oo
Dividends unpaid.
miivilium ueposita
subject to check
666,892 a;6
Demand certificates of deposit. 211,33610
Cashiet’s checks outstanding.
8,410 00
Due to other National Banka. 212,022 00
Due to State Banks and hankers.
36,991 39
..

Increase of

XI

d3t
WANTS.

Samuel Thurston
(No. 8.

WILL YOU CALL

Pill the Children’s Stockings vith

FINE, PURE

CONFECTIONERY !!
LOWEST PRICES FOR BEST BOOBS.
MANUFACTURER OF

—

—

capital stock.

178,960

00

Total.$3,246,637

84

STATE OF MAINE, county of Cumberland, ss.
I, William E. Gould, Cashier of the above named
Bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement
is tru^ to the best of my knowledge and belief.
WILLIAM E. GOULD, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 14th day
of January, 1884.
HOWARD GOULD, Notary Public.
Correct: Attest,
H. J. LIBBY,
)
FREDERICK ROBIE,
Directors.
ALBION LITTLE,
)
dlt

STREET,
FOBTLAND, ME.

G. S. AUSTIN.
J. NAYLOR.
Churches, Halls and Private Dwellings Decorated
a first-class manner, and at short notice. Repairing old frescoing a specialty.
my30eodtf

GEORGE1. STARR,
General

C. O. HUDSON

SPECIAL SALE

novlt*

dtf

I shall offer to-day a large as.
sortment of Old English Engravings, plain and colored, at about
one-fourth, the original price; affording a rare opportunity to purchasers.
Inspection is invited
from visitors as well as purchasers.

STUBBS,
Congress

and in

quantity and varie-

ty unequaled.

perfect confidence.

Cantatas for Societies.
46lh Psalm. (SO cto.).
Buck
Redemption. ($1.).Rounod.

Jo.cph’. Bondage, ($4.).Chadwick.
Comiila. (SOct..).Bade

Rebecca. (65 c«».), ..
Hodge*.
Ruth and Boaz. (63 ct«.).Andrew*.
and many others. Also lOO Masses
by the best
authors, containing some of the sweetest and best of
sacred music. Send for lists and descriptions.

All Of thO

older standard opOperas,$1 theeach;
elegant
($2);

in

form for

LAKME

MIGNON (S3); CARMEN (S2); MEFISTOFELE
(S2); FAT1NITZA ($2); BELLS OFCORNVLLLE
(SI.50); AIDA ($2).
and*the new light operas, 10LANTHE, PIRATES, and PATIENCE, each $1:

and many others.

493 C ©Mgress St.
oo!9

eodtf

Any book mailed post-free for the

retail

jsu3_ThST&wtf

telephone: 771.

Wm. H.

Manufacturer of

GALVANIZED IRON GUTTERS

BOSS LUMP

AAR CORAICG.
Steamboat, Locomotive and Stationary Boiler
Stacks, Tin Plate and Sheet Iron Worker, Agent

for Austin’s Patent Expanding Water Conductors. All kinds of Plain Conductors
constantly on hand. Tin Roofing a
specialty, Tin Roofs repaired and
painted, Persons troubled with le*ky roofs caused
by snow and ice freezing on the eaves of the
building can have them lined up Water
Tight, and snow and ice removed at
reasonable rates by calling on the
above at

NOS.
dec29

29, 31 & 33 UNION ST.

TOBACCO.

wr20

eod3m*

Portland, Jan. 11,1884.

janl2dtd

nual

Meeting.

Annual Meeting of the stockholders of the
THEPortland
Railroad Company will be held in the

Library Room, Mechanics Hall, Portland, Me., on
MONDAY, Jan. 21,1884, at 3 o’clock p.m., for tbe

directors and the transaction of any other
business that may legally come before them.

choice of

E. A.

NEWMAN, Secretary
Portland, January 14,1884.
jan!4d7fc

YOU

CANNOT

MISTAKE!

If you insure with the Old

stylish light and medSLEIGHS
upholstered in
new

ium
PIn<h.
Also two 2 seated traverse
ner

run-

^Domestic

Coals

a

Specialty,

at

Lowest Marke

322 Commercial Street,

GROCERY SLEIGHS,

Brown’s

Wliarf,

Life Insurance

Co.,

OE NEW YORK.

§100,000,000.

The experience of Forty Years lias shown the
most satisfactory results to all its
Policy Holders,
as hundreds can testify.
ItsRATES of PREMIUM are LOWER, its DIVI-

DENDS LARGER, its Security Greater than any
other Life Company in the WORLD; its Policies are
continually increasing in value.
A Policy of $3,500 on a well-known citizen of
Portland, is now $9,300; and another of $8,000
is now
,4)00* No other Company in the world
has

shown such results.
Do hoi be deceived by
Tontines, or any other
gambling scheme.
This Company now issues a new form of
Policy .the
which is a highly popular form
Semi-Endowment,
of insurance for 20 years at much less than the
usual cost of Endowments.
At this time it is well to enquire before
you insure. All desirable
information cheerfully furnished upon application to

Orders raeetred hy Telephone, No. 644.

FOR SAI.JE BV

__»ne7

Office, 81 EXCHANGE STREETS
janl2

dtf

ffl. S. MARKS,

Aug. P. Fuller & Co., WYER GREENE &
432 Fore Street.

duels

d tt

FLOORING,
thicknesses,
See., of all
width* and qualitios.

539

Kilby St.,

BOSTON.

In

Twenty-Four Hours.

‘■BenBon’s Capcine Porous Plasters cured my lame
»ack in twenty-four hours.”—J. M. C. Pure sure.

15c.

janl6WStw

BLOCK,

CONGRESS

janll

MORKISOV*

ST.
eodtf
18834-

LECTURE and MUSICAL AGENCY
A

For

BUREAU OF

INTELLIGENCE

Entertainment

Committees
and .79 listen I Artists.
For Circulars, etc., address ARTHUR B. MORRISON, Manager, 043 Congrc.. Street, W. M.
Furbush & Son’s

Portland Me

New Piano Ware rooms, Box 1475
nov24dlwtM,W4iStf

ih

a

post office; fitted suitable for wholesale or retail
business, with light, finished, airy basements. Rent
reasonable. Inquire of H. E.
THOMPSON, No. 104
Brackett street, Portland, Me.janl4dtf

TO BE LET.
LARGE and very light room in third story of
brick block, corner Moulton and Commercial
Streets, suitable for any light manufacturing busi-

A

Apply to
geo. s.

ness.

0ec31

I <iO

iu \t

&

LATEST STYLES OF TYPES AND BORDERS,
making his office

description

of

Book, Card, Commercial and Fancy Job
Printing.
Always

on

hand

large

stock of FI,AT and
pipers, bill heads,
etc*. with which 1 am preparTAGS,
ed to nil all orders at the lowest
possible prices.
Orders solicited, and will receive careful and
a

*'®TTKK

prompt attention.

WE

C.

jan2dtf

Rooms to Eel.
rooms, singla or in suites,furnished

or

dtl

_

MALE.

_FOR
FOR SALE.
At 237 Middle street, one 24 feet wall
case, one office desk, and three show
cases for counters, all of black walnnt
and in nice condition; to be sold At a
very low price; must be sold at once to
make room for others.

____jan!5eod3t
For Sale.
chance for 30 days. A first-class western
country newspaper, with good advertising and
jODDing patronage. Price S2.600 cash.
Address
Independent,” Oakland, Burt Co., Neb.
Jan15

Rare

_d3t&wlt
FOR SAEE.

BRICK kARD and three Biick Machines, l.t.A
ly occupied by the late James A. Ayer, at Saa-^
earappa. Enquire of AMASA WINSLOW, Saccarappa. Me.

A

_jaiil4dtf

SAWMILL,
WITH waterpower, residence,

outbuildings and

about 10 acres of land, for sale. Situated on
theI Psscataqua Kiver at West
Falmouth, Me., near
K. R. Station, For particulars
inquire of

EDWARD MERRILL.

For Sale

or

To Eel.

story brick house No. 10 Gray street,
THEPark,
furnished with all the modern
Also
3

near
conven-

for

Bale, if desired, the Carpets and
ience^
part of Furniture in said house. Inquire of J. F.
RANDALL & CO., 119 Commercial street.
pov27
dtf

__pi CATION Ala.
H. S.

MURRAY,

Teacher of Piano
STirD,° 543

>iec25

CONGRESS ST.
eod4w

arTInstrugtion \
Pupils received In Drawing

-^Tr.

H.

and

G.

Instruction

in
ical

Me.
Portland,
eod3m

to or-

FATRWEATHER,

Painting, by

Hewes,

5«7 1-2 Congress Street.
Classes from the living model.
5,

der from measure.
Combinaion Flannels, Stockings, SupComfort
porters,
Corsets,
Dress Reform Waists, and
Corded Waists for Children.
Stamping, Designing, and lessons in Embroidery.

Elm

w

P. JUT.

DESIRABLE
unfurnished at 173 STATE ST.
”027

Hours from 9 till
janl2eod2m*

English

and Class/

Studies

given to private pupila by the subscriber

REFORM]

DRESS

■ARY E.

Wins._

12 aud 2 till

IlTiflAIlKS,

971-2 Exchange St.,

eod

To Eel.
Tie office ia Mlnntan Black, No 31 1-3
Exchange Merest, formerly otcupied by U.

the best equipped for every

one of

c©.,

t'ommcrcial Ml.

,oo.

J. W.

iioJ43

COLCORD,

Pearl Street.

IF YOU HAVE
Chapped Hands, Sore Lips, Salt
Hhenm, Roughness of the Hands
or

Face,

procure

a

glass of

Street.
dtf

I

Superior

CLUSTER have a large stock
of the choicest coal mined for domestic
pur
poses, selected with great care for fall and winter
use; clean and free from slate. Our stock comprises all the grades of first-class coal, from the free
Franklin to the hardest Big Vein Lehighf,
in all sizeB. We have also for open grates, the English rannel. Acadia and Virginia Grate coals,
which burn with a flame and make a cheerful lire.

to

Vaseliue, Cosmoline,

Cold Cream, Camphor Ice or
any other skin cosmetic.

1

_

RA?S7^LIi,&-

RANDALL & McALLISTER,

76 Commercial St. and 70 Exchange St.
oc30
d3m
Telephone IVo. 877 A.

Work for

Everybody.

can

free that will do to commence work on.
Send 10 cents for postage and advertising
address Hunt & Co. W. Acton, Mass.

To be procured *■ all
druggists or
of the
manufacturers,

G. H. GUPPY & CO.
Drug ists,
Cor. Congress & PrebJs Sts.
OPEN ALL NIGHT.

and

janl2dlw

LA ROSA!

BUY YOUR

OLEOlVABLfERIVE
Off

BROWN’S NEW

1883-4

08

CO.,

THB SHOE DEALERS,
will offer great Bargains in maDy kinds of goods in
their line for the next sixty days. Give us a call.

TOJLET.

the Thompson block, Nos. 117, 11#
121 and 123 Middle street,
STORES
few doors below
the

Jan. 5,1884.
West Falmouth, lie.
3a°3dtf

Beepectfully announces to his friends and the public
that he is now better prepared than at
any previous
time to ill] all orders entrusted to his care
having
recently added to an already lar-e assortment manv
of the new and

YOU

dtt

TO LET.

•

W. D. LITTLE, Agent.

have work at your own home in a new
business, where no peddling is required; from
SI to *10 a day can be made; 1 dozen samples sout

Port land,;jfe.

Wildes, Patent Button. Apply
B. B. MAKT1S, Manager,
36 Temple Street.

*•

burning

Ten

303 Commercial »t-dtf

Wanted.

M

MUTUAL

£Cilf

COAL.

APPLY TO

aug30dtt

Portland Railroad Company—An-

janl_

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Boy Wit n ted.

THE

O

GHA& E O’BRION,

d2w

or

Garments of all kinds made

Scott,

Apply

work.

JanlO

to sell Eagle
installWringers
ments. Good salary
CANVASSERS
commislon paid. Also
to sell

annual meeting of the Stockholders of the
International Steamship Co., will be holden at
their office Exchange St. on Wednesday the 23rd of
January, at 3 o’clock p. m. for choice of officers and
the transaction of any other business that may
legally come before the meeting.
H. J. UBBY, Secretary.

prlee.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

to do
A GIRL
at 61 DEERING ST.

ANNUAL, MEETING.

dw

Singing Class Book by £.. O. Emerson, is
having great success, is in every wav a good book
for the teacher and learner, with the heat of music
and improved elements. Has received decided praise
from those who have used it in their fall
classes,and
they are quite willing to recommend It to all commencing winter classes. 192 paces. 100 secular
and 50 sacred tunes, improved
elements, &e., &o.
Order

jan!2eodlw»

Wanted.
cooking and laundry

dec5

CORD
BOOK,
Singers’ Welcome!
JOB PRINTER,

eras

M., P. O. Box 1037.

on

St.

Price 75 cts.

New and Elegant Styles,

terms,

dim

T H E

it with

a

Portland, Me.

-and;-

C. O. HUDSON

Wanted.
lady and two'small children, two furnished
BY sunny
rooms, with board. Address stating
if.

Agents

13 MARKET SQUARE.
Christmas Boxes in great variety.
Cornucopias, Sugar Toys and
Novelties in Sweetmeats.

LADIES

SHAW. HAMMOND & CARNET,

MEETINGS.

Assets

ENGRAVINGS.

593

wantedTAND GENTLEMEN we furnish light
simple work at your own uomes, sent by mail
any distance; the business is light and pleasant; you
can make $2 to $5 a
day; no canvassing, no misrepresentation; we have a good demand for our worlc
and furnish steady employment.
Address ROYAL
MANUFACTURING CO., Providence, R. I.
Janl4d3f

Merchant,

No. 1 Union Wharf,
janl4

-OF-

iaB?

janl5d3t*

Shipping and Com-

mission

_

J. T.

active Boy at the Agricultural Store
A STOUT,
of GEO. BLANCHARD de CO., 161 Middle
Street.

I'HBE

Warerooms oi

3 Free St, Block, PORTLAND.

Painters,

Fresco
NO.

4,000 00

Total.$3,245,637

at

PIANO and ORGAN

Portland Steam Packet
Company.
The annual meeting was held
yesterday and
the following officers elected,

President—H. J. Libby.
Treasurer and Manager—J. B. Coyle
Secretary—J. F. Liscomb.
Qen’l Agt.—j. B. Coyle, Jr.
Directors—H. ,J. Libby, J. B. Coyle, Chatles
Fobes, J. S. Ricker, John Englis, jr.
There was talk about building a new
boat, a
Bister boat to the Tremont, but
nothing definite decided on.

188 KIDDLE STREET,
CanalBank Building,

00

COVERS,

astonlshinslT

the

At the annual meeting of the stockholders
of the Sebago Wood Board Co., held
yesterday,
the following officers were elected:

following

Lewiston, Maine.

In

RESOURCES:

beyond

A

Portland, Me.

BROOKS, Auctioneer,

Counsellor and Attorney at JLaw,

Portland,

Woodford’s.

janlGeodtf

at

-

A USTIA' & WAY LOR,

THE—

—OF

facilities for furnishing this article are
unsurpassed and I respectfully solicit a

MY

». C.

PORTLAND, WIE.
dGm

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

PCRE HILK!

least of

TTT~,

SATURDAY, JANUARY 19th, 1884, at 10
at said store. A schedule of the stock
taken at the cost price is now
ready for inspection
and the sale will be made to the bidder
oilerlng the
largest percentage of the schedule price.
The purchaser can purchase an unexpired term of
the lease if desired.
Schedule may be seen at the office of Frye, Cotton
and White,
Maine, and further information obtained from them or from the undersigned.
Lewiston, January 14th; 1884.
J. E. BLABON, Trustee,

Lewiston,

nov24

OBOftHi? EDUCATIONAL

an

corner

on
o clock a. m.

DgB^All business relating to Patents promptly and
faithfully executed.
Iul2dtf

d»f

fcUlffliX

it had been

the store,
of Chestnut and Lisbon Sts.,
IN Lewiston,
Maine, will be sold at Public Auction

Foreign Ps&iewoao,

75c

Number admitted since the
organization of
the association is 1,912.
Number died since the organization of the
association, 165.
Dropped lor non-payment of assessmaat~
since organization, 186.
The following were elected as officers;
1QO>i
Combining unequalled advantages
President—Charles H. French.
tOW- "Stefid for Descriptive Circular, Free. Register
Secretary—Isaac F. Clark.
*arly. % E. TOCKJEI, Franklin So.. Boston
Treasurer—N. G. Cummiues.
dlaw3wW
janlG
Directors for two years—Maine Lodge, R. Y.
Barbour; Ancient Brothers Lodge, John M.
Brown; Ligonia Lodge, Daniel Brooks; Unity
Lodge, L. W. Osgood; Harmony Lodge, B. 1.
Small; Beacon Lodge,Edwin A. Grav; for one
year, in place of Albro E. Chase, declined,
Franklin Yeaton.
N. G. Cammings, the Treasurer, reported:
Received from the Secretary.$34,093,00
Dividends and seeurilies, including
off
amounts brought forward. 37,219.58
Twenty-one benefits paid. 31,600.00
Amount deposited. 3,932.00
Amount in savings banks from which to

feeling that

—

Boy Wanted.

1661
1674
16t6

draw.

—

No. i)3 Exchange St, Portland, Me.

Yam Sale

.1

Secretary

09

Bargains in Ladies’ Night Dresses, STEPHEN BERRY,
Corsets, Covers, Chemises, etc., yet offerBook, Card and Job Printer.
ed in Ladies’ Cotton Underwear.

38

the

CONSISTING OP

Fancy Goods, Worsted, Hosiery
L'nderwcarnnd Notions,

No. 37 Plum Street

Now in membership.

The.£c?i?t£«f
$34,115.00.

Briggs,

Urreatest

Withdi awn from the Order.. l

wero

-A.XICTIO JST !

HAM

non

lodge

—

Merchan*

THE STOCK AND FIXTURES OF
W. H. NYE,

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR
AmerScim &

o. W. ALIS9

rnitureand Genera

of

dise evory Laturda, commencing at 10 o’olook a.
ns.
Consignments solicited
octSdtf

_

are f ullyiSO per cent lower than same goods
sold, but we have a large stock to reduce.

DAXL3Y,

Regular sale

New lot to be offered this morning at actual
cost of material, not to mention making.

payment of assess..
Dropped by request .l
in

V. o.

deodif

$1.25 Night Dresses

ments.

Suspended

d3t
_

F. O. BAILEY Ac CO.,
Auctiosmrs and Commission Merchant

8c OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL
Portland. Mp.
20c

Thursday Morning.

*

ing Him that if consistent with His holy will, your
long impaired health may be restored and that your
life may btlil be prolonged
many years, and that
this new year upon which you have now
entered,
may.by His4blessing,oe one of the most|liappy of your
life, and so placing/*underneath you His everlasting arms, that your last days may be tour best

President—Samuel J. Anderson.
Treasurer—John W. Dana.
Clerk—Charles H. Foye.
Superintendent—Jonas Hamilton.
Chief

38
2

Total. 21
Amount paid to families of deceased members. .;$31,500
Amount paid since the organization of the
association.. .. 214,161

Roswell M. Richardson.8,910
Waterhouse.
8,910

Samuel
Francis

tbe year.

Meat Block, Show Cases, Safe, &c., Ac.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

Photographer,

Immense Sale of Wamsutta, Fruit of
Loom, Lockwood, Boott and Boston
Sheetings will begin anew

secretary’s report.
Membership last report.1659

«

Saltsreea AS Eictange St.

2000 Bleached 42 in. Sheeting
1500 Heavy Unbleached 9-4 Sheeting

Odd

during

MAIJJE.

Janlo

These last

Members reinstated during the* year.

WE

Fine Portraits al»peoialty,S

Oni*

Members admitted

Auction.
shall sell on THURSDAY, Jan. 17, at 2V'»
o’clock p. in., at salesroom 18 Exchange St.,
Teas, Coffees, Spices, Molasses, Tobacco and Cig»r»*
14 barrels pure Cider Vinegar, Canned Goods, Extracts and Oils, Brushes, Tin and Wooden Ware,
Platform and Counter Scales, Stoves, Oil Cabinet,

4 l-2c
4 l-2c

These are regular goods, full yard wide, which
we have sold for years, and have really had good
trade for them at 6 to 8 cents per yard.

NOTES.

Fellows' Mmual Relief Association
of Portland.
The annual
meeting of the Odd Fellows’
Mutual Relief ;Association of Portland was
held last evening, the
president, Charles H.
French in the chair. The
reports were presented and accepted as folldws:

Groceries, Store Fixtures, Ac., by

256 Brackett

grimmer's concert.

That Charles Grimmer will have a crowded
house at the complimentary oonoert at City
Hall tomorrow night, tendered to him by his

AUCTION SALES.

M. i
SAWYER, St*,

4 1-2 Cts. I. C.

days.

Total
Local

Total

ADVEKTHEmSKTS.

SKW

$4,447,310.22

The following is the traffic:
Number of local passengers.

Foreign

491.79

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

LIABILITIES.

Lake_16’000

_."<*<*...

6,114.25

14

line from agents and companies.
’Material on hand.
Debt balances.

y

Filling

242.91

380

Cash.
Bills receivable.

Cubic

_

five cents

The operating expenses were 8289,123.71. of
which $13,048.39 were for salaries and incidentals, such as lights, rents, &c.; $48,808 43
for repairs of road-bed and track; $22,913.96
for steel rails laid since September 30, 1882,
less old rails sold; $10,319.16 for ties laid;
bridge repairs, $8,217.16; buildings repaired,
$6,046.61; $7,659.10 for other repairs and removing ice and Bnow; $47,012.50 for fuel for
engines and cars; $3,053.16 for oil and waste;
oar repairs, except
freight cars, $8,650; switchmen, watchmen, flagmen
and
signalmen,

viz.:

*

BjanU

The Annual Meeting— Report* and Election of Officer*.-The Old Board ReElected, with the Exception of Mr. Emery in Place of Mr. Thomas.

JOUST

L.

Cigar

BEST.

Portland.
Sole agent in Maine for llammond'g celebrated
sreamory brand. Bottom prices to the wholesale
trade.
janlSdtf
Town of Deering Loan.
Will be received by the undersigned
until .Ian. 21, for $0600 Four per cent 10 year
Bonds of the Town of lieerlug, Interest payable semi
lunuall". Proposals will be received for the whole
>r any part thereof.
The Town reserves the right
o reject any proposals not deemed for the interest
if the town.
E. M. 0 ACOBS, Treas.
Stroud we tar, Mo.
jaulAdlw

PROPOSALS

All Havana.

Th> finest Ten Cent
in tie city.
cali
and try one.

c. ii dim & co
Co

Druggists,
Congress & Preble Streets.

jaito

WPEl>l AEL

WIOHT.
ooUtf

*

